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£1 BAKERS DOZEN PACKS
Price per pack is £1 .00. Order 12 you
may choose another free. Items
marked (sh) are not new but
guaranteed ok.

1. 5 - 13 mop ring main junction boxes
2. 5 - 13 amp nrig main spur boxes
4. 5 - surface mounorg switches suitably insulated for mains voltege
5 3 - electncal switches intermediate type, will also replace 1 or 2 wey switches,

white flush mourning
7. 4 - in Ilex line switches with aeons
9. 2 - mains transformers with 6V 14 secondaries
10. 2 - mains transformers with 12V }A secondaries
11. 1 - extension speaker cabinet for 64- speaker
13. 12 - glass reed switches
17. 2 - uhra transmitters and 2 removers with wart
19. 2 - light dependent resistors
25. 4 - wafer switches - 6p 2 way, 4p 3 way, 2p 8 way, 2p 5 way, 1p 12 way small

one hold fixing and good length a spindle your choice
28. 1 - 6 digit counter mains voltage
30. 2 - Mead battery chargers
31. 1 - key switch wrth key
33. 2 - aerosol cans of ICI Dry Lubricant
34. 98 - 1 metre lengths colour coded connecting wire
39. 1 - long and mernum wave tuner kit
41. 8 - raker switch 10 amp mains SPOT
45. 1 - 24 hour rime switch mans operated Is h I

48. 2 - 6V operated reed swot relays
49. 10 - neon valves - make good night lights
50. 2 - 12V DC or 24V AC, 3 CO relays
51. 1 - 12V 2 CO miniature relay very sensitive
52. 1 - 12V 4 CO miniature relay
53. 2 - mans operated relays 3 x 8 me changeover rt.h.)
54. 10 - rows of 32 gold plated IC sockets dotal 320 sockets)
55 1 - locking mechanism with 2 keys
50 1 - miniature uniselector wrth croon for elednc pgsaw puzzle
80. 5 - ferrite rods 4" x 5/16" diameter aerials
61. 4 - ferrite slab aerials with L & M wave coils
63. I - Mullard thynstor trigger module
64. 10 - assorted knobs spindles
65. 5 - different thermostats, mainly b -metal types
88. 1 - magnetic Cake - stops rotation instantly
87 I - low pressure 3 level watch can be mouth operated
89. 2-25 wan pots 8 ohm
70 2 - 25 welt pots 1000 ohm
Ti 4 - wire wound pots - 18, 33, 50 and 100 ohm your dance
72. - 1250 watt dimmer Ultra ref 5E20
77. - time reminder adjustable 1-60 mins clockwork
81. - 30A panel mounting slyslok fuses
85 - mains shaded pole motor r stack - shaft
88 - mains motor with gear box 1 rev per 24 hours
91 - mains motors with gear box 16 rpm
96 - thermostat for fridge
98. - motonsed stud switch Ishl
101 - 2} hours delay switch
103 - mains power supply unit - 6V DC
104 - Reins powm supply unit - 4 } V DC
105 - 5"pin flex plug and panel socket
107 - 5 speaker sue radio cabinet with bindle
110 0 - slider type volume controls
111. - musical boxes (less keys)
112. - heating pad 200 watts mains
113. - FM front end with tuning condenser and date
114. - IW wieldier Mullard 1172
115. - wall mounting thennostat 24V
118. - teak effect extension 5" speaker cabinet
120. 2 - p.c. boards with 2 we full wave and 17 other recs
121. 4 - push push switches for table lamps etc.
122. 10 - mfrs twin screened flex white p.v.c. toter
123. 100 - staples for thin flex
124. 25 - dem plestic lenses 11 diameter
127 4 - pilot bulb Imp metal dip on type
128. 10 - very fine drills for pubs etc
129. 4 - extra thin screw drivers for instruments
132. 2 - plastic boxes with windows, ideal for interrupted been switch
134. 10 - model aircraft motor - require no on/off switch, just spin to start
136. 2 - cm radio speakers 5" round 4 ohm made for Rethomobile
137 1 - 61" 4 ohm 10 wet speaker and 3" tweeter
142 10 -4 BA spanners 1 end open, other end closed
145 2 - 4 reed relay kits 3V coil normally open or c/o if magnets added
146. 20 - pilot bulbs 6.56.34 Philips
147. 1 - secret switch kit with data
149. 4 - socket covers (protect inquisitive little fingers) for twin 13A
152. 1 -air or gm shut off valve - clockwork operated
153. 1 -rape shut off valve - thermostat operated
154. 1 - 12V Me prod relay - ideal for car jobs
155 3 - vendee push button tuners with knobs
158 5 - 12 way connector blocks 2A 2501/
159 3 - 12 way connector blocks 25A 250V
162 1 - 13A fused and switched spur for surface mounting or can he removed from box

for flush mounting
183 3 - 13A sockets good British make but brown
169 4 - short wave Rif spaced trimmers 2-301
171 1 - shocking cor kit with data - have fun with this
172 10 - 12V 6W bulbs Philips m,e.s.
178 3 - oblong amber indicators with lilliputs 12V
180. 6 - round amber indicators with mons 240V
181. 100 - p.v c grommets hole size
182 1 - short wave tuning condenser 50 pf with spindle
184. 1 - three gang tuning condenser each section 500 of with trimmers rind good

length i" spindle
188 1 - plastic box sloping metal front, 16 x 95mm average depth 45mro

2 - double pole 20 amp 250V hush mounting switch - white
191. 6 - 8.C. lamp holder adaptors white
193. 6 - 5 amp 3 pin flush sockets brown
195 5 - B.C. lampholders brown bakekte threaded entry
196. 1 - in flex simmerstat for electric blanket soldering iron etc.
197 2 - thermostats, spindle setting - adjustable r811120 for ovens etc
199 1 - mars operated solenoid wrth plunger 1" travel
200. 1 - 10 digit switch pal for telephones etc.
201. - computer keyboard switches with knobs, pub or veto mounting
206 20 - mires 80 ohm, noodled type co -ax off white
211 1 - &wine clock mains driven, always right time - not cased
216 1 - stereo pre -amp Mullard EP9001
232 2 - 12V solenoids. small with plunger
236 1 - mains transformer 9V I amp secondary C core constnichon
24f 1 - car door speaker (wry flat) 6}" 15 ohm made ler Radiornotele
241. 2 - speakers 6" x 4" 4 ohm 5 wan made for Radioniobile
243. 2 - speakers 6" x 4" 16 ohm 5 wan made for Radermobile
244 1 - mains motor with gear -box very small, toothed output 1 rpm
245. 4 - standard size pots, meg with pp switch
249 1 - 130 switched socket on double plate with fused spur for water heater
208 2 - mains transformers 9V A secondary spirt primary so * also for 115V
287. I - mains transformers 15V -1A secondary p c h mourning
289. 50 3.5V torch bulbs
290. 3 r reel to reel tape spools
291. 1 ten turns 3 wan pot spindle 100 ohm
292. 5 two plate brown bakehte ceiling roses
293. 50 silicon diodes mixed unmarked
294. 50 Germanium transistors mixed and unmarked
295 10 round pointer knobs spindle
296. 3 car cigar lighter socket plugs
297. 1 cover for 24hr lime switch ref 131345
298. 2 15 amp round pin plugs brown bakelne
300 mains solenoid with plunger compact type
301 0 ceramic magnets Mullard 1" x 3/8 x 5/16
303 12 pole 3 way ceramic wave charge switch
304 stereo amp I Van per channel
305 tubular dynamic microphone with desk rest
306 module, speaker & battery to make musical card
307 thermal fuses 15 amp woods metal
308 T.V turret tuner (black & white T.V.)
309. 2 adaptable legended knobs I" spindle
310. oven thermostats
311. Clare Elliot sealed relay 12V
312. pressure pad switch 24 x 18 (Trigger Marl
313. Sub miniature micro switches
314. 12" 8 wen min fluorescent tube white
315. r 4 wan min fluorescent tube white
318. round pin kettle plug with moulded on lead

MULLARD UNILEX AMPLIFIERS
We are probably the only firm in the country with these now in
stock. Although only four watts per channel, these give superb
reproduction. We now offer the 4 Mullard modules - i.e. Mains
power unit (EP9002) Pre amp module (EP900 1) and two amplifier
modules (EP9000) all for £8.00 plus E2 postage. For prices of
modules bought separately see TWO POUNDERS.

CAR STARTER/CHARGER KIT
Flat Baneryl Don't worry you will start your car in a few minutes
with this unit -- 250 watt transformer 20 amp rectifiers, case and all
parts with data £18.50 or without case £15.00 post paid.

VENNER TIME SWITCH
Mains operated with 20 amp switch, one
on and one off per 24 hrs. repeats daily
automatically correcting for the
lengthening or shortening day. An
expensive time switch but you can have it
for only £2.95 without case, metal case
- £2.95, adaptor kit to convert this into
a normal 24hr. time switch but with the
added advantage of up to 12 on/offs per
24hrs. This makes an ideal controller for

Ex -Electricity Board, the immersion heater. Price of adaptor kit
Sumenteed 12 months. is £2.30.

SOUND TO LIGHT UNIT

mvxr+1
Complete kit of parts of a three channel sound to light unit
controlling over 2000 watts of lighting. Use this at home if you
wish but it is plenty rugged enough for disco work. The unit is
housed in an attractive two tone metal case and has controls for
each channel, and a master on/off. The audio input and output are
by;" sockets and three panel mounting fuse holders provide
thyristor protection. A four pin plug and socket facilitate ease of
connecting lamps. Special price is £14.95 in kit form.

12 volt MOTOR BY SMITHS
Made for use in cars, etc. these are very
powerful and easily reversible. Size
3 }" long by 3" dia. They have a good
length of }"spindle -
1/ 10 hp £3.45
1/8hp E5.75. 1/6 hp E7.50

25A ELECTRICAL PROGRAMMER
Learn in your sleep. Have radio playing and kettle
boiling as you wake - switch on lights to ward
off intruders - have a warm house to come home
to. You can do all these and more. By a famous
maker with 25 amp on/off switch. A beautiful
unit al £2.50

THE AMSTRAD STEREO TUNER
This ready assembled unit is the ideal tuner for a music centre or an
amplifier, it can also be quickly made into a personal stereo radio -
easy to carry about and which will give you superb reception.
Other uses are a "get you to sleep radio", you could even take it
with you to use in the lounge when the rest of the family want to
view programmes in which you are not interested. You can listen to
some music instead.
Some of the features are: long wave band 115 - 1 70KHz, medium
wave band 525 - 1650KHz, FM band 87 - 108 MHz, mono, stereo
& AFC switchable, fully assembled and fully aligned. Full wiring up
data showing you how to connect to amplifier or headphones and
details of suitable FM aerial Mote ferrite rod aerial is included for
medium and long wave bands). All made up on very compact
board.
Offered at a fraction of its cost only £4.95

GOODS ARE ON APPROVAL
these notes are often hastily written and technical information
sheets are seldom available about the items we have to
describe, also advertisements sometimes go to press without
our having a chance to correct any mistakes, however,
everything we sell is supplied on the understanding that if it is
not suitable for your project you may return d within 7 days for
credit. If there was a definite error of description in our copy
then we will pay postage. If not, then you pay the postage.
Note this offer applies to kits, but only if construction is not
started.

FANS & BLOWERS
Woods extractors
V £5 1.25 post. 6" £8+ f1.50 post
4" x 4" Muffin equipment cooling fan 1 15V £2.00

x 4" Muffin equipment cooling fan 230/240V £5.95
5" Plannair extractor £5.50
r Extractor or blower 115V supplied with 230 to 115V adaptor
£9.50 E2 post.
All above are ex computers but guaranteed 12 months.
10" x r Tangential Blower, New. Very quiet - supplied with 230 to
115V adaptor on use two in series to give long blow £2.00 +
£1.50 post or £4.00  £2.00 post for two.

IONISER KIT
Refresh your home, office, shop, work room, etc. with a
negative ION generator. Makes you feel better and work
harder -a complete mains operated kg, case included.
£11.95 plus f2.00 post.

TELEPHONE BITS
Master socket (has surge arrestor - ringing condenser etc) and
takes B.T. plug £3.95
Extension socket £2.95
Dual adaptors (2 from one socket) £3.95
Cord terminating with B.T. plug 3 metres £2.95
Kit for converting old entry terminal box to new B.T. master socket,
complete with 4 core cable, cable clips and 2 BT extension
sockets £11.50
MINI MONO AMP on p.c.b. size 4" x 2" (app.)
Fitted volume control and a hole for a tone con-
trol should you require it. The amplifier
has three transistors and we estim-
ate the output to be 3W rms.
More technical data will be included
with the amp. Brand new,
perfect condition, offered at the very
low price of E1.15 each, or 13 for £12.00

J & N BULL ELECTRICAL
128 PORTLAND ROAD, HOVE,
BRIGHTON, SUSSEX BN3 5QL

MAIL ORDER TERMS: Cash, P.O. or cheque with order. Orders
under f 20 add f 1 service charge. Monthly account orders accepted
from schools and public companies. Access & B/card orders
accepted. Brighton 0273 734648. Bulk orders: write for quote.

OVER 400 GIFTS
YOU CAN CHOOSE FROM

There is a total of over 400 packs in our Baker's dozen range and you become
entitled to a free gift with each dozen pounds you spend on these packs. A
classified list of these packs and our latest "News Letter"' will be enclosed wrth
your goods, and you will automatically receive our next news letters.

TWO POUNDERS*
2P2 -Wall mounting thermostat, high precision with mercury switch and

thermometer
2P3 -Variable and reversible 8-12v psu for model control
2P4 -24 volt psu with separate channels for stereo made for Mullard UNILEK
2P6 -100W mains to 115V auto -transformer with voltage tappings
2P7 -Mini key, 16 button membrane keyboard, list price over £12
2P8 -Mains motor with gear box and variable speed selector. Series wound so

suitable for further speed control
2P9 -Time and set switch. Boxed, glass fronted and with knobs. Controls up to

15 amps. Ideal to program electric heaters
2P10 -12 volt 5 amp mains transformer - low volt winding on separate bobbin

and easy to remove to convert to lower voltages for higher currents
2P11 -Power amp module Mullard Unites EP9000 (note stereo pre -amp module

Unilex 9001 is 80216
2P12 -Disk or Tape precision motor - has balanced rotor and is reversible 230v

mains operated 1500 rpm
2P14 -Mug Stop kit - when thrown emits piercing squawk
2P15 -Interrupted Beam kit for burglar alarms, counters, etc
2P17 -2 rev pr minute mains driven motor with gear box, ideal to operate mirror

ball
2P18 -Liquid/gas shut off valve mains solenoid operated
2P19 -Disco switch -motor drives 6 or more 10 amp change over micro switches

supplied ready for mains operation
2P20 -20 metres extension lead, 2 core - ideal most Black and Decker garden

tools etc.
2P21 -10 watt amplifier, Mullard module reference 1173
2P22 -Motor driven switch 20 secs on or off after push
2P24 -Clockwork operated 12 hour switch 15A 250V with Clutch
2P26 -Counter reservable mains operated 3 digit
2P21 -Goodmans Speaker 6 inch round Bohm 12 wan
2P28 -Drill Pump - always useful couples to any make portable drill
2P29 -24 position Yakley switch contacts rated 5A - spindle
2P31 -4 metres 98 way interconnecting wire easy to strip
2P32 -Hot Wore amp meter - 4 round surface mounting 0-104 - old but

working and definitely a bit of history
2P34 -Solenoid Air Valve mains operated
2P35 -Battery charger kit comprising mains transformer. full wave rectifier and

meter, suitable for charging 6v or 12y
2P36 -20 Amp meter, with shunt ulnused but ex -equipment
2P38 -200 R.P.M. Geared Mains Motor 1" stack quite powerful, definitely large

enough to drive a rotating aerial or a tumbler for polishing stones etc.
2P42 -Tubular heater, 60 watts per It, unusued but slightly storage soiled, made

by G.E.0 Perfect order (must be collected by appointment as 12ft long)
2P43 -Small type blower or extractor fan, motor inset so very compact, 230V
2P46 -Our famous drill control kit complete and with prepared case.
2P47 -Joy switch kit complete as previously sold.
2P48 -Telephone ringing unit reduces mains to 50 volts and changes frequency

from 50 hz to 25 hz to give right ringing tone.
2P49 -Fire Alarm break glass switch in heavy cast case
2P51 -Stereo Headphone amplifier, with pre -amp
2P54 -2 kw blow heater section of coal or log effect fire, this is a sheet metal

assembly which holds the elements, the motor with fan, and the lamp
holders and bits which give the flickering flame effect. Collect or add f 3 to
cover p&p

2P55 -Mains motor, extra powerful has 1 stack and good length of spindle
2P62 -1 pair Goodmans 15 ohm speakers for Undox
2P63 -1 5Ky 20 mA mains transformer ex -equipment
2PM -1 five bladed fan 6i" with mains motor
2P05 -2 resettable trips 450 mains
2P66 -1 2Kw tangential heater 115v easily convertible for 230V
2P67 -1 12v -0-12v 2 amp mains transformer
2P68 -1 15v -0-15v 2 amp mains transformer
2P89 -1 250v -0-250v 60 mA & 86.3v 5A mains transformer
2P70 -1 E.M.I. tape motor two speed and reversible
2P71 -1 PAPST 240 5 hz motor
2P72 -1 115v Muffin fan 4" x 4" approx.
2P75 -1 2 hour timer, plugs into 13A socket
2P76 -1 audax tweeter partner to 5P26 speaker
2P77 -1 instrument box with key size 12" x 4i" wide 6" deep
2P81 -ORACLE VE1100 Instrument panel, is a MODEM with extras, it is the Kean

of many viewdata systems including the Prestel unit we recently stocked.
It uses 25 I.C's, 2 crystals. u.h f. muddier Met UM1233 etc. etc. You
receive this, new, unused and complete except for 7 of the plug in I. C's.

2P82 -9v-0-9v 2 amp mains transformer
2P83 -25m .75 twin flat flex for mains appliances
2PM -Modern board with press keys for telephone redialler
2P85 -20v-0-20v iA Mains transformer
2788 -Sangamo 24 hr lime switch 20 amp S.H.
2P89 -120 min time switch with knob
2P90 -90 min. tome switch with edgewise engraved controller
2P91 -Panel meter size 2}" x 2" scaled power factor
2P92 -Bailey & Macky pressure switch 50 p.s.1

£5 POUNDERS*
1. 12 volt submersible pump complete with a tap which when

brought over the basin switches on the pump and when pushed
back switches off, an ideal caravan unit.

2. Sound to light kit complete in case suitable for up to 750 watts
3. Silent sentinel ultra sonic transmitter and receive kit, complete.
4. Dial indicator, measures accurately down to .01mm, "John

Bull" or equally first-class make, a must for toolmaker or lathe
worker.

5. 250 watt isolating transformer to make your service bench
safe, has voltage adj. taps, also as it has a 1 1 5V tapping it can
be used to safely operate American or other 115V equipment
which is often only insulated to 1 1 5V. Please add E3 postage if
you can't collect as this is a heavy item.

6. 12V alarm bell with heavy 6" gong, suitable for outside if
protected from direct rainfall. Ex GPO but in perfect order and
guaranteed.

T Tape punch and matching tape reader, not new but believed in
perfect working order if not so we would repair or replace within
12 months. Please add £2.50 postage.

8. Sensitive voltmeter relay, this consists of a 41" dia moving coil
meter with electronics (we will supply cct. dig.) over E 120 each,
they are new and still in maker's boxes.

9. Box of 25 fluorescent tubes 40 watt daylight or warm white
ideal window pelmets, signs, etc. Please collect or add E2
postage.

10 Box of 25 18" fluorescent tubes assorted colours, please
collect or add E2 postage.

1 1 24 x 8 ft 85-120 watt warm white tubes. Ideal plant growing.
Collect or send open cheque to cover carriage.

12 Equipment cooling fan - minin snail type mains operated.
13. Ping pong ball blower - or for any job that requires a powerful

stream of air - ex computer. Collect or add £21 post.
14 Uniselector 360 degrees rotation, 5 poles, 50 ways, 50V coil.
15.Washing machine water pump, main motor driven so suitable

for many applications.
16 Control panel case, conventional design with hinged front and

finished metallic silver, easily arranged as lockable size approx.
15" x 10" x 5}", wall mounting.

17 Two kits: matchbox size surveillance transmitter and 2 FM
receivers.
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Projects
HEADPHONE MIXER by R. A Penfold
Monitor up to four inputs, either mono or stereo
1jJa_ALAJKVIby Mark Stuart
Safeguard your valuables with this portable alarm'
VOX BOX AMPLIFIER by George Churcher
Sound booster for your micro or test bench
CARAVAN BATTERY MONITOR by T. R. de Vaux Balbirnie
Ensure your caravan battery is kept in peak condition
ELECTRONIC SCARECROW by Michael Perrow
Protect your "cabbage patch" from unwanted intruders
TWO -CHIP OUTPUT INTERFACE
Low cost output interface for your Spectrum
SQUEEKIE by I. P. Kemp
Versatile audible test box

series
AMATEUR RADIO by Tony Smith G4FA1
National Convention; Morse Experiment; Call Book; Question Corner
EXPLORING ELECTRONICS by Owen Bishop
A new series that introduces the various elements of electronics
by using them in simple practical circuits.
Part One: The Diode-a simple radio receiver
ACTUALLY DOING IT by Robert Penfold
Component buying and identification
ON SPEC by Mike Tooley BA
Reader's Sinclair Spectrum page
BBC MICRO by R. A. Penfold & J. W. Penfold
New regular spot for Beeb fanatics

Features
EDITORIAL
COMPUTER INTERFACES EXPLAINED by R. A. Penfold
The three most common interfaces explained; RS232C,
Centronics and IEEE488
HINTS AND TIPS
BOOK SERVICE
Our own service for readers of EE-new books this month
CIRCUIT EXCHANGE
A forum for readers' ideas
SHOPTALK by David Barrington
Product news and component buying
READERS LETTERS
NEWS
What's happening in the world of electronics
NEW PRODUCTS
Facts and photos of instruments, equipment and tools
FOR YOUR ENTERTAINMENT by Barry Fox
Satellite Broadcasting
MARKET PLACE
Free readers' buy and sell spot
DOWN TO EARTH by George Short
Meter shunts and multipliers
BOOK REVIEWS
PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD SERVICE
MAN BEHIND THE SYMBOL by Morgan Bradshaw

Our August 1986 issue will be published on Friday, 18 July.
See page 349 for details.
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SUMMER SALE!!111
MANYgala BARGAINS! CABLE, BOXES, OIL SKTS,

LEADS, KNOBS, HARDWARE ETC, ETC! BUT FIRST
YOU'LL NEED OUR CATALOGUE -WE'LL SEND YOU ONE

FREE JUST RING OR WRITE FOR YOUR COPY NOW
(0703) 783740 DAY OR NIGHT

IF YOU ALREADY HAVE A COPY OF OUR CAT. ASK FOR
THE SUMMER SALE SHEET WHICH LISTS PAGE BY
PAGE ALL THE AMAZING PRICE REDUCTIONS!
NEARLY ALL BARGAIN LIST ITEMS I PRICE!
BIG REDUCTIONS ON COMPONENT PACKS -SEE
BELOW FOR EXAMPLES. FULL DETAILS IN CAT.
MINIMUM ORDER VALUE AT THESE LOW PRICES, £10

PACKS NEW PACKS
K524 Opto Pack £3.95 £2.95 (more sent with catalogue)
K525 Preset Pack £6.75 £3.95 K554 Thermistors. Mostly disc,
K528 Electrolytic Pack £3.95 rod and some valuable bead
£3.20 types. Identification/data sheet
K531 Precision resistors £3.00 included. Big variety up to 40mm
£2.50 dia. Catalogue value over £50.
K532 Relays £6.00 £3.00 100 £8.00
K517 Transistors £2.75 £1.95
K523 Resistors £2.50 £2.00 K547 Zener Diodes. Glass &

K520 Sv/itches £2.00 £1.70
K522 Copper clad board £1.00
£0.70

plastic, 250mW to 5W ranging
from 3V to 180V. All readI

. . .identifiable. i 00 4.50
K530 Polyesters £3.95 £2.95 K548 Tantalum Capacitors.
K518 Disc Ceramics £1.00 Wide range of values from 0.1 to
£0.70 68u, 3V to 50V. Includes both
K503 Wirewound Resistors beads and valuable solid types.
£2.00 £1.50 100 £6.50
K505 Pots £1.70 £1.40

TEACH -IN '86W4700 Push button banks
£2.95 £2.00

As usual, GREENWELD areK526 Heatsinks £5.50 £4.00
K527 Hardware £4.00 £3.00 supplying all TEACH -In '86 items
K534 Sleeve Pack £1.00 75p - as we have done over the past
K536 74 Series Pack £4.00 10 years. Our experience with
£3.00 these projects ensures you
K537 I.C. Pack £6.75 £4.00 receive top quality components
K538 Diode Pack £2.50 £1.50 as specified at the best possible
K539 L.e.d. Pack £5.95 £4.95 price, so you can order with
K540 Resistor Pack £2.50 confidence. This year's kits are
£2.00 available as follows:
K535 Spring Pack £1.70 80p Basic Items: M102B2

multimeter; Verobloc, bracket &
1 I PRICE PANELS design sheets, 10 leads with

croc clips + FREE - The latest
Z914 1W Mono Amp 75p GREENWELD Catalogue and a
Z915 1W Stereo Amp £1.75 resistor colour code calculator!!
Z916 Am Tuner 75p
Z925 Relays 95p

PRICE, inc. VAT and
post £21.95

Z926 Relay/Triac 92p or separately: M102B2 £14.95;
Z927 Reeds 30p
Z966 Modem £3.25

Verobloc etc. £6.21; croc clip
leads £1.97.

Z967 Modem £4.25
Z936 Stereo Amp £1.00

Extra Components required for
parts 1 and 2 £1.50

Z918 Inverter E1 .25 Extra Components required for
Z919 Inverter £1.10 parts 3 and 4 £3.60
Z912 RF Panel 75p Extra Components required for
Z910 RF Panel 75p parts 5 and 6 £4.95
Z911 RF Panel 35p Extra Components required for
Z913 RF Panel 35p parts 7, 8 and 9 £2.17
Z942 Joystick Interface £1.00 PSU-EE Special Offer mains
Z974 Mixer Amp £1.25 adaptor £4.95

Regulator Unit: All parts including
FIBRE OPTICS -66% OFF!! case, also in -line fuseholder, fuse
20m coils 1mm core -single and 2mm plugs for PSU £16.95
£6.30 £2.15
twin £11.00 £3.75

LCR bridge: All parts including
case £23.95
Diode/Transistor Checker: All

COMPUTER BOOKS -up to 90% parts inc. case £15.95
off!! £9.95, £6.95, £5.95 Audio Signal Tracer: All parts
Now all 99p each!! inc. case £11.95

Audio Signal Generator £19.50
UHF Modulator 50% off! RF Signal Generator £19.95
Aztec UM1286 £6.00 £3.00 Digital Pulse Generator £13.20

MIMIL All prices include VAT; just add 60p P&P
Min Access order £5. Of-

GREENWELD .ficial ordersetc. welcome
from schools

-min in -

ELECTRONIC voice charge £10. Our --
COMPONENTS shop has enormous stock of components

and is open 9-5.30 Mon -Sat. Come and
see us!

443D Millbrook Road, Southampton, 501 OHX.
Tel. (0703) 772501/783740
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SEND £1 NOW (12.50 OVERSEAS) FOR YOUR COPY INCLUDING A 50P VOUCHER,
ORDER FORM, PRE -PAID ENVELOPE & SPECIAL OFFERS

ABS BOXES
STANDARD MINIATURE
MB1 85p T3 50P
MB2 93p GEN. PURP
MB3 El .15 PBL3 68p
MB4 £2.90 BATTERY
MB5 11.50 PC £2.99
MBE f 2.95
POWER SUPPLY CASES
PSU-2 El .10. PSU-3
£1.20. PSU-4 £1.05

JULY SPECIAL OFFER
UNIVERSAL BATTERY CHARGER

TO CHARGE PP3, AA, C & 13 TYPE NI -CADS

ONLY

3 -CHANNEL CHART
RECORDER
MI EACH + £10 P & P

PICK-UP TOOL
75p EACH
5 FOR £3.00

e a a a
...--

£4.25
II

,..c -A., ....17.

i faW
nr3

CIP

plus 15% VAT
WITH ORDER OF

_, f 10 OR OVER
WIRE STRIPPERS
75p EACH
5 FOR £3.00

GAS SOLDERING
IRON
ORYZ PORTASOL
£13.90
SPARE TIPS
£4.50 ea.

EQUIVALENT
BOOKS
DIODES VOL. 1
19.95
DIODES VOL. 2
£9.75
BOTH -f18.70
IC CMOS £1.50
IC TTL £7.55
IC LIN VOL. 1 £5.95
IC LIN VOL. 215.99
BOTH -19.99
THYRISTORS

£9.99
TRANSISTORS Al
£4 90
TRANSISTORS
2N -3N f5.10
BOTH -£9.00

NI -CADS
RECHARGEABLE CELLS

AA (HP7) 95p EACH
10 for 85p EACH
C (HP11) f2.14 EACH
10 for E1.98 EACH
0 (HP2) E2.30 EACH
10 for £2.10 EACH
PP3 £3.15 EACH
10 for £3.65 EACH

RESISTOR KITS
i WATT RESISTORS
5 OFF EACH VALUE

 13.35 (305 off)
10 OFF EACH VALUE

£5.75 (710 off)
i WATT RESISTORS
5 OFF EACH VALUE
14.75 (365 off)
10 OFF EACH VALUE

£7.95 (730 off)

CERAMIC KIT
CAPACITORS 50V

OFF EACH VALUE
14.75 1120 off)

ZENER DIODE KIT
5 OFF EACH VALUE
£3.50 400rnw 155 off)

B.T. APPROVED
MASTER SOCKET
£285
SECONDARY SOCKET

£1.95
ADAPTOR 10/3A
£2.95
ADAPTOR 95A/BT
£3.25
DUAL OUTLET UU4:
MASTER £4.80
SECONDARY £2.85
BELL TONE RINGER
f7.50

4 -CORE CABLE 15p
per meter
CABLE CLIPS 75p per

IDD
SELECTION OF 'PHONES

SOLDERING
ANTEX 15W IRON
£5 75
ANTEX 17W IRON
f 5.95
ANTEX 25W IRON
£6.20ANTEX BITS 99p5
ANTEX ST4 STAND
£2.20
SOLDERSUCKER
f450
SPARE NOZZLE 65p

12V RECHARGEABLE

UNIT
CONTAINING 10 0
SIZE NI -CAD CELLS.
EX -EQUIPMENT
(MANUFACTURED BY
SAFI.) 15.99 + 11.85
P&P + 15% V.A.T.

ELECTRICAL
4 -way Extension Socket 3 -Pin Sockets
Fused and with Neon Indicator £4.10
As above but with lead £5.75
Twin Extension Socket White Nylon £1.65
2 -way Multiplug 13A Outlets

90P
3 -way Multiplug 13A Outlets £2.10
13A Plug White Fused EACH 46p 10 for £3.95
Single Extension Lead on Carrier
13A Socket on 15 metre cable £8.99

ADAPTORS These very high qua ity British made
2 -Pin European Adaptors are idea for driving radios,
cassette recorders, TV games, calculators etc. The
adaptor fits the UK shaver socket.

REF D.C. Volts Current 1+ 10+ 100+
E08 4-5V 200mA 50p 45p 34
EM3 6V 200mA £1.00 80p 55p
E09. 6V 400mA £1.50 £1.25 85p

P&P 45p each £2.25 for 10 £4.95 for 100

MARCO TRADING
DEPT.EE7. THE MALTINGS,
HIGH STREET, WEM,
SHROPSHIRE SY4 5EN
TEL: 109391 32763 TELEX: 35565

SERV SOL PRODUCTS
SOLDA-MOP STANDARD GAUGE -74p. LIGHT GAUGE -74.
INDUSTRIAL REEL -f 2.90 TAPE HEAD CLEANER -£1.10. SUPA
FREEZE-IT-f1A0. SWITCH CLEANING LUBRICANT -{1.24.
AERO-KLENE-11.14. SILICONE GREASE SPRAY -E1.50. EXCEL
POLISH -f 1.16.

It's no secret!
. . . that there is a

real difference at Cricklewood Electronics.
That's why you should never be without the FREE
CRICKLEWOOD ELECTRONICS COMPONENTS
CATALOGUE, for sheer variety, competitive prices

and service from the U.K.'s number one 100%
component shop. No gimmicks, no gadgets or

computers, just components, millions of them, all
easily available by mail order, calling or credit card

telephone orders. Just pick up the phone (or a pen) to
get your FREE copy now (no S.A.E. required). You

have nothing to lose.

CRICKLEWOOD ELECTRONICS LTD.
40 Cricklewood Broadway NW2 3ET
01-450 0995 & 01-452 0161

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED
Telex 914977 Phone or write today
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nairilairSUR RADIO
ISR-ECI Omic

-

Admissions: Adults £2.00 O.A.P's & Children £1.00 Under 5's FREE
Family Ticket £4.50
Opening Times: Saturday 10.30 - 6p.m. Sunday 10a.m. 4p.m.

Saturday 5th. & Sunday 6th. July 1986.

At the Conference Centre
CATERING AND BAR FACILITIES AVAILABLE ALL DAY.

The first major two day event in the
SOUTH of ENGLAND.

THIS IMPORTANT NEW DATE IN THE AMATEUR RADIO CALENDAR PROVIDES

STAR RAFFLES, BRING & BUY WITH LOTS OF BARGAINS GALORE.

Over 200 TRADE STANDS FROM ALL OVER THE COUNTRY.

RTTY - SATELLITE T.V. & COMMUNICATIONS - MICROWAVES -
HOBBY COMPONENTS - 934 MHz - AMATEUR TELEVISION AND

LOTS, LOTS MORE
Organisers Amateur Radio Promotions Ltd., Woodthorpe House, Clapgate Lane, Birmingham B32 3BU. Telephone: 021 - 421 5516

I
LOOK OUT FOR OUR JULY ISSUE

RsCONSTRUCTORS' SPECIAL
INCLUDING REVIEWS OF THE

CM Howes DC/RX Receiver Cirkit 50MHz Transverter
and Ferranti DVM Kit

Kitseries Construction It Easy
Getting Started-1.Your Workshop

Wire ess
74 Radio

"
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WATCH OUT FOR

Another Complete
Fantasy Adventure Game

More

Another FREE poster

PERILS
TO BRAVE

At your newsagents now, just 80p
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Universal Semiconductor Devices Ltd.
17 GRANVILLE COURT, GRANVILLE ROAD,
HORNSEY, LONDON N4 4EP, ENGLAND.
TEL 01-348 9420/9425 * TLX. 25157 usdco g
WE OFFER ONE OF THE LARGEST RANGES OF SEMICONDUCTORS AT HIGHLY
ECONOMICAL PRICES. THE FOLLOWING SEMICONDUCTOR TYPES ARE AVAILABLE
FROM STOCK. IF WE DON'T STOCK WHAT YOU NEED THEN WE CAN GET IT FAST
FROM OUR FACILITIES IN WEST GERMANY AND USA UPON REQUEST.

TRANSISTORS - BIPOLARS - GERMANIUM AND SILICON
SMALL SIGNAL

,POWER

DARLINGTONS - ALL SHAPES AND SIZES
VHF/UHF DEVICES - ALL SHAPES AND SIZES

FEES - POWER MOSFETS
UNIJUNCTIONS

DIODES - GERMANIUM AND SILICON -101--
RECTIFIERS AND BRIDGES

OPTO-ELECTRONIC DEVICES \,N
LEDS OF ALL SHAPES AND SIZES -01-

THYRISTORS AND TRIACS - ALL
SHAPES

SIZES

RATINGS

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS:
CONSUMER - DIGITAUANALOGUE
MICROPROCESSORS AND PERIPHERALS

IC SOCKETS

JAPANESE COMPONENTS - VAST RANGE OF DISCRETES AND CONSUMER IC's.

MAIL ORDER CUSTOMERS: PLEASE SEND FOR OUR COMPREHENSIVE PRICE LIST,

ENCLOSING f 1 IN STAMPS, CHEQUE OR POSTAL ORDER.

CATALOGUE SENT FREE OF CHARGE, WHEN REQUESTED ON OFFICIAL LETTERHEAD

(WITHOUT REFUND), TO OEM'S, SCHOOLS, COLLEGES, UNIVERSITIES, GOVERNMENT
INSTITUTIONS, COMPUTER FIRMS, ELECTRONIC REPAIR FIRMS AND DISTRIBUTORS.

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS AND PAYMENT TERMS ARE AVAILABLE TO ABOVE
INSTITUTIONS.

PLEASE ENQUIRE FOR QUANTITY DISCOUNTS.

WE WELCOME TELEPHONE AND TELEX ENQUIRIES!

AFFORDABLE ACCURACY
Quality Multimeters from

Cirkit

ANALOGUE
HM-102BZ - IOADC Range, 20kfINDC,
Buzzer. Battery Test Scale £12.50
19 measuring ranges
HM -102R - Low end voltage & current
ranges. Jack for Audio o/p voltages 111.00
20 measuring ranges
HM -1015 - Rugged, Pocket sized meter,
for general purpose use ......................_...5750
16 measuring ranges

Battery. Test Leads and Manual included
with each model.

Please add 15%
for VAT and
60p for p&p

A

comprehensive
range of

Analogue and
(Pushbutton or

Rotary
Switched)

Digital Models

DIGITAL
HC -7030
0.1% Accuracy. Standard Model 539.50
HC -6010
0.25% Accuracy. Standard Model £33.50
HC -5010
0.25% Accuracy. TR Test Facility . . £39.50
DM -105
0.5% Accuracy. Pocketable . £21.50

All models have full functions and ranges and
feature: 3V, digit 0.5" LCD display - low battery
indication - auto zero & auto polarity - ABS
plastic casing - DC AC thump range (not
DM -105) - Overload protection on all ranges -
battery, spare fuse. test leads and manual

Full details and specification from:

Cirkit Distribution Ltd
Park Lane, Broxbourne, Herts, ENIO 7NQ
Telephone (0992) 444111 Telex 22478

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME

Send
SAE now

for our FREE CATALOGUE
or ring: 01-567 8910 for

the keenest prices on -
CMOS TRANSFORMERS BOOKS
TTL CONNECTORS TOOLS
OPTO MICROPROCESSORS BOXES
TRIACS HEATSINKS RELAYS
NICADS MULTIMETERS SWITCHES

AND LOTS LOTS MORE
We also STOCK ANTEX SOLDERING IRONS & VERO
PRODUCTS, a wide range of VELLEMAN and PANTEC
KITS. PLUS over 30 KITS for Timers, Remote Control,
Disco Lights, Temperature Control, etc.

XK 113 MW RADIO KIT XK 102 3 -NOTE DOOR CHIME

Based on ZN414 IC, kit includes PCB,
wound aerial and crystal earpiece and all
components to make a sensitive minia-
ture radio.
Size: 5.5 x 2.7 x 2cms. Requires PP3 9V
battery.
IDEAL FOR BEGINNERS £5.50

Based on the SAB0600 1C the kit is
supplied with all components, including
loudspeaker, printed circuit board, a pre -
drilled box (95 x 71 x 35mm) and full
instructions. Requires only a PP3 9V
battery and push -switch to complete.
IDEAL BEGINNERS' PROJECT £5.50

HOME LIGHTING KITS DISCO LIGHTING KITS
These kits contain all necessary com-
ponents and full instructions & are de-
signed to replace a standard wall switch
and control up to 300W of lighting.
TDR300K Remote Control

Dimmer £14.95
Transmitter for -
above £4.50

TD300K Touchdimmer £7.75
TS300K Touchswitch £7.75
TDE/K Extension kit for 2 -way

switching for TD300K £2.50

MK6

DL1000K - This value -for -money 4 -way
chaser features bi-directional sequence
and dimming. 1kW per channel.£15.95
DLZ1000K - A lower cost unidirec-
tional version of the above. Zero
switching to reduce interference. £8.95
Optional opto input allowing audio
'beat' /light response (DLA/1). 70p
DL3000K -3 -channel sound to light kit
features zero voltage switching, auto-
matic level control and built-in micro-
phone. 1kW per channel. £12.95

DVM/ULTRA SENSITIVE
THERMOMETER KIT

Based on the ICL 7126 and a 3 digit
liquid crystal display, this kit will form
the basis of a digital multimeter (only a
few additional resistors and switches
are required - details supplied), or a
sensitive digital thermometer (-50'C to
+150*C) reading to 0.1°. The kit has a
sensitivity of 200mV for a full-scale
reading, automatic polarity and overload
indication. And a low power require-
ment giving a 2 year typical battery life
from a standard 9V PP3. £15.50

ELECTRONIC LOCK KIT

With hundreds of uses indoors, gar-
ages, car anti -theft devices, electronic
equipment, etc. Only the correct easily
changed four -digit code will open itl
Requires a 5V to 1 5V DC supply. Output
750mA. Fits standard electrical wall
box.
Complete kit for car ignition
or door locks XK101 £11.50
Electric lock mechanism for use with
existing door locks and the above kit.
(Requires relay.) 12V AC/DC coil.
(701 150). £14.95

24 HR CLOCK/APPLIANCE
TIMER KIT

Switches any appliance up to 1kW on
and off at preset times once per day. Kit
contains: AY -5-1230 IC, 0-5" LED dis-
play, mains supply, display drivers,
LED's, triacs, PCB's and full instructions.
CT 1000K Basic Kit £14.90
CT 1000K with white box
(56 x 131 x 71mm) £17.40

555 Timer 6 for 90p
556 Dual Timer 2 for 70p STAR BUYS

ELECTRONICS
13 BOSTON RD
LONDON W7 3SJ

741 Op -Amp
6 for 90p

SEND 9"x6" S.A.E.
OR CALL AT SHOP
MON-FRI 9-5pm
SATURDAY 10-4pm

ORDERING INFORMATION:
ALL PRICES EXCLUDE VAT= FREE P&P on orders over £20 (UK only), otherwise add

75p + VAT. Overseas P&P: Europe £2.75. Elsewhere
£6.50. Send cheque/PO/Barclaycard/Access No.

with order. Giro No. 529314002.

LOCAL AUTHORITY AND EXPORT ORDERS WELCOME
GOODS BY RETURN SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY
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E.E. PROJECT KITS MAGENTA
Full Kits inc. PCBs, or veroboard, hard-
ware, electronics, cases (unless stated).
Less batteries.
If you do not have the issue of E.E. which
includes the protect - you will need to
order the instruction reprint as an extra -
70p each. Reprints available separately
70p each + p&p 80p

THIS MONTH'S KITS
SAE or 'phone for prices

TILT ALARM July 86 £745
PERCUSSION SYNTH June 85 628.98
LIGHT PEN (less case) June 86 65.80
PERSONAL RADIO June 86 610.98
WATCHDOG June 86 17.85
MINI STROBE May 86 612.49
PA AMPLIFIER May 86 f23.77
LOGIC SWITCH May 86 f 14.22
AUTO FIRING JOYSTICK May 86 (11.29
STEREO REVERB Apr 86 123.98
VERSATILE PSU Apr 86 f22.39
CIRCLE CHASER Apr 86 119.98
FREELOADER Apr 86 E1.70
STEPPER MOTOR DRIVER Apr 86 64.66
BBC MIDI INTERFACE Mar 86 f25.34
INTERVAL TIMER Mar 86 E17.11
STEREO HI -Fl PRE -AMP £44.62
MAINS TESTER & FUSE FINDER Mar 86 £7.98
FUNCTION GENERATOR Feb 86 622.53
POWER SUPPLY FOR ABOVE 67.26
TOUCH CONTROLLER Feb 86 111.67
pH TRANSDUCER (less Probe) Feb 86 £22.01
LIGHT EFFECTS/GAMES UNIT Feb 86 f 10.37
SPECTRUM OUTPUT PORT Feb 86 £10.21
HEADLIGHT ONE SHOT Feb 86 £10.69
OPORT Jan 86 £6.80
TACHOMETER Jan 86 123.40
MAIN DELAY SWITCH left case Jan 86 (17.93
ONE CHIP ALARM Jan 86 67.90
MUSICAL DOOR BELL Jan 86 E16.98
TTL LOGIC PROBE Dec 85 68.59
DIGITAL CAPACITANCE METER Dec 85 [35.98
DIODE/TRANSISTOR TESTER Dec 85 115.98
UNIVERSAL LCR BRIDGE Nov 85 £23.49
FLUX DENSITY TRANSDUCER Nov 85 126.15
FLASHING PUMPKIN less case Nov 85 63.82
SQUEAKING BAT less case Nov 85 18.63
SCREAMING MASK less case Nov 85 f9.98
STRAIN GAUGE AMPLIFIER Oct 85 £25.46
SIMPLE AUDIO GENERATOR Oct 85 £2.59
SOLDERING IRON POWER CONTROLLER Oct

85 64.72
VOLTAGE REGULATOR Sept 85 66.78
PERSONAL STEREO P.S.U. Sept 85 £8.99
R.I.A.A. PRE -AMP Sept 85 f14.49
CARAVAN ALARM Sept 85 £9.37
FRIDGE ALARM Sept 85 £6.82
SEMI -CONDUCTOR TEMP. SENSOR Sept
85 £18.93
RESISTANCE THERMOMETER Sept 85 Less

Probe 118.83
PLATINUM PROBE Extra 122.00
LOW COST POWER SUPPLY UNIT Aug 85 f 16.72
TRI-STATE THERMOMETER (Batt) Aug 85 £6.05
TREMOLO/VIBRATO Aug 85 134.48
STEPPER MOTOR INTERFACE FOR THE BBC
COMPUTER less case Aug 85
1035 STEPPER MOTOR EXTRA
OPTIONAL POWER SUPPLY PARTS
CONTINUITY TESTER July 85
TRAIN SIGNAL CONTROLLER July 85
AMSTRAD USER PORT July 85
ACROSS THE RIVER June 85
ELECTRONIC DOORBELL June 85
GRAPHIC EQUALISER June 85
AUTO PHASE May 85
INSULATION TESTER Apr 85
LOAD SIMPLIFIER Feb 85
SOLID STATE REVERB feb 85
GAMES TIMER Jan 85
SPECTRUM AMPLIFIER Jan 85

£13.99
£14.60

£4.67
£5.37
£8.78

£15.33
f17.97

£6.66
£23.33
f16.39
£16.96
116.98
f 39.98
f7.63
f 5 98

TV AERIAL PRE -AMP Dec 84 [12.36
Optional PSU 12V £2.03 2405 19.86
MINI WORKSHOP POWER SUPPLY Dec 84E34.98
DOOR CHIME Dec 84 [14.91
BBC MICRO AUDIO STORAGE SCOPE INTERFACE
Nov 84 f28.17
PROXIMITY ALARM Nov 84 117.98
MAINS CABLE DETECTOR Oct 84 [4.39
MICRO MEMORY SYNTHESISER Oct 84 £47.98
DRILL SPEED CONTROLLER Oct 84 66.89
GUITAR HEAD PHONE AMPLIFIER Sept 84 66.38
SOUND OPERATED FLASH less lead Sept 84E5.91
TEMPERATURE INTERFACE FOR BBC MICRO Aug
84 £19.70
CAR RADIO BOOSTER Aug 84 £13.87
CAR LIGHTS WARNING July 84 [7.99
VARICAP AM RADIO May 84 £10.43
EXPERIMENTAL POWER SUPPLY May 84 £18.72
SIMPLE LOOP BURGLAR ALARM May 84 f 13.62

MASTERMIND TIMER May 84 £5.44
FUSE/DIODE CHECKER Apr 84 £3.45
QUASI STEREO ADAPTOR Apr 84 £10.90
DIGITAL MULTIMETER add on for B8C Micro Mar

f 24.98
f 9.85
f6.78
£3.60

E23.98
£14.48
£14.89
£3.76

£17.73
£19.16
69.99

84

NI -CAD BATTERY CHARGER Mar 84
REVERSING BLEEPER Mar 84
PIPE FINDER Mar 84
IONISER Feb 84
ZXIII1 EPROM PROGRAMMER Feb 84
SIGNAL TRACER Feb 84
CAR LIGHT WARNING Feb 84
GUITAR TUNER Jan 84
BIOLOGICAL AMPLIFIER Jan 84
CONTINUITY TESTER Dec 83
CHILDREN'S DISCO LIGHTS Dec 83 68.42
NOVEL EGG TIMER Dec 83 inc case f 10.24
SPEECH SYNTHESIZER FOR THE BBC MICRO Nov
83 less cable + sockets £21.99
MULTIMOD Nov 83 £16.98
LONG RANGE CAMERA/FLASHGUN TRIGGER Nov
83 (13 .50
HOME INTERCOM less link wire Oct 83 £14.39
DIGITAL TO ANALOGUE BOARD Oct 83 less cable,
case & connector £19.98
HIGH POWER DAC DRIVER BOARD Dct 83 less
case £12.52
HIGH SPEED A TOO CONVERTER Sept 83 less cable
& connector £27.98
STORAGE 'SCOPE INTERFACE FOR BBC MICRO
Aug 83 less software f 15.38
HIGH POWER INTERFACE BOARD Aug 83 no
case f10.38
USER PORT I/O BOARD less cable + plug £10.49
USER PORT CONTROL BOARD July 83 less cable +
plug + case £25.14
GUITAR HEADPHONE AMPLIFIER May 83 £7.92
MW PERSONAL RADIO less case, May 83 E7.62
MOISTURE DETECTOR May 83 £5.48
CAR RADIO POWER BOOSTER April 83 £11.99
FUNCTION GENERATOR April 83 145.98
FLANGER SOUND EFFECTS April 83 124.17
NOVELTY EGG TIMER April 83 less case £5.46
DUAL POWER SUPPLY March 83 £59.38
BUZZ OFF March 83
PUSH BIKE ALARM Feb 83
ZX TAPE CONTROL Nov 82
CONTINUITY CHECKER Sept 82
2 -WAY INTERCOM July 82 no case
ELECTRONIC PITCH PIPE July 82
REFLEX TESTER July 82
SEAT BELT REMINDER Jun 82 £4.10
EGG TIMER June 82 [5.44
CAR LED VOLTMETER less case May 82 £3.10
V.C.O. SOUND EFFECTS UNIT Apr 82 f 12.71
CAMERA DR FLASH GUN TRIGGER Mar 82E13.65
less trpod bushes
POCKET TIMER Mar 82 £4.10
GUITAR TUNER Mar 82 117.19
SIMPLE STABILISED POWER SUPPLY Jan
82 £26.911
MINI EGG TIMER Jan 82 £4.40
SIMPLE INFRA RED REMOTE CONTROL Nov
81

CAPACITANCE METER Oct 81
SUSTAIN UNIT Oct 81
TAPE NOISE LIMITER Oct 81
HEADS AND TAILS GAME Oct 81
CONTINUITY TESTER Oct 81
PHOTO FLASH SLAVE On 81

14.51
111.73

67.13
£5.47
£4.52
£5.40
£7.77

£18.70
£25.81
f13.99

£4.98
£2.15
£4.48
0.80

FUZZ BOX Oct 81 £7.98
SOIL MOISTURE UNIT Oct 81 £6.39
0--12V POWER SUPPLY Sept 81 119.48
COMBINATION LOCK July 81 less case £21.58
SOIL MOISTURE INDICATOR E.E. May 81 £4.49
PHONE BELL REPEATER/BABY ALARM May
81 £6.15
INTERCOM April 81 124.43
MODULATED TONE DOORBELL Mar 81 £7.35
2 NOTE DOOR CHIME Dec 80 611.35
LIVE WIRE GAME Dec 80 £12.87
GUITAR PRACTICE AMPLIFIER Nov 60614.10 less
case Standard case extra £4.99
SOUND TO LIGHT Nov. 80 3 channel f23.40
TRANSISTOR TESTER Nov 80 112.80
AUDIO EFFECTS UNIT FOR WEIRD SOUNDS Dct
80 f 14.40
MICRO MUSIC BOX Feb 80 f17.86
Case extra 13.60
SPRING LINE REVERB UNIT Jan 80 127.20
UNIBOARD BURGLAR ALARM Dec 79 66.70
DARKROOM TIMER July 79 13.20
MICROCHIME DOORBELL Feb 79 f 17.48
SOUND TO LIGHT Sept 78 69.20
CAR BATTERY STATE INDICATOR LESS CASE Sept
78 f 2.29
R.F. SIGNAL GENERATOR Sept 78 £31.20
IN SITU TRANSISTOR TESTER Jun 78 £7.50
WEIRD SOUND EFFECTS GENERATOR Mar
78 £6.20
ELECTRONIC DICE Mar 77 £4.99

FUN WITH
ELECTRONICS

Enjoyable introduction to electronics. Full
of very clear full colour pictures and easy to
follow text. Ideal for all beginners - chil-
dren and adults. Only basic tools needed.
64 full colour pages cover all aspects -
soldering - fault finding - components
(identification and how they work).
Also full details of how to build 6 projects
- burglar alarm, radio, games, etc. Re-
quires soldering - 4 pages clearly show
you how.
COMPONENTS SUPPLIED ALLOW ALL
PROJECTS TO BE BUILT AND KEPT.
Supplied Was batteries (S, cuss.
FUN WITH ELECTRONICS,
COMPONENT PACK £16.98
BOOK EXTRA f 1.75.
Book evailoble separately.

INTRODUCTION
TO ELECTRONICS

An introduction to the basic principles of
electronics. With lots of simple experi-
ments. Uses soldering. Lots of full colour
illustrations and simple explanations. A
lovely book. Ideal for all ages.
INTRODUCTION TO ELECTRONICS
COMPONENT PACK

BOOK EXTRA

Book also available separately.

£9.99

f 2.45

BOOKS
A practical Introduction to Microprocessors.
PenfoId £2.10
Base Electronics. Hodder & Stoughton 68.98
Beginners Guide to Building Electronic Projects,
Penfold 12.25
DIY Robotics & Sensors Billingsley. BBC £7.95
Commodore B4 17.99
Elementary Electronics. Sladdin E5.98
Science Experiments with Your Computer £2.43
How to Design & Make Your Own PCBs. BP121E2.15
How to Make Computer Controlled Robots. Potter E3.20
How to Make Computer Model Controllers. Potterf 3.19
Interfacing to Microprocessors & Microcomputersf 6.50
Machine Code for Beginners. Osborne E2.45
Meet Interfacing Circuits Book 1 62.45
Microprocessors for Hobbyists. Coles £4.98
Practical Computer Experiments. Parr £1.95
Practical Things to do With a Microcomputer.
Usborne f2.19
Questions & Answers - Electronics Hickman £3.45
Understanding the Micro. Osborne 61.95

 JUST A SMALL SELECTION. LOTS MORE IN
OUR PRICE LIST 

TEACH IN 86
MULTIMETER TYPE M102BZ as specified. Guaranteed. Top quality. 20k/V, with battery check, continuity
tester buzzer and fuse and diode protection 10A dc range.
Complete with leads, battery and manual. £13.98
VEROBLOC BREADBOARD, DESIGN PAD, MOUNTING PANEL AND 10 CROCODILE CLIP
CONNECTING LEADS. 66,98
REGULATOR UNIT FOR SAFE POWER SUPPLY. All components including the specified case. Also the
plugs, fuse and fuseholders to suit the EE mains adaptor. 116.78
COMPONENTS FOR PRACTICAL ASSIGNMENTS. Parts 7 and 2 (Oct & Nov) 61.94. Part 3 (Dec) £1.37.
Part 4 (Jan) £2.48. Part 5 (Feb) 62.22. Part 6 (Mar) £6.31. Parts 7, 8 & 9 (combined) £2.55.

All the above include VAT. P&P Plus 80p.

TEACH PROJECTS
UNIVERSAL LCR BRIDGE Nov 85
DIODE/TRANSISTOR TESTER Dec 85
USEFUL AUDIO SIGNAL TRACER Jan 86
AUDIO SIGNAL GENERATOR Feb 86
R.F. SIGNAL GENERATOR March 86
FET VOLTMETER Apr 86
DIGITAL PULSE GENERATOR May 86

f23.49
f 17.98
f 15.95
f24.96
f23.32
f20.46
f15.89

MOTOR - GEARBOX ASSEMBLIES
Miniature precision made. Complete with quality electric motor. Variable reduction ratios
achieved by fitting from 1-6 gearwheels (supplied) as required. Operates from 1.5V to 4.5V.
Small unit type MGS speed range 3rmp-220Orpm depending on voltage & gear ratio. Large
unit type MGL (higher torque motor) 2rpm-1150rpm. Long 3mm dia output shafts. Ideal for
robots and buggies.
Small Unit (MGSI £3.49. Large Unit (MGL) £3.98.
Pulley wheels 3mm bore. Metal flange with
brass hub. 1 Omm dia. £1.75. 20mm dia.
f 1.84. 30mm dia. £1.99.
Metal collar with fixing screw, 3mm bore
24p. Flexible spring coupling 5mm. Length
31 mm 88p.
Flexible metal coupling (universal) 3mm
£2.98.

TOOLS
AMU MODEL C IRON
ANTEX X5 SOLDERING IRON 25W
374 STAND FOR IRONS
HEAT SINE TWEEZERS
SOLDER HANDY SIZE 5
SOLDER CARTON
SOLDER REEL SIZE 10
LOW COST PLIERS
LOW COST CUTTERS
BENT NOSE PLIERS

£7.25
f2.05

E 1.39
f2.50
f4.07

118
£1.99
El II

MINI DRILL I25 (MDII 69.39
MULTIMETER TYPE 1 1 ESN
MULTIMETER TYPE 2 2IrOrer 217.911
MULTIMETER TYPE 3 30,000opv 227.90
MULTIMETER TYPE 4 10M DIGITAL f311.911
DESOLDER PUMP MSS
SIGNAL INJECTOR 22.98
CIRCUIT TESTER 70/
HELPING HANDS JIG MAGNIFIER 67.191
MINIATURE VICE (PLASTIC) f I Alb

CATALOGUE

FULLY REVISED CATALOGUE. Brief details of
each kit, our books, & illustrations of our
range of tools & components. Also step-
per motor, interface kit & simple robotics.
Plus circuit ideas for you to build. If you
read Everyday Electronics then you need a
copy of the MAGENTA catalogue.

CATALOGUE & PRICE LIST - Send £1 in stamps
etc. or add f 1 le your order. Price list - 9x4 sae.

Catileges FREE TO SCHOOLS/COLLEGES RE-
QUESTED ON OFFICIAL LETTERHEAD.

ADVENTURES
WITH

ELECTRONICS
An easy to follow book suitable for all ages. Ideal for
beginners. No soldering, uses an S -Dec Breadboard.
Gives clear instructions with lots of pictures. 16 projects
- including three radios, siren, metronome, organ,
intercom, [knot, etc. Helps you learn about electronic
components and how circuits work. Component pack
includes an S -Dec breadboard and all the components for
the propels
Adventures wrth Electronics 63.58. Component pack
£20.98 less battery.

OUR PRICES INCLUDE VAT

MAGENTA ELECTRONICS LTD
EE42, 135 HUNTER ST.,
BURTON -ON -TRENT,
STAFFS, DE14 2ST.
MAIL ORDER ONLY.
0283 65435, Mon -Fri 9-5
Access/Barclaycard (Vise) by
phone or post.
24 hr Answerphone for credit card orders.

ADO SOP P&P TO AU ORDERS.
PRICES INCLUDE RAT.
SAE ALL ENQUIRIES.
OFFICIAL ORDERS WELCOME.
OVERSEAS Peyrnent nest be sterling
IRISH REPUBLIC and BFPO UK PRICES.
EUROPE. UK PRICES plus 10%.
ELSEWHERE write for quote

PRICE LIST -FREE WITH ORDERS OR SEND SAE
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EVERYDAY-
MONiillY
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RADIATION

JULY '86

WORLD events influence the content of EE-sounds good, doesn't it, but in
reality it is not. I do not wish to get into a discussion on the pros and cons

of atomic power, let us just say that we have all recently been made fully aware
of the consequences if something goes wrong. The Russian disaster and the re-
sulting massive release of radiation has brought home the dangers. Following
the disaster we have been asked by many readers for a Geiger counter
design-we will be publishing a straightforward design in our August issue.

In the meantime, regular readers might find the series we published
previously of interest. The three articles comprised: What is Radiation (Aug.
84), Fission and Fusion (Sept. 84) and Radiation Detectors (Oct. 84). These
short articles at least provide some background knowledge about various rays
and their detection. At the end of the first article the author, A. J. Bentley,
made the following interesting statement:

"FRIEND OR FOE
The radiation which surrounds us comes from the rocks in the earth and the

water in the sea, from dust and gases in the air, even the atoms from which our
bodies are made emit radiation. This has always been so since the earth was
formed and always will be so. Radioactivity is not some evil man-made thing
but a natural consequence of the way the universe is constructed. It is new only
in the sense that we have only just become aware of it. As always there are
those who wish to use this discovery to kill others, and there are those who
wish the knowledge to be lost and forgotten. It must have been the same when
the first shivering cave -dweller discovered fire.

If we compare that first open fire to a modern central heating system, is it
too much to hope that we can safely benefit from this find?"

Let us hope that the world learns by its mistakes. Meanwhile, our article will
provide a means for testing food and drink as well as checking the general en-
vironment etc; we hope it will help put people's minds at rest, if nothing else.

EVERYDAY

ELECTRONICS
and iral, t MONTHLY

Editorial Offices
EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS EDITORIAL,
6 CHURCH STREET, WIMBORNE,
DORSET BH21 1JH
Phone: Wimborne (0202) 881749

See notes on Readers' Enquiries below-we
regret that lengthy technical enquiries cannot be
answered over the telephone

Advertisement Offices
EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS ADVERTISEMENTS
4 NEASDEN AVE., CLACTON -ON -SEA, ESSEX
C016 7HG. Clacton (0255) 436471

BACK ISSUES & BINDERS
Certain back issues of EVERYDAY

ELECTRONICS and ELECTRONICS
MONTHLY are available price £1.25
(£1.75 overseas) inclusive of postage and
packing per copy. Enquiries with remit-
tance, made payable to Everyday Electron-
ics, should be sent to Post Sales Depart-
ment, Everyday Electronics, 6 Church
Street, Wimborne, Dorset BH21 1JH. In
the event of non -availability remittances
will be returned. Please a//ow 28 days for
delivery. (We have now sold out of
Oct. and Nov. 85 and April 86.)

Binders to hold one volume (12 issues)
are available from the above address for
£5.50 (£6.25 overseas) inclusive of p&p.
Please allow 28 days for delivery.

Payment in £ sterling only please.

Editor MIKE KENWARD
Personal Assistant
PAULINE MITCHELL
Assistant Editor/Production
DAVID BARRINGTON
Assistant Editor/Projects
DAVID BRUNSKILL
Editorial: WIMBORNE (0202) 881749
Advertisement Manager
PETER J. MEW Clacton (0255) 436471
Classified Advertisements
Wimborne (0202) 881749

READERS' ENQUIRIES
We are unable to offer any advice on the

use, purchase, repair or modification of
commercial equipment or the incorpora-
tion or modification of designs published in
the magazine. We regret that we cannot
provide data or answer queries on articles
or projects that are more than five years
old. Letters requiring a personal reply
must be accompanied by a stamped
self-addressed envelope or a self-
addressed envelope and inter-
national reply coupons.

All reasonable precautions are taken to
ensure that the advice and data given to
readers is reliable. We cannot, however,
guarantee it and we cannot accept legal
responsibility for it.

COMPONENT SUPPLIES
We do not supply electronic com-

ponents or kits for building the projects
featured, these can be supplied by
advertisers.

OLD PROJECTS
We advise readers to check that all parts

are still available before commencing any
project in a back -dated issue.

We regret that we cannot provide
data or answer queries on projects
that are more than five years old.
ADVERTISEMENTS

Although the proprietors and staff of
EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS take reason-
able precautions to protect the interests of
readers by ensuring as far as practicable
that advertisements are bona fide, the
magazine and its Publishers cannot give
any undertakings in respect of statements
or claims made by advertisers, whether
these advertisements are printed as part of
the magazine, or are in the form of inserts.

The Publishers regret that under no
circumstances will the magazine accept
liability for non -receipt of goods ordered,
or for late delivery, or for faults in manufac-
ture. Legal remedies are available in re-
spect of some of these circumstances,
and readers who have complaints should
address them to the advertiser or should
consult a local trading standards office, or
a Citizen's Advice Bureau, or their own
solicitor.
SUBSCRIPTIONS

Annual subscription for delivery direct to
any address in the UK: £13.00. Overseas:
£15.00. Cheques or bank drafts (in £
sterling only) payable to Everyday Elec-
tronics and sent to EE Subscription Dept.,
6 Church Street, Wimborne, Dorset BH21
1JH. Subscriptions can only start
with the next available issue. For back
numbers see the note on the left.
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HEADPHONE MIXER

AHEADPHONE mixer is an item of equip-
ment which will probably be unfami-

liar to many readers, but it is basically just a
simple mixer circuit feeding into a head-
phone amplifier. Although this might not
seem to be a very useful piece of equipment,
it is one of those devices that after a few
weeks in use leaves you wondering how you
managed without one previously. A head-
phone mixer is probably of most benefit to
someone involved in the field of electronic
music. If you have (say) a polyphonic
synthesiser controlling a monophonic
synthesiser and a drum machine, these
would probably all have headphone out-
puts, but you can not plug the headphones
into all three at once. However, by feeding
the three audio outputs into the headphone
mixer they can all be monitored simul-
taneously, and the mixer permits channel
balancing as well as providing overall con-
trel of the volume.

This project is not restricted to use in

R.A.PENF01.11

electronic music set-ups though, and it can
be used in any situation where up to four
signal sources must be monitored using
headphones. It can also be used as an
ordinary mixer if desired as it does not have
to feed into a pair of headphones, and will
work equally well with most amplifiers, tape
recorders, etc. By only utilizing one of the
inputs it can also function as a straightfor-
ward headphone amplifier when necessary.
The unit is thus much more versatile than
might at first appear to be the case.

The four inputs of the circuit all have an
input impedance in the region of 100k. Two
inputs have an input sensitivity of about
500 millivolts r.m.s. for maximum output
and are suitable for use with high level
outputs such as those provided by cassette
decks and keyboard instruments. The other
two inputs have an input sensitivity of only
about 50 millivolts r.m.s. and these are
suitable for use with low level sources such
as an insensitive guitar pick-up, as well as
high level signal sources. The unit will not
work properly with very low level signals
(such as those provided by any normal types
of microphone) unless a suitable preampli-
fier is added ahead of the inputs, but it is

Fig. 1. Basic summing mode circuit.

A no -frills mixer
which can be used
to monitor up to
four inputs, in
either mono or
stereo

highly unlikely that the unit would ever
need to be used in such a set-up anyway.

Full stereo operation is provided with the
left and right hand channels handled by
separate mixer and output amplifier cir-
cuits, but the stereo channels must be
correctly balanced at source as the mixer
uses dual gang level controls with no ba-
lance controls. In many cases only mono-
phonic operation will be required, and a
mono/stereo switch is provided. When this
is set to the "mono" mode any signal fed to
a left hand channel input will appear on
both the right and left hand outputs, so that
the unit effectively functions as a four
channel monophonic mixer with the right
hand inputs being ignored.

SUMMING CIRCUIT
Most mixers are based on an operational

amplifier connected in a configuration
which is generally known as the "summing"
mode mixer circuit. This is really just a
slight variation on an ordinary inverting
amplifier circuit, as can be seen from the
basic summing mode circuit of Fig. 1.

Resistors Rd and Re simply form a poten-
tial divider circuit which biases the non -
inverting input of the operational amplifier
to about half the supply voltage. If dual
balanced supply rails are used then the non -
inverting input is biased to the 0 volt supply
rail, but most audio circuits based on
operational amplifiers have a single supply
rail plus potential dividers to provide bias
voltages.

If we ignore Rb and Re for the time being,
the circuit is just a basic inverting amplifier
with Ra and Rf acting as the negative
feedback network which set the voltage gain
and input impedance of the circuit. The
operational amplifier itself has an ex-
tremely high voltage gain of typically
arpund 100,000 times at low frequencies,
and the voltage that is amplified is the
voltage difference across the inputs. With
the non -inverting input more positive than
the inverting input the output swings posi-
tive. Reversing the comparative input levels
sends the output negative. Due to the high
gain of the device only a minute voltage
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of the Headphone Mixer.

difference is needed at the inputs in order to
send the output fully positive or negative.

The very high "open loop" voltage gain of
an operational amplifier is not needed in
audio amplifier applications, and negative
feedback is used to reduce the gain of the
circuit as a whole (known as the "closed
loop" voltage gain) to the required level.
The feedback action is quite simple, and it
effectively maintains the two inputs at the
same voltage. If we consider the circuit
under quiescent conditions, the output will
go to the bias potential at the non -inverting
input, and due to the coupling through Rf to
the inverting input this balances the two
input voltages. If for any reason the output
should go more negative, this would take
the inverting input more negative, unbal-
ancing the inputs and sending the output
more positive to restore the balance. If the
output should go more positive, then the
inverting input would go more positive,
again unbalancing the input voltages, but
this time sending the output more negative
to restore the balance. This balancing action
is central to the operation of both the basic
inverting amplifier and the summing mixer
circuit.

If an input signal is applied to Ra, and it

takes the input more positive, a potential
divider action across R. and Rf results in
the inverting input going more positive.
This sends the output negative, but it only
goes sufficiently negative to pull the invert-
ing input back to its original level. If we take
an easy example and assume that R. and Rf
have the same value, the output will go
negative by an amount that is equal to the
positive input voltage. If Rf is made larger
than R. it then becomes necessary for the
output to go more negative than the input
voltage in order to restore the inverting
input to its previous level. The closed loop
voltage gain of the circuit is therefore
controlled by the ratio of R. to Rf, and is in
fact equal to RfRa.

Note that although the signal is inverted
through the circuit, this is of no conse-
quence in an audio amplifier application
where the polarity of the signal does not
have any noticeable effect on the final
sound from the headphones or loudspeaker.
Another point worth noting is that as the
voltage at the inverting input does not alter
significantly, it forms what is termed a
"virtual earth". This is important as it
results in the current flow in R. being much
the same as if the right hand end of this

1111_11L11 11 SAIL

component was genuinely coupled to earth,
and the input impedance of the circuit is
therefore equal to the value of R.. It is
probably the simplicity with which required
input impedance and voltage gain figures
can be obtained that has led to the popu-
larity of operational amplifiers with audio
circuit designers. R. is given a value equal
to the desired input impedance, and then
this figure is multiplied by the required
voltage gain in order to determine the value
for Rf.

So far we have not considered the other
two inputs, but the overall action of the
circuit remains the same when these are in
use. If all three inputs are fed with the same
signal, the three resistors are effectively in
parallel and the gain of the circuit is stepped
up by a factor of three as the output has to
feed a signal to Rf that counteracts the sum
of the input signals. With different signals
applied to each input the situation is similar
with the output still having to balance the
sum of the input voltages, and consequently
giving the required mixing action. Although
three inputs are shown in Fig. 1, by adding
input resistors it is possible (in theory) to
have as many inputs as you like.

SYSTEM OPERATION
The block diagram of Fig. 2 shows the

system used in this mixer. There are two
four channel summing mode mixers, with a
separate mixer being required for each
stereo channel. The output from each mixer
is fed via an overall volume control to a low
gain amplifier. Each amplifier in turn feeds
into an output stage which enables quite
high output currents to be provided. Nega-
tive feedback is provided over each ampli-
fier and output stage in order to combat
distortion (mainly of the cross -over variety)
through the output stages.

The unit is effectively a small power
amplifier capable of providing both a fairly
high peak to peak voltage and quite strong
output currents. This may seem to be
unnecessary as, apart from a few very
expensive and high quality types, most
headphones require a driving power of just
a few milliwatts. The main reason for using
small power amplifiers at the output is to
enable the unit to successfully drive
medium and high impedance types which
require a strong drive voltage and little
current, and low impedance types which
require very little drive voltage but rela-
tively high currents. It also enables the unit
to operate properly with some insensitive
low impedance types that require fairly high
drive powers. However, the unit will not
drive the few types of headphone that are
intended for direct connection to the loud-
speaker outputs of powerful amplifiers.

When set to the "mono" position the
mono/stereo switch simply couples the left
hand channel signal to the input of the right
hand channel amplifier stage so that signals
applied to a left hand channel input appear
on both outputs.

CIRCUIT OPERATION
The circuit diagram for one channel of

the unit is shown in Fig 3. The other
channel is identical apart from CI, Sl, S2,
R8, and BI, which are not duplicated in the
other channel. Incidentally, the compon-
ents in the other channel have been given
the same identification numbers, but with
one hundred added, in the components list
and construction diagram.

IC 1 a acts as the summing mode mixer,
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Fig. 3. Circuit diagram of one channel of the unit.

COMPONENTS :.'3.1,17.x..=, £22.00

See

VEZ
page 367

Resistors
R1,R2,R10,
R101,R102
R110 100k (6 off)
R3,R4,R7,R103, 1M (6 off)
R104,R107
R5,R6,R105,
R106 10k (4 off)
R8,R9,R109 39k (3 off)
R11,R13,R111,
R113 4k7 (4 off)
R12,R112 270 (2 off)
R14,R114 47 (2 off)
All aW 5% carbon

Potentiometers
VR1 to VR4 100k log, dual gang

(4 off)
VR5 22k log. dual gang

OUT

Capacitors
C1 470pF radial elect.

10V
C2 to C5, 220nF carbonate (8

off)
C102 to C105 2p2 radial elect. 63V

(2 off)
C6,C106 1 pF radial elect. 63V
C7,C107 (2 off)
C8,C108 220pF radial elect.

10V (2 off)

Semiconductors
IC1,1C101
TR1,TR101
TR2 ,TR 102
D1,D101

Miscellaneous
SK1 to SK5

CA3240E (2 off)
BC547 (2 off)
BC557 (2 off)
1N4148 (2 off)

Standard stereo jack
sockets (5 off)

S1,S2 Rotary or miniature
toggle on/off type (2
off)

B1 9 volt PP3 size battery
Metal case about 203 x 127 x 51 mm;
printed circuit board (available from the
EE PCB Service, order code EE530);
seven control knobs; two 8 -pin d.i.l. i.c.
holders; battery connector; wire, solder,
pins, etc.

4 3 2

and the configuration here is exactly the
same as the one in Fig. I which was
described previously, except, of course, that
an additional input is provided. Also, a d.c.
blocking capacitor (C2 to C5) and a level
control (VR1 to VR4) is included at each
input. Resistors R3 and R4 have been given
the same value as feedback resistor R7 so
that there is unity voltage gain at these
inputs. R I and R2 have a value equal to one
tenth of the feedback resistance, giving a
voltage gain of ten times (20dB) and in-
creased sensitivity at these inputs.

Capacitor C6 couples the output of the
mixer stage to the overall volume control,
VR5. From here the signal is coupled to the
input of the voltage amplifier which has
IC lb operating as a low gain inverting
amplifier. Transistors TR 1 and TR2 are a
fairly conventional complementary class B
output stage. The quiescent bias produced
by R12 and D 1 is somewhat lower than
would normally be used, and on its own it is
not sufficient to cut down the level of
crossover distortion to an insignificant
level. However, by including the output
stage in the negative feedback loop, coupled
with the massive amount of feedback and
high slew rate of ICI b, this gives no discern-
able cross over distortion on the output
signal even at low volume levels. It is not
advisable to try a cheaper dual operational
amplifier such as a I458C as a substitute
device for ICI, as most alternatives have an
inadequate slew rate which would give
severe distortion on the output, and in most
cases they would also give a greatly reduced
output voltage swing.

An advantage of the very low quiescent
bias used at the output stage is the low
quiescent current that this gives. The quies-
cent current consumption of the circuit is
only about I I mA and it does not rise
significantly when driving most head-
phones at high volume. A PP3 size 9 volt
battery is adequate to power the unit,
although a higher capacity type such as a
PP9 is preferable if the unit is likely to be
used for long periods of time.

Resistor R14 attenuates the output of the
unit when it drives low impedance head-
phones. With most types there would other-
wise be a danger of excessive output and
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damage to the users' ears. When used with
medium and high impedance headphones
RI4 becomes superfluous, but it then intro-
duces relatively low losses and there is no
need to bypass it. If the unit is only to be
used with high or medium impedance head-
phones then R14 (and R114) may as well be
omitted and replaced by link -wires. They
can also be replaced by link -wires if you
have insensitive low impedance head-
phones (many ultra -lightweight types are in
this category) which require relatively large
drive powers.

IC lb acts as a two input summing mode
mixer rather than a simple inverting ampli-
fier, with R8 providing the second input.
When S2 is set to the "mono" position
(closed) the output from the master volume

0 0

O 40

0 0

#11
control of the left hand channel is mixed
into the right hand channel.

CONSTRUCTION
Virtually all the components, including

the five dual gang potentiometers, are fitted
on the printed circuit board. Only the
sockets, switches, and battery are not. Fig. 4
gives details of the printed circuit board.

Start by fitting the small components and
soldering them into place. Also fit the single
link -wire (between R14 and R I 11) and pins
at the points where connections to the
battery, switches, and sockets will be made.
Be careful to fit the electrolytic capacitors
and the semiconductors the right way
round. In particular, make quite sure that

D I and D101 have the correct polarity as a
very high current will flow through the
output stages if they do not. The CA3240E
used in the IC 1 and IC I01 positions is a
type which has a PMOS input stage, and
accordingly the usual antistatic handling
precautions must be taken. Basically this
just means fitting these devices in eight pin
d.j.]. i.c. holders, but not actually fitting
them into place until all the connections
have been completed. When mounting the
potentiometers make certain that they are
pushed right down onto the board before
soldering them in place, and use a generous
amount of solder. If their spindles need
trimming this should be done before they
are mounted on the board.

A metal instrument case which measures
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203 by 127 by 51 millimetres is just about
adequate to accommodate the board and
the other components. The board is moun-
ted in the case via the five potentiometers
which are secured to the front panel in the
normal way. There is just adequate space
for two rotary switches (S1 and S2) on the
right hand end of the front panel (miniature
toggle switches would be a more comfort-
able fit). The five sockets are mounted on
the rear panel, and standard stereo jacks are
probably the most practical choice for all
five sockets, but if any other types would be
more convenient for some reason then it is,
of course, perfectly all right to use these.

To complete the unit the small amount of
hard wiring is added. There is no need to

use screened leads at the input, and ribbon
cable is probably the easiest type to use. If
the input sockets are wired up with the two
stereo channels round the right way, using
standard mono input plugs with the unit
switched to the mono mode will result in the
input signals appearing at both outputs.
Alternatively, stereo plugs can be used when
the unit is operated in the mono mode, with
only the earth and left hand channel tags of
each plug being connected.

It is not essential to use rotary printed
circuit mounting potentiometers, and the
board can be hard wired to any type of
potentiometer, including single gang slider
types which many constructors might pre-
fer. The printed circuit board would then

need to be mounted on the base panel of the
case, and the case would ideally be a type
having a sloping front panel. This would
make the controls easier to use, and sloping
front panels are also generally quite large
and able to accommodate a number of
slider controls.

The unit is very simple to use, and the
main point to observe is that you keep the
master volume control well advanced un-
less you want to set the overall volume at a
low level. Do not have the main volume
control well back and then try to set a high
volume level using the individual channel
controls, since this would almost certainly
lead to overloading and severe distortion.

21-PAK BARGAINS
Pelt
No Oty
VP1 300
W2 300
VP3 200
VP4 200
VP5 200
VP6 200
VP7 100
VP8 100
VP9 100
VPIO 80
VP11 50
VP12 40
VP13 30
VP14 50
VPI5 25
VP16 50
VP17 50
VP18 30
VP19 40
VP20 6

VP21 10
VP22 200
VP23 10
W24 10

VP25 10

VP26 15

VP27 15
VP28 10

VP29 30
VP30 10

0031 10

VP32 20
VP33 200
VP34 200
VP35 50
VP36 100
VP37 8

VP38 100
VP39 100
VP40 40

VALUE PACKS

Description Price
Assorted Resistors Mixed Trees..........................f1.00
Carbon Rewtors '/4-'/1 Wan Pre-Fomml f1.00
1/8 Watt Min Carbon Resistors Mond. ..f1.00
72-1 Wan Resistors Mould...............................[1.00
Assorted Capacitors All Types f1.00
COMMC Caps. Miniature - Mued f1.00
Mixed Ceramic Du 1pf 560 ..f1.00
Mixed Ceramic Disc 68p1 015pf__.......f1.00
Assorted Polyester/Polystyrene Caps_......_. . f1.00
C280 Caps, Metal Foil Mixed..............................[1.00

Electrolytics - 47mf-150m1 Mixed Ws_ ....... 11.00
Elearolytcs - 150m1 -1000W Mixed VIts...... ..... f1.00
Silver Mice Caps. Mixed Values ......... ........ f1.00
01/250V Min Layer Metal Caps . ... f1.00

Wirewound Res. Mixed Wend Values...................£1.00
Metres PVC Single Strand Wire Mooed Cals.........f1.00
Metres PVC Multi Strand Wire Mixed Cols f1.00
Metres PVC Single/Muni Strand WK. ................£1.00

Assorted Svertches Slider/Push Etc.. .11.00
Sq Inches Total Copper Clad

125" Cler Showng Red LEO', ......... .......... . .f 1.00

Large .2- Red LED's ...........................................£1.00

Assorted Volts Zeros 250mw-2w.............. ..... ..f1.00
Assorted Volts Zeros 10w Call f1.00
50 SCR's 1066 50-400r Coded ..... ........... ....... f1.00
30 SCR's 0086 Up To 400r Unaided f1.00

Sill Diodes Like 0A200/BAX13/16 ..f1.00
181144000 Oodes All Good Uncoded f1.00
Sq In Rees Total Copper Fibre -Glass Board. f1.00
Black Pointer Knobs Old ..f1.00
Sill Trans NPN Plastic Coded Data ......................£3.00
Sil Trans PNP Plastic Coded Data.. ........f3.00
TTL I C 's All New Gates - Flp Flop - MSI Data.f4.00

VP41 40 CMOS IC 's All New Inc Date ..f4.00
0042 10 Black H9811145 Pro 10-3 10.220 DnIled ...f1.00
VP43 4 Power -Fin Heatunks 2 x TO -3 2 x TO .....f1.00
0044 IS
VP45 50 BC107/8 NPN Transistors Good Uncoded...... ..... .f 1.00
VP48 50 BC177/8 PNP Transistors Good Unstated.... ..... f 1.00

Pak
No Qty Ducriodes Mice
VP47 10 011 Power Trans. Sands 283055 Uncoded ....... ................. ..... ..f1.00
VP48 5 Pairs NPN/PNP Plastic Power Trans.Data 4... ............... ............f1.00
VP49 30 Asst. Sil, Reds 1.10a Mood Volts ...... ........... ................. ..........f1.00
VP50 60 NPN Sit. Switchong Trans 10-113 10.02......... ............. ..... ...f1.00
VP51 60 PNP Sil. Sweating Trans 10.18 TO -92 ......... ................. ..........f1.00
0052 25 Asst. Audio Plugs Phono-Din-Jack Etc ............... ..... .f1.50
VP53 25 Asst. Audio Sockets Phono-Din-Jack Etc ........ ............. ..............f1.60

VP58 10 Hybrid LEO Colour (healer
VP59 20 Asst. LC.', Coded, Linear, Etc

VP83
VP84
VP85
VP86
0087
VP88
VP99
VP90
VP95
VP96

VP97
W98
VP99
VP100
00101
VP102
VP103
VP104
00107
VP108
00113
00114
00115
VP116
VP120
VP127
VP128
VP130
00131
VP 132

00133
00134
VP135
00136
00131

Electronic Burns, 6v, 25MA. . . ..... . f0.05

TECASBOTY '88, Brawn Pock f11.00

Signal Infector. Push Button Opuntia .............. .......... .f2.50
Logic Probe
Current/Pot Checker.__

Elactncal Girard Tester

13 Piece Tool Kit and Caw._ .f7.50
8 Piece "Stanley- Screwdriver SW..
Ratchet Screwdriver Kit, 4 Wades.................................._.............[1.75
Peso Boner, miniature 12r f1.25
Piero Bauer, Miniature 2401 f1.25

Antenna Swish, 3 ray f4.75
High Pass Filter/Suppeassos CB /1V f11.60
Low Pass Filter, VHS/TV Bal. f3.00
FM Norma, 2 metw Bard. f4.60
Remote Control Switch.... f 1.00
Malamute FM Transmitter/Babyphone. .... f0.50
RED 1 Seg CC 14inm x 7 5mm BOP F1413353 LED ...... ..... ... f2.00
GREEN 7 Sag. CA 6" LOP
RED 7 Seg CC 8" LDP
REd Over -How 6" 3 x CA 3 x CC 6830/50 LED. f2.00
GREEN Over -flow .8" CA XAN8530 LEO . C2.00
RED 7* CA 3" XAN3061 LED [2.00
DUAL RED 7 * 5" CA OL527 DPR DISPLAYS .12.00
DUAL RED 7 Sag 51" CA 0172711PR f 2 00

Pak
No
VP138
VP139
VP14/3
00141
VP142
VP143
VP144
VP145
11148
VP147
VP148
VP150
VP151
VP152
VP153
VP154
VP155
VP156
VP157
VP158
VP159
00160
VP161
VP162
VP163
00164
VP1135

00168
00167
00168
00169
VP170
VP171
*0112
VP173

Oty Description Price
20 Assorted LED Displays - Our Mix with Dets.......

1 Pick -Up Tod, spring loaded .... f 135
50 Precision Resistors 2.18 Tol. . f 1.00
40 184002 Sri Rests le 1001 Preformed Pitch. .f 1.00

4 40a Power Rectifiers Silicon 10411.......................................................£1.14
5 BY187 I2KV Sil. Diode at canters 2.5mA.......................................................£1.00
4 100K lin Multi-tum Pate, idol seri cap tuning....... ..... ............ ....................... ..f 1.00

10 Assorted Port, Inc Dual & Swildied types f 1.00

20 13C1838 Sil. Tress. 14PN 301 200Ma Hfs240.... .................. ...... ......1092 f1.10
25 BC17I8 Sil. Tnne. NPN 45r 100mA H11240+ 1092 £1.14

15 11591 Sil. Tian. PM' 40, 400mA ....... ............. .-...... 1092 £1.11

20 BF495 S4. Tres's. NPN emit. 13E173 H.F .1092 f1.110

15 ZTX107 Sil. Trwts NPN writ. BC107 Piutic ......... ...... ..... ........ ...... ..... fill
15 I1X108 &I. Trims 14PN wed BC108 Plastic fill
20 E5024 Sd. Trans. Per pal BC214L ............ .............. ............... TOR 11011
25 BC183L Gil. Tuns 14PN 30r 200mA ........ ............................... TOB2 11.09

5 SJE5451 Sil. Power Trans NPN 80r 40 11420,
2 NPN/PNP parrs Sil Power Trans like S1E5451 £1.00
4 2146289 SI. Power Trans NPN 401 40w 7A .............. f1.00

10 80021 *wt. BC394 NPN Sit Trens. 80r 501110 7018 .f1.00

10 8E355 NPN TO -39 Sit Tram. sort 6E258 225r
10 SM1502 PNP T039 Sit Trans 1001 100mA H11100.1. . f1.00

BI-PAK BOOK BARGAINS 1986 "NO VAT"
BPX1 4 Different popular beak, on Electronics Proems. Hours of interesting reeding and construcbon.

Normal Retail f8.00. fli-Pit Special Offer £0.00.
BPX2 IC Projects Book, including IC Erode. Book, Digital, CMOS and Op Amps 8 TTI. Data Book.

Normal Retail £6.50. Spacial Offw f4.00.
BPS] 3 Computer Books on Progremming - Micro Processors - ael etc. Mooned Retail E8.00. 15 -Pak

Special Offer (2.50.
BPX4 1 Intemenonel Tansistor Enuralents Guide, Merl Pub. Latest edition MI5. Plus "FREE" with

complinwits, 10 mauler SI. Tans, yoked own f 1.00. Eli-Pek Specie Offer 12.05.
BPXS I IC 555 Propels Book irimst) 167 pogo, owe 50 project circuits to buad end Data, etc, on

IC555 Timers Plus "FREE" with Bi-Pek's compliments, 4 x IC555, valued et 11.20 Bi-Pak
Special Offer f 2.50.
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A pocket sized autoranging 3.5 digit multimeter with data hold facility, overvolt-
age protection and continuity buzzer at a special reader discount-don't miss this!

RADIATION
DETECTOR
The EE Geiger Counter has been designed to be
simple to use and build. It employs a professional
Geiger -Muller tube for detection of radiation
with straightforward semiconductor circuitry to
provide an audio output. The complete hand-held
unit is powered by a 9V battery and can be built
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indicates deviation from the ideal.
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COMPUTING can be a confusing hobby, especially when you try to
expand a basic system into something a little more elaborate

and useful. There are probably as many different types of interface
as there are computers, and although there is a vast array of
computer add-ons available, only a few percent of these can be used
directly with most computers. In fact many machines only have the
manufacturer's own variety of interface or interfaces, and will only
operate directly with add-ons manufactured specifically for the
particular computer (or make of computer) concerned.

However, there are some standard computer interfaces, and
fortunately there is a trend towards the inclusion of at least one of
these on newly introduced computers. With one of these interfaces
fitted there is usually a wide range of suitable peripherals to choose
from, and not just one or two manufacturer's -own units. A standard
interface does not overcome all interfacing difficulties though, and
there can be problems when connecting two supposedly standard
and identical interfaces. This is usually just a problem with
connecting leads, and is caused by the use of inexpensive connec-
tors at the computer (often just an edge connector formed by the
printed circuit board) instead of the correct type called for by the in-
terface specification. For instance, I have come across several home
computers equipped with a Centronics -type printer port, but I have
yet to see one which has the correct 36 -way connector.

In this article we will look at the operation of the three most
common standard computer interfaces, the Centronics, RS232C,
and IEEE488 types. Hopefully this should help any prospective
users to obtain good results when using any of these interfaces, and
also to decide which is the most suitable for their requirements.

CENTRONICS
The Centronics printer interface, or "parallel" printer interface

as it is often termed, is probably the best starting point as it is the
most simple of the three types. It differs in one important respect
from the other two in that it is only usable as an output, and it can-
not be used to feed data into the computer. This is perfectly
satisfactory for use with printers of course, and for some other
computer peripherals, but it is unsuitable for an application where
two-way communication is required, such as a modem interface.

With the Centronics system the data is sent in parallel form. In
other words, each byte of data is sent on eight wires plus an earth
line, with all eight bits being transmitted simultaneously. It is worth
noting that some computers do not actually implement all eight
bits, and that in some cases the most significant bit is simply
connected to ground. The Amstrad CPC464 is a machine which
falls into this category. This method is usually satisfactory in
practice as the ASCII codes and ASCII based codes used in most
computers only use the seven least significant bits. It can sometimes
lead to problems though, as some printers use the eighth bit for
control codes, and if the most significant bit is not implemented it is
not possible to send these codes.

In practice a simple eight data line plus earth system cannot
function properly as the printer would have no way of determining
when fresh bytes of data were available and waiting to be printed.
This is overcome by the inclusion of a negative Strobe line, which is

We examine the
operation and
connection of the
three most
common standard
computer
interfaces:
Centronics,
RS232C and
1EEE488

Fig. 1. Centronics timing diagram.

another output from the computer. This briefly pulses low each
time a fresh byte of data is available, indicating to the computer that
the data for the next character to be printed is available on the data
lines. The timing diagram of Fig. 1 helps to show the way in which
this operates. The printer has an eight bit data latch at its input, and
this uses the strobe signal as the latching pulse.

Most computers drive the data lines from latching outputs which
remain static between bytes, but this is not strictly necessary as the
states on these lines between strobe pulses is irrelevant, and these
lines could be used for other purposes during these periods (as in the
Oric 1 computer). On the other hand, some home constructor add-
ons which are driven from parallel printer ports rely on the port
providing latching outputs, and will not work at all with those that
do not.

HANDSHAKE
The system as described so far will only work if the printer can ac-

cept data as fast as the computer can send it. As the computer is
likely to be able to send data at a speed of many kilobytes per second
it is unlikely that the printer could do so, as even fairly high speed
types can only print at around a couple of hundred characters per
second. Even if the printer has a buffer, it is still possible that the
computer could output data at an excessive rate for the electronics
in the printer, and the buffer might have an inadequate capacity to
hold all the data from the computer anyway.

Some means of regulating the flow of data to a rate that can be
handled by the printer is therefore essential, and the Centronics
system gives two "handshake" options. These are the Busy and
Acknowledge lines. Note that it is only necessary to implement one
or the other of these, and while connecting both might not actually
cause a malfunction, it would be pointless. Although most (proba-
bly all) printers have both Busy and Acknowledge outputs, many
computers only have an input for one or other of these. The BBC
model B computer is typical, with only an Acknowledge input.

If we start with the Busy line, this is normally low. When the
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Fig. 2. Connection details fora standard Centronics interface.

computer outputs a byte of data the printer sets the Busy output
high, and it holds it in that state until processing of that byte of data
has been completed. The computer uses a software routine to
monitor the Busy line and provide a hold -off until it returns to the
low state. The next byte of data is then written to the port, the
printer sets the Busy line high again, and so on, until the transfer of
data has been completed.

The Acknowledge line is normally in the high state, and when a
byte of data is received by the printer it stays high. It is not until the
byte of data has been processed and the printer is ready for the next
byte that the Acknowledge line is pulsed low. The software routine
in the computer must therefore monitor the Acknowledge line and
provide a hold -off until the negative pulse is detected.

In practice you might find that the handshake input of the
computer, regardless of what it is called, will operate with either
handshake output of the printer, or even that it will only operate
with the wrong one. This occurs because, as can be seen from Fig. 1,
the Busy and Acknowledge signals are quite similar. What tends to
complicate things slightly is that there seems to be less than total
agreement on the correct polarity for the handshake signals. In
some cases it might be necessary to invert the handshake signal in
order to obtain satisfactory results, but in most cases a suitable
handshake connection (even if it means resorting to crgss coupling
of Acknowledge and Busy) can be found.

CONNECTOR
The standard connector for the Centronics printer interface is a

36 -way Amphenol type, but these are often sold simply as
"Centronics" plugs and sockets. Printers are fitted with sockets
incidentally, 'and a 36 -way Amphenol plug is therefore needed to
make connections to a printer fitted with a Centronics interface.
Some business computers have the same type of connector, but
most home computers use either IDC sockets or edge connectors at
their parallel printer ports.

Fig. 2 shows connection details for a standard Centronics
interface (and 36 -way Amphenol connector). There are several
connections here which have not been discussed so far, but
probably the only ones of these that you will need to use are the
ground connections. There are a number of these, and this is done
purposely so that they provide screening between the signal lines of
the ribbon cable used to connect the computer to the printer.
Otherwise there is a danger of stray capacitance in the cable causing
signals to be coupled from one lead to another, generating
corruption of the data. Even with these screening leads the
maximum recommended cable length is only two metres. In
practice there is usually no problem if a single earth lead is used, but
the cable length is restricted to only about half a metre or so.

The other lines are provided on most printers, but are all absent
from the printer ports of most home computers. The Error line is an
output from the printer which simply goes low if an error condition
occurs. This can be monitored by the computer and used to halt the
flow of data when an error occurs. The Initial terminal is an input to
the printer, and after an error condition has occurred the printer
can be reset by a low pulse fed to this input. An alternative which
can be used where Initial is not implemented on the computer is to
just turn the printer off and then on again.

Paper Empty (or Paper End as it is sometimes termed), as its
name suggests, goes low to indicate that the printer is out of paper.
This feature is one which is only likely to be implemented on a
printer with a cut sheet feeder, although it is a feature of some
tractor feed printers. Print Enabled is an output which goes high
when printer is selected (if it has a select/deselect switch). The 5V

output is a +5V d.c. supply which can normally provide currents of
up to about 100 milliamps.

The facilities available vary slightly from one printer to another,
and a clock signal of some kind is sometimes available at one of the
normally unused pins. An input to give an automatic double line
feed is another line which is sometimes included, either at one of
the normally unassigned terminals or in place of one of the other
minor facilities. Every printer should be supplied with a manual
which gives at least basic details of its input port and the exact
facilities it provides.

Fig. 3 shows the printer port connections for some of the many
popular home computers that are equipped with, this facility.
Although a wide range of connectors are used, they generally adhere
to the basic connection arrangement of Fig. 2 so that wiring up a
suitable printer lead is as simple as possible.

SERIAL INTERFACES
The RS232C is the best known type of serial interface, but there

are several other types that are really just variations on the same
basic system. Probably the best known of these is the RS423 as used
for the serial interface of both the BBC model B and Enterprise 64
computers. The RS232C and RS423 systems are compatible with
one another and it makes little practical difference which one your
computer has.

With a serial interface the signal is carried on just one data line
plus an earth lead. Obviously no more than one bit at a time can be
carried by the single wire, and each byte therefore has to be
transmitted literally bit -by -bit. The convention is for the least
significant bit to be transmitted first, running in sequence through
to the most significant bit which is transmitted last. Simply
transmitting bursts of data in serial form is of no practical value,
since there is no way for the receiving equipment to correctly
interpret what would appear to be just a random series of pulses.
One way around the problem is the synchronous approach where a
third line is used to carry some form of synchronisation signal. For
instance, this could be a sort of clock or strobe signal to indicate the
times when the data line should be sampled to determine the state
of each bit.

ASYNCHRONOUS
Synchronous interfaces are used in practical systems, but they

seem to be in the minority, and most serial systems, including the
RS232C and RS423 ones, use the asynchronous approach. Rather
than relying on an additional signal line an asynchronous system
uses extra signals on the data line. The most important one of these,
and the only really essential one, is the start bit. Under stand-by
conditions the data line is in the low logic state, but at the start of a
byte it goes high for a certain period of time. This change in state in-
dicates to the receiving equipment that a byte of data is about to
commence, and that it must sample the data line at regular intervals
thereafter until the state of each bit has been determined.

All practical asynchronous systems seem to use an additional bit
or bits at the end of each byte, and these serve as a form of error
checking. There is always at least one stop bit, and sometimes two
stop bits are used. The data line is simply set high for a period of one
or two bits, as appropriate.

(EE4250

ORIC 1 /ATMOS (20 WAY 1 DC I

GND

M S X (14 WAY AMPHENOL)

04 D2 DO

05 D3 DI STROBE

NC BUSY 07

GND NC NC D6

Fig. 3. Printer port details for a variety of computers (continued
overleaf).
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Fig. 3 (continued). Printer port details for a variety of computers.

Some systems use parity error checking, or at least have the
facility to do so. It is a system which seems to be little used in prac-
tice. With parity error checking each byte always contains either an
odd number of is or an even number of Is, depending on whether
odd or even parity has been selected. Obviously either an odd
number of 1 s in every byte or an even number of Is in every byte is
something that will not happen without some assistance from the
hardware, and this assistance takes the form of an additional high
bit (the parity bit) added between the last data bit and the first stop
bit, as and when necessary. A simple flip/flop circuit at the receiving
equipment is practically all that is required to provide parity

and to indicate any errors that occur. Parity checking is
not infallible, and a double glitch can preserve correct parity but
corrupt the data.

Fig. 4 helps to clarify the way in which an asynchronous system
operates. An important point to note here is that the voltage levels
are not ordinary 5V logic types, but are nominally -12V and +12V.
In fact the maximum acceptable voltages are +25V and -25V, but
the standard calls for a minimum of just +3V and -3V. The RS423
system has nominal signal levels of plus and minus 5V (plus and
minus 4V to 7V is the acceptable range), together with higher drive
current (150mA maximum instead of 10mA) and less stringent
demands with regard to rise and fall time. This gives somewhat
greater operating range for a given baud rate, but the RS423 system
is compatible with RS232C equipment. In practice standard 5V
logic levels will often drive RS232C and RS423 inputs satisfac-
torily, but this cannot be guaranteed to work in every case. An
RS232C or RS423 output should not be used to directly drive an or-
dinary logic input as this could lead to the destruction of the input
device.

SIGNAL POLARITIES
Incidentally, serial interface explanations sometimes show the

STOP BIT OR BITS
START AND PARITY BIT
BIT WHERE APPLICABLE

+125 5 TO 6 DATA BITS

I

OV LS8 MSB

-12V

CEE4260J

L- L- L --

Fig. 4. The make up of an RS232C byte.

signal polarities as the opposite of those shown in Fig. 4 with the sig-
nal at +12V under quiescent conditions, and going to -12V during
the start bit. Measurements on RS232C and RS423 interfaces seem
to confirm the polarity indicated in Fig. 4. The confusion probably
arises because serial interface devices do require and generate
signals of the opposite polarity to that shown in Fig. 4. However,
they are intended for use with line drivers and receivers that
provide the necessary level shifting, and also provide an inversion
of the signal. Not all serial interfaces use special interface devices to
generate and decode signals, but instead rely on ordinary digital
input and output lines plus suitable software routines to generate
and decode the signals.

As will probably be apparent, wiring two serial interfaces together
correctly will not necessarily give a proper transfer of data from one
unit to another. To ensure correct data transfer both pieces of
equipment must be set to use the same word format. The most
common of these is one start bit, eight data bits, one stop bit, and no
parity (which is the standard format for RS423 equipment). There
are several others in common use though, and apart from the
options of one or two stop bits, and odd, even, or no parity, five, six,
seven or eight data bits can be used. In computing applications only
seven or eight data bits are normally encountered, since ASCII and
ASCII -based character codes require at least seven data bits; five
data bits might also be encountered though, as five -bit word
formats are used in radio communications (RTTY) systems.

There is another factor to take into account, and this is the rate at
which data is sent. Obviously the receiving equipment must sample
the data line at the appropriate intervals after the start bit has been
detected if each bit is to be decoded properly. In order to ensure cor-
rect synchronisation of the transmitting and receiving circuits there
are a number of standard transmission/reception rates. These are
45.45, 50, 75, 150, 300, 600, 1200, 1800, 2400, 4800, 9600 and
19200 baud. The baud rate is the number of bits sent per second if a
continuous data stream is transmitted. It is no coincidence that the
higher baud rates are multiples of the lower ones (with the exception
of 45.45 which is only used in amateur RTTY systems), and this en-
ables a single clock oscillator plus binary divider chain to provide
virtually a full range of baud rates.

The RS232C system is guaranteed to operate at up to 20k baud
over a distance of 15 metres. Capacitance in the connecting cable
could distort the signal and cause corruption of the data if higher
baud rates and (or) longer cables were to be used. On the other hand,
at low baud rates of around 75 to 1200 baud it is feasible to use con-
necting cables much longer than 15 metres. For communications
over very long distances the serial signals are normally tone
encoded at the transmitter and then decoded again at the receiver,
as in a modem system. There is actually a form of serial interface
(the RS422 system) which can handle baud rates of up to 10M baud
over short distances, or up to 100k baud over a range of up to 1200
metres. This is achieved using a balanced (two signal wire) system,
but it has made no impact in the home computing field as yet, and
for most purposes the RS232C and RS423 systems are perfectly
satisfactory.
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Fig. 5. A typical five wire serial interconnection system.

INTERCONNECTIONS
At the most basic level RS232C interconnections just consist of

two wires, one to connect the two signal grounds, and the other to
connect the data output of the transmitting device to the data input
of the receiving device. For two-way communications three wires
are required, a ground connection and two leads to cross -couple the
data inputs and data outputs of the two devices. In other words, a
separate signal wire is needed to carry signals in each direction.

Serial data systems are relatively slow, and handshaking to
control the flow of data is sometimes unnecessary. Typically ten bits
per byte are transmitted, which at 300 baud corresponds to a
maximum transfer rate of just 30 characters per second. However,
at high baud rates the transfer rate can be around one kilobyte per
second or more, and some applications do require handshaking to
be implemented. The system of handshaking is very simple, and
just requires one extra connecting lead (or two in a two-way
system).

At the receiving equipment the handshake line normally imple-
mented is DTR (data terminal ready) which connects to CTS (clear
to send) of the transmitting equipment. DTR goes positive to
indicate that the receiving equipment is ready to receive data, or
negative to provide a hold -off. RTS (request to send) may be
implemented in place of DTR, and DSR (data set ready) may be
present instead of CTS, or you may have all four available. At a
practical level it is often a matter of trying out a few options to de-
termine which handshake arrangement gives correct operation, but
a typical set-up providing two-way communication with full
handshaking would use a five -wire arrangement something like that
shown in Fig. 5.

A point which is well worth noting is that it is sometimes
necessary to implement handshaking even where it will not provide
any regulation of the data flow. This occurs where a piece of
equipment will not provide any output unless its handshake input is
taken to the appropriate signal level. The RS423 output of the BBC
computer, for instance, will not output data unless the CTS
handshake line is taken positive.

RS232C CONNECTORS
The standard RS232C connector is a 25 -way D type, and this uses

the method of connection shown in Fig. 6. Some of the pins are un-
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Fig. 6. A full RS232C interface uses a 25 -way "D" connector as
shown here.
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Fig. 7. Connection details for the BBC and Enterprise serial ports.

used, and in practice, even if the port uses the proper type of
connector, only the ground, main signal, and main handshake lines,
are likely to be implemented, with the other terminals just being left
open circuit. The Sinclair QL, for example, only implements
ground, data in and data out, CTS, DTR, and a +12 volt line to act
as a dummy DSR line (for use with equipment that requires the
handshake input to be taken positive in order to enable output).
While this falls well short of the full RS232C standard, it is perfectly
adequate in normal use. Some home computers do not use a 25 -way
D -type connector for their serial ports, and Fig. 7 gives connection
details for the RS423 ports of two such computers, the BBC model
B and Enterprise.

The original idea of the RS232C standard was to have two types
of equipment, data communications equipment (DCE) and data
terminal equipment (DTE). Data terminal equipment is the normal
type, and it transmits on the data output and receives on the data in-
put. With data communications equipment things are reversed,
with transmission on the data input line and reception on the data
output. The handshake lines are similarly reversed. This may seem
a rather strange way of doing things, but the idea is to enable a piece
of DTE equipment to be connected to a piece of DCE equipment
using a standard 25 -way D to 25 -way D cable without the need for
any crossed connections. This works fine if you have two suitable
pieces of equipment, and some computers helpfully provide two
serial ports, one DTE configured and the other DCE connected, so
that they can be connected to any item of RS232C equipment
(provided it has the correct type of connector) using a standard lead
and the appropriate one of the two ports. Obviously some care
needs to be exercised when interconnecting serial ports, but outputs
have current limiting and if two outputs should be accidentally
connected together it is unlikely to cause any damage.

IEEE488
The IEEE488 (or IEE488 as it is often but incorrectly called) is a

much more complex form of interface than those described
previously. Paradoxically it is the one which, on the face of it,
readers of this magazine would find most useful, but is also the one
which few are ever likely to use. Its main application is in the field
of automatic test gear and other scientific equipment, but the cost
of the sophisticated equipment which uses this interface is quite
high and beyond the means of most amateur users. Hopefully, the
cost of such equipment will fall to a more affordable level in the
future, or low cost surplus equipment will become available.

This type of interface is also used to some extent with such things
as plotters and disc drives. Although I know of no home computer
that is equipped with an IEEE488 interface, add-on types are
available for some computers including the BBC model B and the
Commodore machines.

The IEEE488 interface is a parallel type with data carried on eight
lines. It permits up to fifteen devices, including the controlling
computer, to be interconnected in either the linear or the spider
arrangement. There are three categories of device which are termed
"talkers", "listeners", and "controllers". The controller is the one at
the heart of the system which would normally be a microcomputer
or minicomputer, and there can only be one controller per system.
A talker is one which is set to output data onto the eight -bit bus, and
a listener is one which is set to receive data.

Many devices are actually talkers and listeners (including the
controlling computer), but they can only provide one action at a
time, and there can only be one talker in the system at any one time.
This is analagous to the internal structure of a microcomputer
where various input/output devices are connected to the data bus,
and the control and address buses ensure that only one device at a
time outputs data onto the data bus.

Being a parallel system only short connecting leads are permitted,
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with a maximum individual cable length of four metres. In a system
the maximum cable length is two metres per device or a total of 20
metres, whichever is shorter. The advantage of using a parallel
system is the high maximum data transfer rate of up to 1M byte per
second.

In addition to the data lines there are three handshake lines and
five control lines. This may seem to be rather a lot, but it is a sophis-
ticated set-up in which each device has an individual address so that
data can be directed to just one device. Furthermore, devices can
have secondary addresses. One way in which this can be used is to
enable the operating mode of a device to be varied, depending on
the secondary address to which data is written. For instance, a
multichannel digital analogue converter could have a different
secondary address for each channel, giving easy access to each
channel. Remember that this is a two-way system, and it could
equally well be used to read a multichannel analogue to digital
converter.

CONNECTORS
The standard IEEE488 connector is a 24 -way Amphenol type and

connection details for this are given in Fig. 8. Perhaps of more
relevance to microcomputer users is the greatly cut down version
used in the Commodore serial bus, as fitted to the VIC-20,
Commodore 64, C16, and Plus 4 machines (the PETs have the full
IEEE488 interface incidentally). The Commodore serial version is a
synchronous type with the clock signal providing a synchronisation
signal. This is not a clock signal in the sense of a straightforward
clock oscillator, and it provides information such as positive
transitions to indicate when valid bits of data are present on the
bidirectional data line. The clock line is a bidirectional type, as the
talking device and not the controller always provides the synchroni-
sation signal.

IEEE 488
(24 WAY AMPHENOL)

GND SRO NDAC DAV D4 D2

ATN IFC NRFD EO) D3 DI

NO CONNECTION

DATA IN/OUT 1 SRO

GND
ONO GND GND GND 06 06

GND GND GND REN 07 05 ATN

CEE430G1

Fig. 8. The IEEE488 parallel port connections, and the "cut
down" Commodore serial version.

The SRQ (Serial Service Request) is an input to the computer
which any device on the bus can pull low in order to indicate to the
computer that it requires servicing. ATN (Attention) is used to start
a command sequence. The computer takes this line low in order to
set all devices on the bus as listeners, and it then sends the
appropriate address. If the selected device fails to respond within a
certain period of time, it is assumed to be absent and the computer
provides a "Device Not Present" error message.

Further details of this interface, including some timing diagrams,
can be found in "Commodore 64 Programmer's Reference Guide",
published by Commodore. Although the Commodore's serial
version can probably do everything that the full IEEE488 interface
can achieve, and an IEEE488 adaptor can be obtained, the serial
(nature of the interface and simplified control and handshaking
arrangement inevitably result in greatly reduced maximum operat-
ing speed.

HINTS AND TIPS

LAMPS IN SERIES
If a 40 -watt filament lamp is connected in series with a 100 -

watt lamp and the mains applied which one glows brighter?
Answer: the 40 -watt lamp.

You can baffle your non -technical friends with this apparently
unusual behaviour. But a closer look shows that it is not really
mysterious. The same current flows through each lamp. The
voltage drop across a lamp, and therefore its brightness, depends
on the lamp's resistance. The lower the wattage the higher the
resistance. So the lower wattage lamp drops more volts and
shines brighter.

When lamps are to be used for lighting there's little point in
connecting them in series. The light output from a filament varies
with the fourth power of the voltage. This means, for example,
that if one lamp of a series pair robs the other of a mere ten per
cent of the voltage then the light output falls by about a third. On
the other hand the life of a filament is greatly increased at reduced
voltage and in special circumstances this can make series
connection worth while. If lamps are used as sources of heat
rather than light then the loss of light doesn't matter. And if only a
dim light is acceptable, series working is all right. One case is
Christmas tree lights. If two strings are connected in series they
glow much less brightly but the chances of having to identify a
failed bulb are greatly reduced.

MAINS ISOLATION
Service engineers often instal isolation transformers to reduce

the risk of accidental shock when working on electronic equip-
ment. The risk of shock can be quite high when the mains supply
has an earthy or neutral side as in Britain and where the equipment
being serviced has one side of its circuitry (usually the "chassis"
or "earth" side) connected to one side of the mains. Even if the
equipment does not use this "live chassis" arrangement there is
still a risk of contact with the mains connection inside.

An isolation transformer is a 1:1 mains transformer. The
equipment under test is driven from its secondary which is
unearthed and therefore floating. Contact with one side of the
floating secondary carries little risk of shock so long as the
transformer's inter -winding insulation is good.

Isolation transformers of adequate power rating (say 300W for
supplying a colour TV) are expensive. Occasionally, high -power
transformers designed for other purposes can be bought very
cheaply. They are unlikely to be of 1:1 ratio, but if a pair of
identical transformers can be obtained these can be interconnec-
ted back to back as illustrated. The output is at mains voltage
irrespective of the turns ratio.

Since there are now two lots of insulation between output and
mains, isolation should be good. Less helpful is the fact that there
are now two lots of transformer losses. The power rating should
be reduced somewhat to allow for this.
WARNING. The transformers MUST be double -wound.
Auto -transformers must not be used as they cannot
provide isolation.

MAINS

(EE494 j

PR'
MAINS

Mains isolation using two identical double wound transformers
wired back to back.
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OM

TTL74
7400 23 7486 36
7407 38 74121 40
7412 23

74LS
LSOO 17 LS123 45
LSO1 20 LS124 115
LSO2 19 LS125 35
LSO3 21 LS126 35
LSO4 17 LS132 44
LSO5 20 LS133 44
LS08 19 LS138 36
LSO9 20 LS139 36
LS10 18 LS151 34
LS11 20 LS153 62
LS13 24 LS154 115
LS14 34 LS155 44
LS15 20 LS156 54
LS20 18 LS157 34
LS21 20 LS161 55
LS22 20 LS163 54
LS27 20 LS164 54
LS28 22 LS165 90
LS30 20 LS166 85
LS32 18 LS173 45
LS33 22 LS181 185
LS37 20 LS192 54
LS38 20 LS197 72
LS42 34 LS221 62
LS73 26 LS240 64
LS74 24 LS241 58
LS75 30 LS242 60
LS76 25 LS244 53
LS78 25 LS245 53
LS83 42 LS247 60
LS85 50 LS251 44
LS90 24 LS257 44
LS93 30 LS266 32
LS95 50 LS273 54
LS107 40 LS367 40
LS109 38 LS373 59
LS112 40 LS374 60
LS113 38 LS393 46

CMOS
4001 14
4013 23
4016 20
4017 34
4019 34
4020 38
4024 28
4027 22
4029 40
4042 30
4047 50
4049 22
4060 45
4066 24
4070 20
4078 24
4093 22
4099 88
40107 52
4518 44
4520 45

The CMC Components
42 Clifton Industrial Estate, Cherry Hinton Rd, Cambridge CB1 4ZZ
Telephone: (0223) 213374

Ordering: All components are brand new and to full specification. Please add 65p postage/packing
(unless otherwise specified) to all orders and then add 15% VAT to the total. Minimum order £5.00.
Either send cheque/cash/postal order or send/telephone your credit card number.
Official orders from schools, universities, colleges etc most welcome.

ED,
.1,Aiik

_J

COMPUTER IC's

6532
6551
6800
6821
MC6802
MC6809
MC6832
MC6840
MC6845
MC6851
8216
Z8OPIO
Z80CTC
2764-25
27128-25

500
525
190
130
250
550
500
350
600
500
150
240
250
190
250

LINEAR
LM 301 30
LM 319 175
LM 324
LM 339
LM 347
LM 348
LM 556
LM 557
LM 741
LM 747
LM 1488
LM 1489

38
38
55
55
90
90
16
58
58
58

RIBBON
CABLES

price/
foot

10way 14
16way 24
20way 28
24way 36
26way 38
28way 50
34way 58
40way 67
50way 84

100ft
650

1025
1300
1650
1700
1900
1950
2625
3300

VOLTAGE
REGULATOR
78L12 28
7805
7812
7815
7905
7912
7915
LM323K

40
40
40
40
40
40

400

`13' CONNECTORS

Credit Cards welcome
Trade counter open: Mon to Sat 9.00 - 5.00

DIL SOCKETS
low profile

8 pin 4
14 pin 7
16 pin 8
18 pin 9
20 pin 10
22 pin 11

24 pin 12
28 pin 14
40 pin 18

SWITCHES
DIL 4 way

6 way
8 way

10 way

Sub -min Toggle
240v 2A

65
75
80
95

SPST (2 tag) 55
SPDT (3 tag) 60
DPDT (6 tag) 55
SPST (2 tag) 55
SPDT (3 tag) 60
SPDT (3 tag

centre off) 65
DPDT (6 tag) 65
DPDT (6 tag

centre off) 70

Rockers
5A/250v SPST 25

10A/250v SPDT 35
10A/250v DPST
(neon) 80

CRYSTALS
100kHz
200kHz
1.0MHz
1.008MHz
1.8432MHz
2.0MHz
2.4567MHz
3.278MHz
4.0MHz
5.0MHz
6.0MHz
6.114MHz
8.0MHz
10.0MHz
12.0MHz
16.0MHz
18.0MHz
20.0MHz

360
350
260
260
175
180
85

100
90

120
80

105
80
80
80
80
90

120

male 9 15 25
solder 50 80 120
angled 110 170 220
female
solder 85 120 175
angled 150 200 250
cover 70 70 70

37
145
290

270
380

80

SERIAL CABLES
APPLE iie to NIGHTINGALE MODEM/JUKI 6100
APPLE iie to NEC Printer
APPLE iii to BROTHER HR/25/EPSON DX 100
MACINTOSH to IBM pc/DIABLO 630/EPSON PX8/

MACINTOSH/BBC MICRO
We can supply serial cables for all other popular
computers. Please contact us for details.
Introductory Price £12 each

DISC DRIVES (uncased)
400k 5.25 TEAC Slimline
400k 5.25 TEAC Slimline,
complete with a 40/80 switch
400K 5.25 Namal Drive
3 inch Disc drives for Amstrad Computers
(p&p £5.00 for above items)

£99

£104
£75
£80

DRIVE ACCESSORIES
Single disk cable
Dual disk cable
Single disk drive case
Dual disk drive case

£5.50
£7.50
£8.00

£16.00
Single disk drive case with own power supply
complete with signal and power cable £17.00
Twin disk drive case with own power supply
complete with signal and power cable £25.00
p&p £2.50 for above items.

TRANSISTORS
AC127 28 BC149 11 BC184L
AC128 28 BC149C 13 BC186
AC176 24 BC153 28 BC187
AC187 24 BC154 28 BC212
AC188 24 BC157 14 BC212L
AD161 40 BC158 14 BC213
AD162 40 BC159 10 BC213L
AF139 40 BC160 45 BC214
AF239 50 BC167A 14 BC214L
BC107 09 BC168B 12 BD121
BC107B 11 BC169C 10 BD124
BC108 10 BC170 18 BD131
BC108C 11 BC177 15 BD132
BC109 10 BC178 16 BD133
BC109C 11 BC179 18 BD135
BC140 28 BC181 28 BD136
BC141 29 BC182 09 BD137
BC142 28 BC182L 10 BD138
BC143 27 BC183 09 BD139
BC147 10 BC183L 09 BD140
BC148 10 BC184 10 BD158

10
27
27
10
10
09
10
09
10
95

110
40
40
48
30
30
34
34
34
34
65

TOROIDAL TRANSFORMERS
These prices are for single
primary with two secondary
taps, with 8" colour coded fly
leads, Each transformer is
supplied with a mounting kit,
consisting of one steel washer,
two neoprene pads, and a nut
and bolt.
P&P £2.50 for above items.

VA 1-9
15 5.47
30 5.56
50 6.31
80 6.82
120 7.40
160 8.72
225 9.70
300 10.84
500 14.47
1000 29.76
1.2KVA 34.32
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The books listed below have been
selected as being of special interest to
our readers, they are supplied from
our editorial address (mail order only)
direct to your door.

DATA AND REFERENCE
HOW TO IDENTIFY UNMARKED ICs
K. H. Recorr
Shows the reader how, with just a test -meter, to go
about recording the particular signature of an unmarked
i.c. which should enable the i.c. to then be identified with
reference to manufacturers' or other data. An i.c.
signature is a specially plotted chart produced by mea-
suring the resistances between all terminal pairs of an i.c.
Chart Order code BP101 £0.95

RADIO AND ELECTRONIC COLOUR CODES AND
DATA CHART
B. B. Babani
Although this chart was first published in 1971 it
provides basic information on many colour codes in use
throughout the world, for most radio and electronic
components. Includes resistors, capacitors, transfor-
mers, field coils, fuses, battery leads, speakers, etc. It is
particularly useful for finding the values of old
components.
Chart Order code BP7 £0.95

CHART OF RADIO, ELECTRONIC,
SEMICONDUCTOR AND LOGIC SYMBOLS
M. H. Babani, B.Sc.(Eng.)
Illustrates the common, and many of the not -so -com-
mon, radio, electronic, semiconductor and logic symbols
that are used in books, magazines and instruction
manuals, etc., in most countries throughout the world.
Chart Order code BP27 £0.95

TRANSISTOR RADIO FAULT-FINDING CHART
C. E. Miller
Used properly, should enable the reader to trace most
common faults reasonably quickly. Across the top of the
chart will be found four rectangles containing brief
description of these faults, vis-sound weak but undis-
torted, set dead, sound low or distorted and background
noises. One then selects the most appropriate of these
and following the arrows, carries out the suggested
checks in sequence until the fault is cleared.
Chart Order code BP70 £0.95

DIGITAL IC EQUIVALENTS
AND PIN CONNECTIONS
A. Michaels
Shows equivalents and pin connections of a popular
selection of European, American and Japanese digital
i.c.s. Also includes details of packaging, families, func-
tions, manufacturer and country of origin_
256 pages Order code BP140 £4.95

LINEAR IC EQUIVALENTS
AND PIN CONNECTIONS
A. Michaels
Shows equivalents and pin connections of a popular
selection of European, American and Japanese linear
i.c.s. Also includes details of functions, manufacturer
and country of origin.
320 pages Order code BP141 £4.95

INTERNATIONAL TRANSISTOR
EQUIVALENTS GUIDE
A. Michaels
Helps the reader to find possible substitutes for a popular
selection of European, American and Japanese transis-
tors. Also shows material type, polarity, manufacturer
and use.
320 pages Order code BP85 £2.95
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INTERNATIONAL DIODE
EQUIVALENTS GUIDE
A. Michaels
Designed to help the user in finding possible substitutes
for a large selection of the many different types of diodes
that are available. Besides simple rectifier diodes, also
included are Zener diodes, fe.d.s, diacs, triacs, thyris-
tors, OCIs, photo and display diodes.
144 pages Order code BP108 £2.25

PROJECT CONSTRUCTION
HOW TO GET YOUR
ELECTRONIC PROJECTS WORKING
R. A. Penfold
We have all built projects only to find that they did not
work correctly, or at all, when first switched on. The aim
of this book is to help the reader overcome just these
problems by indicating how and where to start looking
for many of the common faults that can occur when
building up projects.
96 pages Order code B P110 £1.95

HOW TO DESIGN AND MAKE
YOUR OWN P.C.B.s
R. A. Penfold
Deals with the simple methods of copying printed circuit
board designs from magazines and books and covers all
aspects of simple p.c.b. construction including photo-
graphic methods and designing your own p.c.b.s.
80 pages Order code BP121 £1.95

BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO BUILDING
ELECTRONIC PROJECTS
R. A. Penfold
Shows the complete beginner how to tackle the practical
side of electronics, so that he or she can confidently build
the electronic projects that are regularly featured in
magazines and books. Also includes examples in the
form of simple projects.
112 pages Order code No. 227 £1.95

CIRCUITS AND DESIGN
MICRO INTERFACING CIRCUITS -BOOK 1
MICRO INTERFACING CIRCUITS -BOOK 2
R. A. Penfold
Both books include practical circuits together with details
of the circuit operation and useful background informa-
tion. Any special constructional points are covered but
p.c.b. layouts and other detailed constructional informa-
tion are not included.

Book 1 is mainly concerned with getting signals in and
out of the computer. Book 2 deals primarily with circuits
for practical applications.
Book 1 112 pages Order code BP130 £2.25
Book 2 112 pages Order code BP131 £2.25

A MICROPROCESSOR PRIMER
E. A. Parr, B.SC., C.Eng., M.I.E.E.
Starts by designing a small computer which, because of
its simplicity and logical structure, enables the language
to be easily learnt and understood. The shortcomings are
then discussed and the reader is shown how these can
be overcome by changes and additions to the instruction
set. In this way, such ideas as relative addressing, index
registers, etc., are developed.
96 pages Order code BP72 £1.75

PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC
BUILDING BLOCKS -BOOK 1

PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC
BUILDING BLOCKS -BOOK 2

R. A. Penfold
These books are designed to aid electronic enthusiasts
who like to experiment with circuits and produce their
own projects, rather than simply following published
project designs.

BOOK 1 contains: Oscillators-sinewave, triangular,
squarewave, sawtooth, and pulse waveform generators
operating at audio frequencies. Timers -simple mono -
stable circuits using i.c.s, the 555 and 7555 devices, etc.
Miscellaneous -noise generators, rectifiers, compare-.
tors and triggers, etc.

BOOK 2 contains: Amplifiers -low level discrete and
op -amp circuits, voltage and buffer amplifiers including
d.c. types. Also low -noise audio and voltage controlled
amplifiers. Filters -high-pass, low-pass, 6, 12, and 24dB
per octave types. Miscellaneous-i.c. power amplifiers,
mixers, voltage and current regulators, etc.
BOOK 1 128 pages Order code BP117 £1.95
BOOK 2 112 pages Order code BP118 £1.95

HOW TO DESIGN ELECTRONIC
PROJECTS
R. A. Penfold
The aim of this book is to help the reader to put together
projects from standard circuit blocks with a minimum of
trial and error, but without resorting to any advanced
mathematics. Hints on designing circuit blocks to meet
your special requirements are also provided.
128 pages Order code BP127 £2.25

POPULAR ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS
-BOOK 1
POPULAR ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS
-BOOK 2
R. A. Penfold
Each book provides a wide range of designs for elec-
tronic enthusiastg who are capable of producing working
projects from just a circuit diagram without the aid of
detailed construction information. Any special setting -up
procedures are described.
BOOK 1 160 pages Order code BP80 £1.95
BOOK 2 160 pages Order code BP98 £2.25

A PRACTICAL INTRODUCTION TO
MICROPROCESSORS
R. A. Penfold
Provides an introduction which includes a very simple
microprocessor circuit which can be constructed so that
the reader can experiment and gain practical experience.
96 pages Order code 8P123 £1.95

HOW TO USE OP -AMPS
E. A. Parr
This book has been written as a designer's guide
covering many operational amplifiers, serving both as a
source book of circuits and a reference book for design
calculations. The approach has been made as non -
mathematical as possible.
160 pages Order code BP88 £2.25

COMPUTING
THE ART OF PROGRAMMING THE ZX
SPECTRUM
M. James, B.Sc., M.B.C.S.
It is one thing to have learnt how to use all the
Spectrum's commands and functions, but a very differ-
ent one to be able to combine them into programs that
do exactly what you want them to. This is just what this
book is all about -teaching you the art of effective
programming with your Spectrum.
144 pages Order code BP119 £2.50

AN INTRODUCTION TO PROGRAMMING THE
COMMODORE 16 & PLUS 4
R. A. Penfold
Helps you to learn to use and program these two
Commodore machines with the minimum of difficulty by
expanding and complementing the information supplied
in the manufacturer's own manuals.
128 pages Order code BP158 £2.50

AN INTRODUCTION TO PROGRAMMING THE
BBC MODEL B MICRO
R. A. & J. W. Penfold
Written for readers wanting to learn more about pro-
gramming and how to make best use of the incredibly
powerful model B's versatile features. Most aspects of
the BBC micro are covered, the omissions being where
little could usefully be added to the information provided
by the manufacturer's own manual,
144 pages Order code BP139 £1.95

AN INTRODUCTION TO PROGRAMMING THE
ACORN ELECTRON
R. A. & J. W. Penfold
Designed to help the reader learn more about program-
ming and to make best use of the Electron's many
features. Adds considerably to the information already
supplied in the manufacturer's own instruction manual.
144 pages Order code BP142 £1.95

AN INTRODUCTION TO PROGRAMMING THE
ATARI 600/800 XL
R. A. & J. W. Penfold
Especially written to supplement the manufacturer's own
handbook. The information supplied will help the reader
to master BASIC programming and to make best use of
the Atari's many powerful features.
128 pages Order code BP143 £1.95

AN INTRODUCTION TO PROGRAMMING THE
AMSTRAD CPC 464 AND 664
R. A. & J. W. Penfold
The Amstrad CPC 464 or 664 running with Locomotive
BASIC makes an extremely potent and versatile machine
and this book is designed to help the reader get the most
from this powerful combination. Written to complement
rather than duplicate the information already given in the
manufacturer's own manual. Also applicable to the CPC
6128.
144 pages Order Code BP153 £2.50

AN INTRODUCTION TO PROGRAMMING THE
SINCLAIR QL
R. A. & J. W. Penfold
Helps the reader to make best use of the fantastic Sinclair
QL's almost unlimited range of features. Designed to
complement the manufacturer's handbook.
112 pages Order code BP150 £1.95

AN INTRODUCTION TO Z80 MACHINE CODE
R. A. & J. W. Penfold
Takes the reader through the basics of microprocessors
and machine code programming with no previous know-
ledge of these being assumed. The Z80 is used in many
popular home computers and simple programming ex-
amples are given for Z80 -based machines including the
Sinclair ZX-81 and Spectrum, Memotech and the Am-
strad CPC 464. Also applicable to the Amstrad CPC 664
and 6128.
144 pages Order code BP152 £2.75

AN INTRODUCTION TO 6502 MACHINE CODE
R. A. & J. W. Penfold
No previous knowledge of microprocessors or machine
code is assumed. Topics covered are: assembly lan-
guage and assemblers, the register set and memory,
binary and hexadecimal numbering systems, addressing
modes and the instruction set, and also mixing machine
code with BASIC. Some simple programming examples
are given for 6502 -based home computers like the VIC-
20. ORIC-1/Atmos, Electron, BBC and also the Commo-
dore 64.
112 pages Order code BP147 £2.50

THE PRE -BASIC BOOK
F. A. Wilson, C.G.I.A., C.ENG., F.I.E.E., F.I.E.R.E.,
F.B.I.M.
Another book on BASIC but with a difference. This one
does not skip through the whole of the subject and
thereby leave many would-be programmers floundering
but instead concentrates on introducing the technique by
looking in depth at the most frequently used and more
easily understood computer instructions. For all new and
potential micro users,
192 pages Order code BP146 £2.95
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COMPUTING
continued

HOW TO GET YOUR COMPUTER PROGRAMS
RUNNING
J. W. Penfold
Have you ever written your own programs only to find
that they did not world Help is now at hand with this book
which shows you how to go about looking for your
errors, and helps you to avoid the common bugs and
pitfalls of program writing. Applicable to all dialects of
the BASIC language.
144 pages Order code BP169 £2.50

AN INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER
COMMUNICATIONS
R. A. Penfold
Provides details of the various types of modem and their
suitability for specific applications, plus details of con-
necting various computers to modems, and modems to
the telephone system. Also information on common
networking systems and RTTY.
96 pages Order code BP177 £2.95

AN INTRODUCTION TO
COMPUTER PERIPHERALS
J. W. Penfold
Covers such items as monitors, printers, disc drives,
cassette recorders, modems, etc., explaining what they
are, how to use them and the various types and
standards. Helps you to make sure that the peripherals
you buy will work with your computer.
80 pages Order code BP170 £2.50

COMPUTER TERMINOLOGY EXPLAINED
I. D. Poole
Explains a wide range of terms that form the computer
jargon used by enthusiasts. Includes a reference guide to
the more commonly used BASIC commands.
96 pages Order code BP148 £1.95

THE PRE -COMPUTER BOOK
F. A. Wilson
Aimed at the absolute beginner with no knowledge of
computing. An entirely non -technical discussion of com-
puter bits and pieces and programming.
96 pages Order code BP115 £1.95

RADIO
AN INTRODUCTION TO RADIO DXING
R. A. Penfold
Anyone can switch on a short wave receiver and play
with the controls until they pick up something, but to find
a particular station, country or type of broadcast and to
receive it as clearly as possible requires a little more skill
and knowledge. The object of this book is to help the'
reader to do just that, which in essence is the fascinating
hobby of radio ()Xing.
112 pages Order code BP91 £1.95

INTERNATIONAL RADIO STATIONS
GUIDE
Completely revised and updated, this book is an invalua-
ble aid in helping all those who have a radio receiver to
obtain the maximum entertainment value and enjoyment
from their sets.

Clearly shown are the station site, country, frequency
and/or wavelength, as well as the effective radiation
power of the transmitter.
128 pages Order code BP155 £2.95

TO ORDER
Add 50p per order postage

(overseas readers add £1, surface
mail postage) and send a PO,
cheque or international money or-
der (£ sterling only) made payable
to Everyday Electronics (quoting
the order code and quantities re-
quired) to EE & EM BOOKS
SERVICE, 6 CHURCH
STREET, WIMBORNE, DOR-
SET. BH21 1JH. (Mail order
only.)

PLEASE ALLOW 28 DAYS FOR DELIVERY

Digital IC
Equivalents
and Pin
Connections

An introduction
toComPuter PeOphe,,

g00'.

0151 W1*54

"If last month's issue of EVERYDAY
ELECTRONICS and ELECTRONICS
MONTHLY hadn't sold out, I'd have
got the thing
off the
ground by
now."

Sell-out disappointment can upset even the less
ambitious reader! So why not take out a year's
subscription and make sure of every issue,
straight from the Publisher? Complete the order
form below and post to: EVERYDAY
ELECTRONICS and ELECTRONICS MONTHLY,
Subscription Dept., 6 Church Street, Wimbome,
Dorset BH21 1JH.
Tel. 0202 881749.

Annual subscription rates:
UK £13. Overseas £15 (£ sterling only)

EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS and ELECTRONICS
MONTHLY SUBSCRIPTION ORDER FORM
Annual subscription rates:
UK £13. Overseas £15

To: Everyday Electronics and Electronics Monthly,
Subscription Dept., 6 Church Street, Wimborne, Dorset
BH21 1JH.

Name

Address

I enclose payment of £ (cheque/PO in £ sterling
only payable to Everyday Electronics)
Subscriptions can only start with the next

12vailable issue. For back numbers see the Editorial page_ j
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TILT ALARM

Protects cases,
doors, car boots,
roof racks, tool or
jewel boxes etc.

THIS simple Tilt Alarm was designed to be
portable and easy to operate. It can be

used in any situation where an attempted
theft involves tilting something.

The initial idea was that it could be
attached to the handle on the inside of a
hotel room door but there are many other
applications. The lids of suitcases or camera
cases are suitable places as are garage doors,
tail gates and car boots. It is also suitable for
protecting items fitted to a roof rack. The
list of possible applications seems to be
unlimited. The unit is small enough to be
built into a jewel box (or tool box).

The alarm is particularly suitable for use
in situations where it is left unattended for
long periods. A two -minute alarm time-out
prevents the battery being exhausted, and
the possible annoyance of neighbours, in
the event of a false alarm (or an abandoned
theft attempt).

After the time-out the alarm resets and
will respond again when tilted. The alarm is
set by removing a "key" made from a
miniature jack plug. This method is cheap
and easy and offers good security. An

I.P.KEMP

opportunist thief will be totally unprepared
for an alarm of any kind and certainly won't
hang around trying to turn it off.

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION
The complete circuit diagram of the Tilt

Alarm is shown in Fig. 1. The "tilt" is
detected by SI which is a mercury tilt
switch. This is a simple glass bulb contain-
ing a blob of mercury which is free to move
around if the bulb is tilted. Two wires which
pass into the bulb at one end are short
circuited when the mercury blob bridges
them and open circuited when it does not.

In this application the tilt switch is
positioned so that the mercury blob is
normally away from the two wires but falls
to bridge them when disturbed. The alarm
circuit must, therefore, detect when the tilt
switch changes from open circuit to short
circuit.

The closing of the tilt switch is detected
by ICIa. Normally both inputs to ICIa are
held high. A truth table for all four NAND

is given in Table I.

Table 1. Truth Table for Two Input
NAND Gate

INPUT
1

INPUT OUTPUT
2

H
H
L

L

H

H

L

H
H
H

H - High or Logic 1
L - Low or Logic 0

Fig. 1. Complete circuit diagram of the Tilt Alarm.
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With its two inputs held high the output
of ICIa will be low. Transistor TR I will not
receive any base bias current via resistor R5
and so will be turned off. The collector of
TR I will be held at the positive supply
voltage via R3. IC la also feeds one input
each of IC I b and IC I c.

From Table I it can be seen that holding
either of the inputs of these gates low forces
the outputs to remain in the high state
regardless of the other inputs. The alarm
stays quietly in this state until the tilt switch
is disturbed and switches from open to
short circuit. When this happens the input
of ICIa is briefly pulled low via capacitor
Cl.

With one of its inputs low the output of
ICla switches from low to high, turning on
TR1 via R5. As TR1 turns on its collector
voltage falls from the positive supply vol-
tage to almost zero. This fall in voltage is
passed via capacitor C2 and pulls the other
input of ICla from high to low. The low on
this input of ICI a now takes over and holds
the output in the high state regardless of the
state of the other input.

'Oa would remain latched in this state
except for the effect of resistor R4, via
which C2 gradually charges. After approxi-
mately 100 seconds the voltage on the
positive end of capacitor C2 has risen
sufficiently to take the input of ICIa from
the low state to the high state. The other
input of ICIa is already held in the high
state via R2 and so with both inputs high
the output of ICIa switches from high to
low and turns off TR I.

The collector of TR1 rises to supply
voltage and the circuit settles down once
again with both inputs of ICIa in the high
state and its output in the low state. Even if
S 1 remains closed the circuit action will be
unaltered because capacitor CI and resistor
RI only allows the input of ICIa to be
pulled down for a few milliseconds.

The circuit will be re -triggered next time
S I changes from open circuit to short circuit
and the whole 100 -second cycle will repeat.
The 100 -second time period is set by the
values of C2 and R4. These values can be
reduced for shorter periods but should not
be increased much because the small charge
current and the high leakage current of big
electrolytic capacitors will give unpredict-
able results.

ALARM TONE GENERATOR
IC1b and IC1c form a frequency modu-

lated audio generator which produces a
particularly penetrating sound when used
with miniature piezo-acoustic transducers
because it excites their natural resonances.

In the quiescent state the output of ICIa
is low and holds one input each of IC1b and
IC 1 c low. In this state the outputs of ICI b
and IC1c are high and they cannot oscillate.
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COMPONENTS
See

vac
Resistors

R1,R2
R3
R4
R5
R6,R10,
R11
R7 220k
R8,R9 15k (2 off)
All iW 5% carbon film

page 367
100k (2 off)
47k
1M
68k
10k (3 off)

Potentiometers
VR1 100k Miniature

Horizontal Preset

Capacitors
C1
C2,C5

C3
C4

10n polyester C368
100p elec. radial
10V (2 off)
4.7p elec. radial 10V
22n polyester C368

Semiconductors
IC1 4093 CMOS
TR 1 ,TR4 BC 184 npn silicon

(2 off)
TR2,TR3 BC212 pnp silicon

(2 off)

Miscellaneous
Si Mercury tilt switch,

type MGT2
S2 2.5mm switched

jack socket
WD1 PB2720 piezo-

electric resonator
B1 PP3 9V battery and

clip
2.5mm plastic jack plug; case;
sticky pads; 14 -pin i.c. socket;
printed circuit board, available
from EE PCB Service: code EE
527.

Approx. cost
Guidance only £8

When the alarm is triggered the output of
ICI a and the inputs of ICIb and IC1c
connected to it become high. From the truth
table of Table 1 it can be seen that when one
of the inputs of a gate is high, the output is
always the opposite of the other input. I.e.
the gate can be treated as a simple inverter.

The gates in ICI are not just "straight"
CMOS NAND gates. They also have a
Schmitt trigger action. Schmitt trigger gates
have a built in hysteresis effect so that the
output switches sharply between states even
if the input changes slowly.

This feature enables the gates to function
and oscillators with the addition of just one
resistor and one capacitor. ICIb is connect-
ed as such an oscillator and operates as
follows:

Initially assume that the input of ICIb is
low and its output is therefore high. Capaci-
tor C3 will be charged via R7 until the
voltage across it rises to a voltage known as
the upper input threshold voltage of IC 1. At
this point the output switches from high to
low and C3 now begins to discharge via R7.

The hysteresis of the Schmitt trigger gate
means that the output will not switch from
low to high until the input voltage has fallen
to a lower voltage known as the "lower
input threshold". At this point the output
switches from low to high, C3 begins to
charge via R7 again, and the'cycle repeats.

The output from the i.c. is a square wave
as it switches backwards and forwards

between states. The voltage across C3 is a
gently rising and falling triangular wave-
form. This waveform is used to modulate
the frequency of a second similar oscillator
formed around IC1c.

VOLTAGE CONTROLLED
OSCILLATOR

In the second oscillator C4 is the capaci-
tor which is charged and discharged via two
transistors TR3 and TR4 instead of a single
resistor. By varying the base bias voltage on
the two transistors it is possible to alter the
amount of current that they pass and hence
the rate at which C4 is charged and
discharged.

To understand how this circuit works
assume the base of TR2 is held at half of the
supply voltage. The emitter of TR2 will be
above half of the supply voltage by 06V
(the base-emitter voltage of TR2).

Preset potentiometer VR1 sets up the
current that flows via resistors R8, R9 and
transistor TR2 and would normally be
adjusted so that there was 1.6V across R8
and R9, (the base current of TR2, TR3 and
TR4 is insignificant, so the current in R8 is
practically identical to that in R9, about
105 microamps in this case).

When the output of IC 1 c is high it almost
reaches the supply voltage and so the vol-
tage across TR3 and resistor R10 is 1-6V.
Allowing 0.6V for the base -emitter junction
of TR3 this leaves 1 V across R I0 giving a
current of 100 microamps passing through
TR3 to charge C4. When the output of IC I c
is low TR3 is turned off and TR4 turned on.
As there is 1-6V across R9 there will be 1V
across R II and so the discharge current of
capacitor C4 will also be 100 microamps.

The base voltage of TR2 is varied by the
low frequency triangular waveform across
capacitor C3. This causes the voltages
across R8 and R9 to vary and so alters the
charge and discharge currents of C4 and the
frequency of oscillation.

The values are chosen so that the output
of IC lc is a square wave which sweeps up
and down between 2kHz and 3kHz at a rate
of 2Hz. ICI d is a simple buffer stage which
isolates ICI c from the loading effect of the
output transducer WD I.

The alarm is turned on by removing the
plug from the miniature switched jack
socket S2. The socket is wired so that the
alarm will keep sounding even if a nail or
other (conducting) object is used to attempt
to foil it. The choice of a 2.5mm jack socket
ensures that matchsticks cannot be inserted.

Front panel design for the Tilt Alarm.
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Fig. 2. Component layout and wiring.

*SECURITY MODULES *
A COMPLETE SECURITY
SYSTEM
FOR ONLY
f39.95 + V.A.T.
contains
Control Unit CA 1150
Enclosure& mechanical fixings

!Ike 150
Key Synth & 1I(eys KS 3901

E D's LED I
51e. Horn Speaker HS 5813

4 high gualay silage mounttnjs
Magnetic Switches

With only a few hours of you, 4 is post/Mato sesearldiand MANI en Oathwe security system
to protect your family and property, *the onsdnotylow cost of PISS + VAT. No compromises
have been made and no corners here been cut The outstanding YON results from volume
production and dined sup*. Wye* is atraighdorword with Me &Wild insbootiona provided
When instated you can enjoy the peace of mind that mutts horn a secure home. Should you wish
to increase the level of security. the system may be extended at any time with additional magnetic
soetches.pressure pulsar ultrason5 sensors Don't wait untrl irstoo late -order today

Oder Coda, CS 1370

EXTENDED SYSTEM CS 1480 Price £62.50 + VAT.
This system contains, in addition to the CS 1310 an ultrasonrc detector type US 5063  as enclosure,
vn additional horn speaker and a further 2 magneto switches This system represents outstandrng
alue for money for the high level of security provided Order Coda CS Idle

DIGITAL ULTRASONIC DETECTOR US 5063

 Adustable range up to 25A
 31evelsoldischrninatron against false alarm
 Crystal controlled.
 Loweonsumphon I1V operation
 &oho delays & fixed alarm Itme

An advanced ultrasonic movement detector With employs digital
circurt techniques to provide a superior performance for security,
automata fight reaching and industrial applications

Suitable metal enclosure
f2.95 + V A.T

CONSTRUCTION
The alarm is built on a single small

printed circuit board. This board is avail-
able from the EE PCB Service, order code
EE527. The component layout and wiring is
shown full size in Fig. 2. A socket is
recommended for IC 1 as it aids trouble 
shooting enormously if the i.c. can be'
removed when making checks. The electro-
lytic capacitors C2, C3 and C5 must be
fitted the right way round as must the
transistors and the i.c. Take care not to
confuse the two types of transistor.

The tilt switch can be mounted on the
board as shown but may also be fitted
remotely on wire leads. The main thing is to
get the switch set at the correct angle so that
it is normally open but closes on an attemp-
ted theft. The operation of the switch can be
checked easily by watching the mercury
blob fall from end to end.

The prototype was built in a plastic case
measuring 60 x 110 x 30mm. Sticky pads
are used to mount the board, transducer
and battery.

TESTING
When the alarm is complete check that S2

is working correctly so that power is only
supplied to the circuit when the plug is
removed. Insert the jack plug, connect a
battery and set the position of SI so that it is
open circuit. Remove the plug and check
that the alarm is silent. As soon as SI is
tilted to the short circuit position the alarm
should sound. Tilting S 1 to the open posi-
tion should have no effect and the alarm
should continue to sound for between 60
and 120 seconds. The frequency range of
the alarm sound should be set by VR1 for
the most penetrating effect. Resonances in
WD I are influenced by its mounting meth-
od so the setting of VR 1 should be done
with the alarm in as near to its final form as
possible.

IN USE
The alarm can be fixed to the object to be

protected by using double -sided tape, Blu-
tak, Velchro strips or any other appropriate
method. Battery drain is negligible when the
alarm is not sounding and small even when
it is. A PP3 battery will probably last for a
year's "normal" use.

Although a tilt switch is used in the design
it is also quite possible to use any other
sensor that changes from open circuit to
closed circuit when disturbed. Pressure
mats and micro switches wired in parallel
with S I could be used to give additional
protection.

ALARM
CONTROL
UNIT
CA 1250
£19,95
+

The heart of any alarm system is the control unit The CA 1250 offers
every possalle feature that 5 !rely to be required when constructing

frinstallation or simply controlling a angle magnetic switch on the
ont door

 Bum -in electronic seen drives 2 loud speakers
 Provides exit and entrance delays together with fixed alarm Irmo
 Banery backup with inckle charge facility
 Operates act h magnetic switches, pressure pads. ultrasonic or I R
torts

 Antr-tamper and panic brio,
5,31.15.1 output voltage

 1 operating modes lull alarm.anti tamper and panic leafy
 Screw connections for ease of rnstallation
 Separate relay contacts for external loads
 Test loop facrldy

Suitable enclosure for CA 1250 as shown in
Complete Security System HW 1250
Price f960 + V.A.T.

Add 15% V.A.T. to all prices
U.K. orders at 75o P&P.
export postage at cost
Units on demonstration
Shop hours 9.00 to 5.30 p.m.
Closed all day Wednesday
Saturday 9.00 to 1.00 p.m.

iereledp,thcinnie:or full
details of our complete range

Please allow 7 days for delivery
Order by telephone or post

using Aft-

INFRA -RED
SYSTEM
IR 1470

 Operates over distance up to 501,
 LED rndratot for easy alignment
 11Y low current o0eretrOn
 Single nose mounting.

The IR 1470 provides an invisible beam of Irght which. when
interrupted energises a built, relay in order to operate external
switches or equipment Ideal for use in securer photographic, or
rndustrral aopleations

Price only f25.61 + V.A.T.SI Suitable power supply and
timed switching unit for use
with IR 1470, etc.
Price f13.95 + V.A.T.

Dept EE 1 7.

RISCOPIP 51 Poppy Road.
Princes Risborough.

LIMITED
Bucks.pr eHRPi

Risborough
1084 441 6326
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NATIONAL CONVENTION
The major amateur gathering of the year

is undoubtedly the RSGB's National Ama-
teur Radio Convention at the National
Exhibition Centre, Birmingham. Held over
the weekend April 5-6, this year's event
featured lectures on VHF Equipment
Through the Ages; Solar Cycle 21; Low -
power Operating; Microwave TV; How to
get on 50MHz; and An Introduction for
Beginners.

All the latest equipment could be seen,
or bought, whilst the component market-
place was as popular as ever, suggesting
that home -construction still finds its place
in the hobby. There were a number of
stands by the RSGB and various specialist
organisations, some of which held meet-
ings of members during the convention.

A "talk -in" station guided mobiles
through the complexities of Birmingham's
traffic, and a demonstration amateur radio
station was operated by the Solihull Ama-
teur Radio Society.

Some 10,000 visitors attended the con-
vention during the weekend, and many
friendships were made, or renewed, by
amateurs from all parts of the UK, and
overseas, who at other times meet only on
the air.

MORSE EXPERIMENT
Class B radio amateurs, learning Morse

code with the intention of obtaining a Class
A licence, had a special concession during
the 12 months ended March 31, 1986.
They were not normally allowed to use
Morse "on -the -air" until they had passed
the official Morse test, but during the one
year experiment Morse operation was per-
mitted on the VHF bands.

The concession, negotiated by the
RSGB with the DTI, was to enable learners
to practice Morse sending and receiving in
preparation for the amateur radio Morse
test, and give them experience under real
operating conditions.

There were a number of limitations to
ensure that inexperienced operators did
not interfere with regular Morse operation.
This was mainly by restricting practice
operating to non -Morse sections of the
bands, and requiring operators to an-
nounce their call -signs by telephony at the
beginning and end of each transmission.

Throughout the year a large number of
learners took advantage of the conces-
sion, often having pre -arranged contacts
with experienced operators to help them
gain proficiency. All in all, the experiment
has been deemed a success, and at the
time of writing it is expected the DTI will
shortly formalise the facility as a perma-
nent feature of the amateur )B) licence, by
means of a notice in the London Gazette.

NEW CALL BOOK
The RSGB's new "Amateur Radio Call

Book" lists approximately 56,000 call -
signs currently licensed in the UK and Eire,
including names and addresses of licen-

TONY SMITH G4FAI

sees, updated from the previous edition.
A major change is the inclusion of a

members' handbook, providing informa-
tion about the RSGB and its activities.
Amongst other things, there is a useful
year planner and RSGB calendar, to ensure
that favourite events are not overlooked;
details of band plans; lists of amateur
codes and abbreviations; details of awards
and contests; a worldwide countries
checklist; a schedule of slow Morse prac-
tice transmissions; and details of various
amateur societies, clubs, and specialist
organisations.

The call book is probably referred to by
amateurs more than any other publication,
and the addition of this further information
will make it even more useful. Despite the
addition of 40 pages compared to last
year, the price has been reduced thanks to
the use of computer technology in its
production, and in future there will be two
fully up -dated editions each year.

QUESTION CORNER
Q. Can you give some information
about the Radio Amateurs'
Examination?
A. Certainly! The City and Guilds of Lon-
don Institute is the body responsible for
setting the RAE, which is held twice yearly
at many centres throughout the UK and
overseas, on an internal or external basis.
In the period December 1984-December
1985, 9,200 candidates completed the
examination and 6,103 were successful, a
pass rate of 66.3 per cent.

The content of the examination is super-
vised by an Advisory Group, with
members nominated by the CGLI, RSGB,
DTI, BT, IEE, IERE, plus a number of
eminent educational bodies. A revised
syllabus has been introduced this year, and
the emphasis changed in several areas. For
example, questions on electrical theory are
reduced from 18 to 10 per cent in the
examination paper, whilst "transmitter in-
terference" increases from 34 to 43 per
cent.

The most significant change relates to
"operating procedures, practices and
theory", up from 8 to 18 per cent, reflect-
ing a long felt need that newly qualified
amateurs should have better preparation
for going on the air, in practical terms.

The examination is in two parts, the first,
lasting an hour, covering licensing condi-
tions, and transmitter interference. The
second, lasting 13- hours, covers what is,
in effect, basic radio theory, including solid
state devices, receivers, transmitters,
propagation and aerials, and
measurements.

It is not a difficult examination for some-
one keen enough to study for it, and it
provides a very useful background in its
own right for those interested in radio
communication, even if they have no tech-
nical background to begin with. There are a
number of ways to study for the examina-

tion, including correspondence courses
and evening classes. There are a number
of good books available, and you can even
"do-it-yourself" if you wish.

A copy of the examination regulations
and syllabus can be obtained from The City
and Guilds of London Institute, Sales Sec-
tion, 76 Portland Place, London W1N
4AA, price 1.50 post free, quoting "Sub-
ject 765". A set of sample questions
costs a further 1.30.

HAVE A GO!
Try a few typical questions! The

answers are given at the end.
1. If a component in a d.c. circuit has a p.d.
across its terminals of one volt and the
current flowing through it is one ampere,
then the component has
a a resistance of one ohm
b) a capacitance of one farad
c an induction of one henry
d) a charge of one coulomb
2. A resistor is colour -coded such that its
resistance value is nominally 100k ohms. If
the tolerance of the resistor is 2 per cent,
then the resistance value may be between
a) 99k ohms and 101k ohms
b) 98k ohms and 102k ohms
c 97k ohms and 103k ohms
d) 96k ohms and 104k ohms.
3. The output from the b.f.o. in a superhet-
erodyne receiver is usually applied at the
output of
a mixer stage
b) r.f. amplifier
c last i.f. amplifier
d) audio amplifier
4. The intelligence is contained in the
carrier of a frequency modulated signal by
a) rate and amount of amplitude deviation
b) rate and amount of frequency deviation
c) amount of frequency deviation only
d) rate of frequency deviation only
5. The purpose of a standing wave ratio
meter is to ensure that the
a radiated power is within the permitted
maximum
b) aerial system is correctly balanced
c) transmitter is matched to the aerial
system
d) reflected power is equal to forward
power
6. The spelling of the word TCHAD using
the recommended phonetic alphabet is
a) Tare Charlie How Able Dog
b) Tango Cork How Alpha Delta
c) Tempo Cork Hotel Able Delta
d) Tango Charlie Hotel Alpha Delta

Of course, they get a bit harder as you
work through the exam! My thanks to the
CGLI for providing much of the informa-
tion, including the sample questionS, re-
produced here. Answers = 1 a, 2 b), 3 c,
4 b), Sc),, 6 d).

MORE QUESTIONS?
Questions about amateur radio are al-

ways welcome. Send them to me c/o the
Editor, and I will feature them in Question
Corner.
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PDX BOX AMPLIFIER

Add power to your
computer's voice
1-HERE are several speech synthesisers

available to enable you to make your
home computer "talk", though most leave it
to the user to find a suitable method of
producing sound. Hooking up to your hi-fi
is not always practical and something port-
able near the computer is desirable-hence
"Vox -Box". It can also double as a tele-
phone monitor or a Bench Test Amplifier.

CIRCUIT OPERATION
There are a number of audio amplifier

i.c.s now available and the one chosen for
this design is particularly suitable for hob-
byist use since it only requires a few biasing
components. The µPC 2002 is housed in a
special package with a heatsink fin to attach
a heatsink. Pin numbering is shown in Fig. 1
which also gives the complete circuit
diagram.

The audio input is fed to the non -
inverting input of the amplifier via the
volume control VR I and Cl. Components
R1, R2 and C2 provide feedback to the
inverting input of the amplifier, setting the
gain and reducing distortion of the circuit.
The output is linked to LS1 via C5, a 4Q
speaker gives greater output but volume is,
adequate with 8Q.

Power is provided by a PP6 9V battery or
by a six AA size cells. Rechargeable AA type
cells may be used if required; these will give
around 5V which is adequate to supply ICI.

CONSTRUCTION
Most of the components are mounted on

a p.c.b. as shown in Fig. 2. The board is also
used to mount the 11 inch diameter
speaker. Since there are remarkably few
parts and a fairly large board the order in
which they are fitted is not critical. The
small cutaways on the p.c.b. allow clearance
for the rim inside the lid. The width of the
p.c.b. stops it moving in the case.

A standard plastic case was used for the
prototype which measured 150 x 80 x
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Fig. 1. Complete circuit diagram for the Vox Box Amplifier.

Completed circuit board removed from the case.

50mm externally. This houses all the com-
ponents, battery, and p.c.b. When using a
PP6 battery care should be taken when
drilling the holes for the volume control to
ensure that the battery plus the clip will
enter without fouling. Two "sticky -fixers"
will hold the battery in place.

Drill a pattern of holes in the side of the
case to produce a speaker aperture. Take
care to remove all plastic swarf and any
sharp edges before offering the p.c.b. and
speaker into the box or damage to the
speaker cone could result. "Sticky -fixers"
make suitable adjustment for positioning
the speaker in relation to the board and
case. The spongy quality of these pads
provide all the face pressure required to
achieve good sound quality.

Finish construction by connecting all the
wiring as shown in Fig. 3 and testing the
unit. 111

COMPONENTS
Resistors

R1 202
R2 220

W ± 5% carbon

See

Potentiometer page 367
VR1 50k linear

Capacitors
Cl 10p axial elect. 25V
C2 470p axial elect. 25V
C3,C4 200n polyester (2 off)
C5 2,200p axial elect.

25V

Semiconductor
IC1 pPC 2002, TDA

2002, or LM 383
audio amplifier

Miscellaneous
SK1 3.5mm mono jack socket;
S1 S.P.S.T. toggle switch; B1 9V
PP6; 12 inch diameter 8 ohm
speaker; p.c.b. available from the
EE PCB Service, order code
EE529; knob to suit potentio-
meter; plastic case approx, 150 x
80 x 50mm; Veropins (5 off);
nuts, bolts, wire, solder, etc.

Approx. cost 11 0.00Guidance only
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HOLE FOR LS1

HOLE FOR SPEAKER

SI A

LSI B

LSI

VRI.11410 111. CI I +

B1 -VE,VRI

IRES

ICI

R2

(EE4.90 GI

L

t
MEE I Min I 1.1all'

0

SKI
INPUT

SOCKET

BI

SCREENED

TO .E ON
PCB

TOE TOO.
ON PCB ON PCB

Ade
+VE

TO A.ON
PC B

SI

SPEAKER
PCB

(EE492 61

11

Fig. 4. Details of the arrangement for
mounting the speaker between the p.c.b.
and case side using "sticky -fixers".

The completed circuit board slotted into
the retaining grooves in the side of the
case can be seen in the photograph on the
right. Before mounting components in the
case, a series of holes must be drilled in
the side where the speaker is sited.

Fig. 2 (above). Component lay-
out and full size printed circuit
board master pattern. This
board is available from the EE
PCB Service: code EE529.

Fig. 3 (left). Positioning of com-
ponents in the case and details
of the interwiring to the circuit
board.
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PART 1 Semiconductor diodes

This series is designed to explani the woinvolv-rkings

of electronic components and circuits by

ing the reader in experimenting with them. There

will not be masses of theory or formulae but

straightforward explanations and circuits to build

and experiment with.

T1HE expansion of modern electronics
began with the development of

devices made from semiconducting
materials. We begin our explanation of
electronics by using one of the simplest
of the semiconductor devices, the
semiconductor diode.

Conduction in diodes
A diode consists of two types of

semiconductor material (called n -type
and p -type) in contact with each other.
This forms a p -n junction. When a p -n
junction is made, a potential difference
of about 0.6V appears across it (a
virtual cell).
Forward bias: No conduction if the
voltage is not enough to overcome the
field at the p -n junction. Above this the
diode conducts easily.
Reverse bias: No conduction, except
for a very small leakage current, even if
the reverse voltage is 100V or more.
Above this, the diode suddenly begins
to conduct very readily. Unless the
leakage current is limited by the exter-
nal circuit, a large current may pass
through the diode and destroy it. Sili-
con diodes can be made to stand
1000V reverse bias, or more.
Zener diodes: The voltage -current
curve has a sharp "knee". Under re-
verse bias, it begins to conduct readily
at a clearly marked Zener voltage.
Zener diodes are used to stabilize
voltage-more later in the series.

ANODE
WIRE

+

(MORE
THAN 0 6V

+0.6V
-1 VIRTUAL CELL

p - type n -type

pn JUNCTION

DIAGRAM OF STRUCTURES

SYMBOL

TYPICAL DIODE

1+0.6Vr--
FORWARD

p -type

CURRENT

n -type

CATHODE
WIRE

k

FORWARD BIAS
(EXTERNAL pd OVERCOMES VIRTUAL CELL)

[1-0 6V

LEAKAGE CURRENT

P -t ype n -type

NO FORWARD CURRENT

REVERSE BIAS
(EXTERNAL pd REINFORCE VIRTUAL CELL)

(EES016j

Fig. 1.1. The construction, circuit symbol
and operation of the diode.

Testing diodes
Set up the circuit of Fig. 1.2. Make

sure that the diode is inserted the
correct way round. It is marked with a
band at one end to indicate the cathode
wire, k (see Fig. 1.1). When you con-
nect the battery, the lamp lights. Does
it shine with its full brightness? To

fEE495G1

Fig. 1.2. Circuit for testing a diode. The
"breadboard" layout is shown below.
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check this, repeat the test, using a short
length of wire in place of the diode.

Repeat the test again with the diode
connected the other way round (with
anode wire, a, next to the lamp). Does
the lamp light when you connect the
battery? Reverse the diode and con-
nect again, just to check that it really
does conduct, after all.

This is a useful circuit for testing
diodes. The diode should conduct
easily when put in the circuit in one
position (forward biassed, see Fig. 1.1),
but not conduct when put in the
opposite position (reverse biassed). If
it conducts well in both positions or
does not conduct in either position, it
is faulty and should be thrown away.

A SIMPLE RADIO RECEIVER

01
OAR

IEE< HOGI

Fig. 1.3. Circuit diagram for a Simple Diode
Radio. The working layout is shown
opposite.

This receiver is similar in many ways
to the old-fashioned crystal set, used in
the early days of radio. In the crystal
set the detector was a crystal of galena
with a thin wire, called a "cats -whis-
ker", touching against it. The detector
had the same kind of action as a diode.
In this circuit (Fig. 1.3) we use a diode
as a detector. Like the early crystal sets,
this receiver does not work well unless
you live close to a fairly powerful
medium -wave radio transmitter.

How it works
The way a radio signal is produced

and transmitted is described in Fig.
1.5. When this signal is received in the
aerial, it causes very small electric

Capacitors
VC1

miniature trimmer

capacitor 5.5-65p

C2
68p silvered mica

(optional)

Semiconductors
1N4148 silicon signal diode

0/01 germanium
point -con-

tact signal diode

Miscellaneous
LP1, filament

lamp 6V , 0-06A; X1

Crystal earphone (as used on

transistor
radio or tape

player); Ll

roxFerrite rod app
150mm long,

12mm diameter
and length (ap-

prox 2m) of 28 s.w.g. enamelled

copper wire; Breadboard
(e.g.

Verobloc);
battery box with four

1.5V cells; lamp socket; connect-

ing wire for aerial and earth.

currents to flow to and fro, at high
frequency. These radio frequency os-
cillations cause the receiver tuning
circuit (L1 and VC1) to oscillate
strongly. The reason for this is that the
circuit is tuned to resonate at the same
frequency as the broadcast signals. We
will explain why it resonates later in
the series.

We can alter the setting of VC1 to
tune the receiver to stations that are
operating at different frequencies. The
radio -frequency oscillations of the cur-
rent in the tuning circuit are shown at
A in Fig. 1.4. If we connect an ear-
phone directly to the tuning circuit, we
hear nothing, for the frequency is so
high that it is above the limits that our
ears can detect. The solution is to put a
diode detector in the receiver circuit.
The diode conducts current in one
direction only, so the current appear-
ing at the cathode of the diode is as
shown at B (Fig. 1.4). The earphone
now responds to the average current
(C). The waveform of the average
current corresponds to that of the

0 MODULATED
CARRIER WAVE
IN TUNING
CIRCUIT

0 CURRENT PASSING
THROUGH DIODE
(DETECTOR )

0

0 AVERAGE CURRENT +
PASSING THROUGH
EARPHONE

0

(EE499 G I

1 fM AAmmM1111

OWRAIVGEI NF OA LR Ms u0 NE

Fig. 1.4. The action of the radio receiver on the received signal.

FERRITE
ROD

PAPER
COLLAR

LI

EE49$G

SCRAPED
END

SCRAPED
END

-41;TO EARTH

DI

C2

%1

EARPHONE

N B USE FINE SCREWDRIVER
TO ADJUST VC I
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krATET 111

MICROPHONE

FEE5006)

RADIO FREQUENCY

OSCILLATOR
30kHz -30 OMHz

RF CARRIER
WAVE

AUDIO FREQUENCY

AMPLIFIER
30 Hz -3 OkHz AUDIO

WAVEFORM

L
MODUL A TO R

RADIO WAVES

CARRIER WAVE
MODULATED WITH

F WAVEFORM

RADIO
FREQU ENCY
AMPLIFIER

Fig. 1.5. Block diagram of a radio transmitter (amplitude modulation).

original sound signal. The current
flowing through the earphone produces
a sound that we can hear. It is a
reproduction of the original sound
signals.

Building the radio receiver
The main task is the winding of the

aerial coil. Wrap a piece of paper
around the ferrite rod and fix it with
sticky tape. Then wind the coil of
enamelled copper wire on the paper
sleeve, until you have 70 turns. Each
turn should touch but not overlap its
neighbours. When you have finished
winding, fix the ends of the coil in
position by wrapping a piece of tape
around each. end and twist the wires
together. Allow about 10cm of free
wire at each end of the coil. Scrape the
enamel from the ends of these wires.

An aerial is essential for good recep-
tion. It should consist of insulated wire
and be at least 10 metres long. If
possible, place it outdoors, as high
above the ground as you can, and as far
from buildings as you can. If you find it
difficult to do this, see how well you
can get the receiver to work with the
aerial indoors.

The earth connection is made to a
cold -water pipe (to bare clean metal,
not to painted pipe) or to a metal rod
or sheet, buried outdoors in damp soil.

When you have built the circuit, use
a screwdriver to vary the setting of
VC1 slowly, and listen to the earphone
while you do so. You should be able to
tune to at least one station. If you
receive nothing, try again during the
evening, when the reception of most
stations is generally better than by day.

CIRCUIT
EXCHANGE

If you still hear nothing it may be
that the frequency of your local station
is outside the tuning range of the
circuit. Try increasing capacitance, by
putting a fixed -value capacitor in par-
allel with VC1 (C2, shown with dotted
lines). The value of this capacitor
should be about 68pF.

You could also try increasing or
decreasing the number of turns in the
coil. If the worst comes to the worst
and you cannot hear anything, do not
be too disappointed. The set is pro-
bably working but the currents are so
small that the sounds are too faint to
hear. Later in the series we will see how
these currents can be amplified so that
you can hear them. Keep the coil that
you have wound, ready for use in the
next radio project of the series.

Next Month: Using a Transistor.

You Will Need . . .

Resistors
33, 47, 82, 100, 220, 330, 470 ohms (1 of
each). Plus several values up to 47 kilohms.

Transistors
ZTX300 npn junction ( 2off)

Miscellaneous
LP1, LP2 6V 0.6W lamp, in holder (2 off)..
Battery holder, with four 1.5V cells; Bread-.

board (e.g. Verobloc).

This is the spot where readers pass on to fellow enthusiasts useful
and interesting circuits they have themselves devised. Payment is
made for all circuits published in this feature. Contributions should
be accompanied by a letter stating that the circuit idea offered is
wholly or in significant part the original work of the sender and that
it has not been offered for publication elsewhere.

IF you're a regular reader and have not yet
submitted an idea for Circuit Exchange,

why not have a go now? We will pay £40.00
per page for any article published.

We are looking for original ideas which
may be simple or complex, but most
importantly are useful and practical.

To help us to process articles which are
offered for publication, all subject matter
should conform to the usual practices of
this journal. Special attention should be
paid to circuit symbols and abbreviations
and all diagrams should be on separate
sheets, not in the text. Also manuscripts
should be typed with wide margins and
double line spacing or neatly hand written
in the same fashion.

Just send in your idea to our editorial
offices, together with a declaration to the
affect that it has been tried and tested, is
the original work of the undersigned and
that it has not been offered or accepted for
publication elsewhere. It should be empha-
sised that these designs have not been
proved by us.

VR1

1M

X1 ma

IC1

741

C1

100n

VR2470

100k
TRANSDUCER

ELEMENT

APPROX 1m OF SCREENED LEADI EE 28714

IC2
LM380

C2O
T7L1

470ir

100n

R2

2R7

0 9V

SPEAKER

]8Q.1

0 ov

STETHOSCOPE
THIS circuit is intended to be used as an

electronic stethoscope. I designed it for
my uncle so he could listen to a clock's
mechanism. I found it to be very sensitive.
It uses a 741 as a pre amp and a LM380 as
the main amp. On LM380 pins 3, 4, 5 and
pins 10, 11, 12 are heat sink pins and should
be connected to OV.

Best results are obtained when the voltage

is a steady 9V VR1 and VR2 should be set at
the centre of their tracks at first and then
finely adjusted.

Resistor R I should be soldered on the
piezo element and one meter of screened
wire was used to connect it to the circuit.
The piezo element was obtained from
Maplin No. QY13P. R. Gordon,

Totteridge.
London.
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BY DAVID BARRINGTON

the market the only point we would make
is this. Choose one that is rated at about
15 to 25 watts and is easy to handle. The
ones with "flexi-leads" are fairly good and
do not tug or feel heavy after numerous
soldering operations.

The range of tools is very large and
come at all sorts of prices. You may be
tempted to buy the cheapest. Don't!
These tools should last a lifetime, so most
of the cheaper ones can be discounted.
Always try to buy the best quality tool you
can afford and you should not be
disappointed.

For the constructor, the multimeter is
probably the most versatile, important and
easy to use piece of test gear available. It is
not possible to describe all the require-
ments of a good multimeter as features
and functions are changing all the time
but for simple checks and fault finding a
basic analogue meter should be capable of
the following functions:

Voltage ranges from 10V to 500V d.c.
and a.c. Current ranges from about 1mA
to 1 A and resistance ranges from 0 to 1
megohm. Most of our advertisers carry

,stocks of very good multimeters and they
will be only too pleased to advise.

Wire Strippers
There are several special wire strippers

on the market, varying from the elaborate
and expensive to the very simple and
reasonably cheap, all are very efficient.

A simple to operate wire stripper "gun"
has recently been introduced by Plasplugs,
the d.i.y. tool people.

The Automatic Wire Stripper has a large
"trigger" and an adjustable trim length
blade in the jaws of the gun. Once set up it
will cut and strip the insulation from single,
twin or multicore cables, in one operation,
simply by squeezing the trigger. The Plas-
plugs Automatic Wire Stripper costs
£3.95 and is available from DIY stores.

It's a Snip
Although not an essential item for the

SHOP
TALK
Getting Started

This month we have received details of
two new tools which should appeal to the
constructor. These are the Plasplugs wire
stripper and a general purpose cutter.

One of the attractions of electronics
construction is that you do not require a
vast collection of tools or "special" equip-
ment to get started in this hobby. You
don't even require acres of space.

However, as the constructor becomes
more experienced and able to tackle more
complex projects, the need for a special
workbench or workshop area will arise.
For instance, you will require a few test
instruments and a good bench power
supply unit, and, of course, provision will
have to be made for the ever increasing
stock of components.

But until this stage is reached, the new-
comer can enjoy the pleasures of electro-
nics whilst taking up the minimum of space
and needs only a few essential tools.

Basic Tools
A suggested minimum selection of tools

and equipment for electronic construction
would be as follows: Three screwdrivers;
miniature side -cutters; fine long -nosed pli-
ers; wire strippers, with adjustable thick-
ness stop; small soldering iron (15-25
watt, with a variety of bit shapes and
sizes; and, finally, a small multimeter.

Of the three screwdrivers, two should
be ones with blade widths of about 2mm
(gin.) and 4mm ( a- in.). The smaller one
being suitable for "grub" screws in control
knobs. The third should be a "Philips or
Pozidriv" type, many screws now have
this type of "head".

The pliers should be the fine needle -
nosed type, these enable fine wires to be
manipulated in place and also make good
"emergency" heat shunts when soldering.

We strongly recommend the purchase
of a pair of wire strippers as it is so easy to
nick or damage the wire when removing
the protective sleeving for soldering. This
invariably leads to a very weak join.

With so many good soldering irons on

toolbox, the latest general purpose cutters
from Vitrex would certainly prove handy.

The hardened blades are claimed to be
self -sharpening and will cut materials such
as 22 gauge (0.7mm) mild steel, paper and
fabrics.

The Vitrex Snips have rounded tips for
safety and cost £4.10, inclusive of VAT.
For details of local stockists write to:
Florin Ltd., Dept EE, 457-463 Caledo-
nian Road, London, N7 9BB.

CONSTRUCTIONAL PROJECTS

Caravan Battery Monitor
Suitable meters for the Caravan Battery

Monitor should be available from most of
our advertisers. It is not necessary to
obtain meters of identical physical size to
those used in the prototype model as the
size of case can be chosen to suit.

Due to the possible high currents asso-
ciated with this project, it is essential that
heavy-duty auto -type wire is used where
specified.

Vox Box Amplifier
Readers may experience some difficulty

in purchasing the µPC2002 power ampli-
fier i.c. used in the Vox Box Amplifier. This
is carried by Marco Trading or may be
stocked by some Tandy stores. However,
in case of difficulty we suggest that con-
structors opt for the more readily available
LM383 device.

We do not expect any component buy-
ing problems for the rest of the parts for
this project. The printed circuit board may
be purchased through our PCB Service:
code EE529.

Tilt Alarm
The mercury "tilt" switch used in the Tilt

A/arm could cause sourcing problems. The
one used in the prototype was purchased
from Magenta. The printed circuit board
for this project is available from our PCB
Service: code EE527.

A full kit of parts (£8.25, including p & p)
for the Tilt Alarm is available from
Magenta Electronics Ltd., Dept EE,
135 Hunter Street, Burton -on -Trent,
Staffs, DE14 2ST.

Two -Chip Output Interface
This month's On Spec project entitled

Two -Chip Output Interface calls for a BI-
MOS Octal Latch/Driver device, type
UCN5801A. This i.c. is currently listed by
Maplin, order code QY77J, for £7.95.

Exploring Electronics
The "test-bed" called for in the first

instalment of Exploring Electronics is the
same circuit block used in our Teach In '86
Series.

Special kits have been made up by some
of our advertisers for the Teach -In series
and they also sell the solderless bread-
board separately. Readers should browse
through the advertisements in this issue to
locate a stockist nearest to their town.

Headphone Mixer
The components for the Headphone

Mixer project seem to be standard "off -
the -shelf" items and should not cause any
buying difficulties.

We do not envisage any component
buying difficulties for the Electronic Scare-
crow or Squeekie projects.
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CARAIUM BATTERY
monITOR

T.R .de Vaux Balbirnie

Keep a watchful
eye on your
battery's state
of health!

A12 -VOLT electrical system in the caravan
is regarded as essential nowadays to

operate equipment ranging from the fami-
liar lights and water pumps to televisions,
keyboard instruments and games. Even a
computer is a possibility. A hook-up lead
from the towing vehicle is useful but com-
plete independence is only achieved with a
separate in -board supply. Some caravaners
carry a spare I 2V battery which is fully
charged before leaving home. Exchanging
this with the car battery from time to time
keeps the charge topped up. This method
works well on touring holidays providing
current consumption is kept moderate. Un-
fortunately, this is easier said than done.
The Caravan Battery Monitor takes the
guesswork out of battery care and ensures
that you will not be let down unexpectedly.
It is suitable for all systems where the
current requirement does not exceed 5A,
this being sufficient for most users.

The first function of the circuit is to
display the current being used on an am-
meter. This promotes economy by keeping
users aware of which items, or combina-
tions of items, require most current. The
second function is to indicate the state of
charge of the battery. This uses a voltmeter
covering the range 11 to 13V approxi-
mately. A freshly -charged battery develops
an off-load voltage in excess of 13V which
gradually falls to under 11V, when it needs
charging. Measuring this voltage gives a

good indication of how much charge is left.
A further feature is an audible warning
(which may be switched off) when the
current drawn exceeds a certain preset
value.

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION
The circuit for the Caravan Battery

Monitor is shown in Fig. 1. In use, main-
line battery current flows through fuse, FS1,
0-5A ammeter, MEI, and coil, LI. LI
forms the basis of the high current warning
and this part will be described later.

With SI closed, current flows into the
voltmeter section. This current is very small
so SI could be left switched on. However,
there is no point in leaving it on without
reason. The 0-50µA. meter, ME2, is con-
verted by R3 and VR1 into a voltmeter of
2V nominal full-scale deflection. The rest of
the circuit, consisting of 13V Zener diode,
DI, and IIV Zener diode, D2, together with
resistors RI and R2, provide a "zero" at
11 V and full-scale reading of 13V. With the
battery fully charged and more than I 3V
between its terminals, 13V will exist across
Dl. About I 1 V will exist across D2 so the
difference of 2V will appear across R2 and
give full-scale deflection of ME2.

As the battery discharges, the difference
between its terminal voltage and I 1 V will
be recorded by ME2. When the battery
voltage falls below 11V, D2 will fail to
conduct and no voltage will appear across
R2-the meter then reads zero. If a stan-
dard voltmeter were used, most of the scale
length (0-11 V) would not be used, making
accurate readings impossible to obtain. The
purpose of VR I is to adjust for accurate
full-scale deflection. This allows for slightly
differing voltage levels and for differences
between individual meters.

Fig. 1. Circuit diagram of the Caravan Battery Monitor.

F5I
SA TB1/1

MEI
0-5A

I LI

0 CI 00

IF SI
-Ii-

BATTERY-12V NOMINAL yrB,/2

TB1/3

153
WDI

RI
1k

EEC716j

VOLTMETER SECTION

L4°
BZY88C

13 V

02
SZYB8C

,Iv

R3
10k

VR1
47k

ME2
0-50uA

R2
10k

TO

APPLIANCES

EE

BUZZER WARNING
Meter MEI shows the total current being

consumed, but an additional warning is
provided by an "overload" buzzer. The coil,
LI, is wound on the body of reed switch, S3.
A magnetic field in proportion to the
strength of the current in LI is obtained and
when sufficient, S3 closes and operates the
buzzer, WDI. By adjusting the number of

COMPONENTS

Resistors
R1 1k
R2,3 10k (2 off)

± 1% metal film
a

page 367

Potentiometer
VR1 47k miniature preset

(horizontal mounting)

Semiconductors
D1 BZY88C 13V Zener

diode
D2 BZY88C 11V Zener

diode

Miscellaneous
ME1 0-5A panel meter
ME2 0-501.1A panel meter
(45 x 50mm, matching pair)
WD1 12V solid-state buzzer
S1,2 SPST toggle switches

(2 off)
S3 Miniature reed switch

body size 20.3 x
3.2mm diameter
approx.

FS1 20mm fuse holder
with 5A fuse to fit

TB1 5A terminal block-
three sections required

L1 20 s.w.g. enamelled
copper wire-approxi-
mately 25cm required

0.1 in. matrix stripboard, size 9
strips x 14 holes; stranded wire;
5A auto -type wire; fixings; plastic
box approx. size 100 x 75 x
40mm external.

Approx. cost
Guidance only £14
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Fig. 2. Layout and wiring of the stripboard.

turns of wire used for LI, the buzzer can be
made to sound at any current up to 5A. S2
switches off the buzzer warning if desired.

CONSTRUCTION
Refer to Fig. 2 and construct the circuit

panel using a piece of 0.1 inch matrix
stripboard, size 9 strips x 14 holes. Make
the breaks at VR I position and in strip I as
indicated. Drill the fixing hole and solder
the on -board components into position,
noting the polarities of the Zener diodes.
When preparing the reed switch, do not
bend the wire ends too close to the body
since the glass is easily broken. Solder the
reed switch with clearance to the circuit
panel to allow room for winding L1. Use 6
turns of 20 s.w.g. enamelled copper wire to
begin with, passing the ends through holes
in the circuit panel for support. Note that
there is no contact with copper strips here.

Make holes in the box for switches,

Photograph of the completed Veroboard for the Caravan Battery Monitor.

buzzers, meters and for the fuseholder,
terminal block and circuit panel mounting.
Attach these components but do not mount
the circuit panel yet. For neatness WD I can
be mounted through a hole in the case with
its flange glued to the inside of the case.
Refer to Fig. 3 and complete the wiring.
Note the polarities of the meters and WD I.
All wires shown in bold or thick lines should
be rated at 5A minimum-the others may
be of any light -duty stranded type. Attach
the circuit panel to the rear of the box with a
single fixing through the hole drilled for the
purpose. Insert a 5A fuse into the holder
and adjust VRI (sliding contact fully
clockwise).

TESTING
Begin with a fully -charged battery. Switch

off all appliances and connect the positive
and negative terminals to TB1/1 and TB1/2
respectively using 5A auto -type wire. Con -

Fig. 3. Wiring of the complete Caravan Battery Monitor.
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nect TB 1/3 and TBI/2 respectively to the
positive and negative appliance feed wires.
The ammeter should read zero and the
voltmeter a low reading. Adjust VR I so that
ME2 gives full-scale deflection. Switch on
appliances and note that M1 shows the
current being used. At some stage the
buzzer may sound and the number of turns
on L 1 may be adjusted so that this happens
at some chosen current (4A in the proto-
type). If it fails to sound at 5A, then more
turns are required. Once WD1 is sounding,
the current must be reduced below the
triggering value for it to switch off again.

As the battery discharges, the voltmeter
reading will fall. Learning to interpret these
readings can only be done over a trial
period. The best time to read ME2 is when
the battery has rested, since then the voltage
tends to recover a little. Note that it is
normal for the reading to fall when the
battery is on load.

COLOURED SCALE
Although the readings given by ME2 may

be used as they stand, some users might
prefer to make a new scale marked with
coloured zones for High, Medium and Low
charge. In many cases, the front cover of the
meter simply "snaps" off to reveal the scale
fixings. These may be taken out and with
great care the scale removed. This may be
painted white and the zones added when
dry. In the prototype, green was used for
high, yellow for medium and red for low
charge.
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ALTHOUGH buying the components might
seem to be the easiest part of project

construction, queries from readers show
that problems can, and frequently do arise.
Very often the problem is simply that a
particular component does not appear in
any of the catalogues the reader happens
to have, and the solution to this problem is
to obtain as many component catalogues
as possible. Some component retailers
offer a vast range of components, often
with many thousands of different prod-
ucts. However, the full range of compon-
ents currently available is so vast that no
one supplier is likely to be able to supply all
your requirements, and the more catalo-
gues you have the better your chance of
being able to track down an awkward
component. Also bear in mind that maga-
zines normally provide the name and ad-
dress for sources of difficult to obtain
components used in their constructional
projects (Shoptalk in Everyday Electronics
And Electronics Monthly for example).

THE RIGHT TYPE NO.?
The other major problem when buying

components is making sure that you ob-
tain the right parts, and do not confuse one
component for another. With most com-
ponents there is no real difficulty here, and
it is just a matter of making sure that
proper details of the component are in-
cluded on your order (linear or logarithmic
potentiometers, resistor wattage rating,
etc.).

Most of the problems are associated
with semiconductors and, in particular,
types which are available under a range
of slightly different type numbers. This
mostly affects integrated circuits, and
what usually happens is that a manufac-
turer produces a moderately successful
device, and then one or more other manu-
facturers "second source" the device.
This makes the device more attractive to
potential industrial users since it means
that they will not be tied down to a single
source of supply. The problem for the
home constructor is that the various manu-
facturers of a device may not all use
exactly the same type number.

A good example of this is the popular
555 timer device. This was originated by
Signetics, and had the part number
NE555P. "NE" is a prefix which is often
used for Signetics devices, 555 is the true
part number, and "P" is a suffix which is
often found on part numbers. It usually
indicates that the device is in a d.i.l. plastic
package, and the alternative of "N" is also
commonly encountered.

Another common suffix is "C", which
indicates a "consumer" device. These are
lower quality devices than the "M" (mili-
tary) versions which have a wider operat-
ing temperature range, and in some cases
are superior in other respects. Consumer
versions are normally quite adequate for
home -constructor designs, and the only
type that most component retailers will
supply.

Returning to our 555 example, if you buy
a few of these from various sources some
will probably have the original NE555P
type number marked on them, but others
will have slightly different type numbers.
On checking through my stock of 555s I
found the alternative type number of
pA555TC. The "pA" prefix indicates that
the device is manufactured by Fairchild,
and the TC suffix shows that it is a plastic
packaged consumer quality device (Fair-
child uniquely use "T" rather than "P" or
"N" to indicate an 8 -pin d.i.l. plastic
package).

If you order a popular device such as the
NE555P and the device you are supplied
with does not have exactly the right type
number there is probably no need to panic,
and the device you have is probably
exactly the same device from a second
source manufacturer. The list below gives
the prefixes used by some of the larger
semiconductor manufacturers.

PREFIX
CA, CD
LM, LF, LH
ICL, ICM
MC
NE, SE
SN, TL
pA

MANUFACTURER
RCA
National Semiconductors
Intersil
Motorola
Signetics
Texas
Fairchild
Ferranti

The CMOS logic family are another good
example of type numbers which are de-
pendent on the manufacturer. Apart from
the manufacturer's prefix there is also a
choice of three suffixes. The original de-
vices had "AE" as their suffix, but these
have now been superceded by "BE" types
which have improved static protection at
the inputs and buffers at the outputs. The
two types are largely interchangeable, and
there should be no problems if a "BE"
device is used where an "AE" type is
specified, but substitution the other way
around is somewhat less safe and best
avoided. The third suffix is "UBE" which is
used for unbuffered devices. These will
usually work in place of "AE" and "BE"
types without any difficulty, but where a
design calls for a "UBE" type it is probably
essential to use one.

The 74XX series of logic devices seems
to sprout new ranges of device (74LS,
74C, 74HC, etc.) almost daily. Although
these ranges are to some extent mixable, it
is definitely advisable to use precisely the
type specified in a components list, and
not to try substituting equivalents from
other families unless you are quite sure you
know what you are doing.

Suffixes on linear part numbers are not
usually of great importance, but in the case
of some RCA devices (the CA3130, and
CA3140 for instance) there are various
versions available from component retai-
lers, and problems could result if you
obtain a device having the wrong suffix.
The most common suffix these days is
"E" which indicates a d.i.l. plastic pack-
age. There are also "T" (TO -99 metal

case) and "S" (TO -99 metal case with
leadouts preformed into the 8 -pin d.i.l.
configuration) versions. A further compli-
cation is that some devices are available
with 8- or 14 -pin d.i.l. packages, and this
includes devices such as the popular 741C
and 748C operational amplifiers as well as
certain RCA devices. Somewhat unhelpful-
ly, 8- and 14 -pin versions often seem to
sport exactly the same type number.

Where devices are available in TO -99 8 -
pin versions it is normally possible to fit a
metal can type where the layout is de-
signed to suit a d.i.l. device. With an "S"
suffix device its preformed leadouts
should fit straight into the layout, and with
a "T" version the leads can easily be
formed into the 8 -pin d.i.l. configuration.
Fitting a d.i.l. device into a layout intended
for a TO -99 type would almost certainly
take some redesigning of the board, but
most project designers produce layouts to
suit the more common (and usually less
expensive) d.j.'. versions, and this is un-
likely to be a problem.

Fig. 1 gives the pin numbering for 8 -pin
d.i.l. and TO -99 devices. Usually when a
device is available in 8- or 14 -pin d.i.l.
versions the 14 -pin version is effectively
the 8 -pin version with six dummy pins
added. Fig. 2 shows pinout details for 8 -
and 14 -pin versions of the 741C opera-
tional amplifier, and this demonstrates
what I mean. An 8 -pin device will easily fit
into a layout designed for a 14 -pin type,
taking due care to fit it into the right block

(EE <B7

Fig. 1. Pin numbering for 8 pin d.i.l. and
T099 devices.
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Fig. 2. Pin details for 8 pin and 14 pin
versions of the 741C.
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Fig. 3. BC212 and BC212L leadout details
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of 8 holes, but a 14 -pin device will obvi-
ously not fit into an 8 -pin layout without
some redesigning of the board.

The safest approach for the beginner is
to order components from one of the large
mail order catalogues where the type of
encapsulation will normally be specified,
or options will be available. Alternatively,
use a local supplier where you can make
sure you have the right version before
parting with any money.

TRANSISTORS
Fortunately, when it comes to most

other semiconductors, such as diodes and
transistors, the type number is the same
regardless of the manufacturer, and where
the same chip is available in more than one
encapsulation it is normal for each version
to have its own type number. There are a
few exceptions, and some devices such as
BC184 and BC212 have a suffix letter
which indicates the leadout configuration.

Fig. 3 shows the two leadout arrange-
ments. Note that with transistor leadout
diagrams it is the convention that they are
base views (i.e. the view looking onto the
leadout wires), whereas integrated circuit
pinout diagrams are top views (i.e. as seen
with the pins pointing away from you).

There is no convention in the case of
integrated circuits which have transistor
type encapsulations, such as small voltage
regulators and temperature sensors. Top
views seem to be more common than
base views, but the diagrams for these
should specify what type of view it is, and
this is something that you should check
rather than making assumptions that could
well be wrong.

A number of transistors are available in
three gain groups, and these are indicated
by an "A", "B", or "C" suffix. "A"
indicates the lowest gain group while "C"
is for the highest. For most home con-
structor designs any version ('A", "B",

"C" or an ungraded device with no suffix)
will be suitable. However, where a device
such as a BC109C is specified it is impor-
tant that the device is a high gain type, and
a BC109A, BC1096, or a plain BC109 may
not function properly in the circuit.

With 2NXXXX transistors such as the
2N2926 there is a colourful alternative
method of gain grading. A coloured spot
on the device indicates its gain group, with
colours ranging from brown for the lowest
gain group, through red, orange, and yel-
low to green for the highest gain group.
This system is clearly based on the resis-
tor colour codes, and is a system that is
unlikely to be encountered much with
modern designs. Many older projects call
for a particular 2N2926 colour, and some
of the larger stockists can still provide a
particular gain group for this component.

CIRCUIT
EXCHANG

This is the spot where readers pass on to fellow enthusiasts useful
and interesting circuits they have themselves devised. Payment is
made for all circuits published in this feature. Contributions should
be accompanied by a letter stating that the circuit idea offered is
wholly or in significant part the original work of the sender and that
it has not been offered for publication elsewhere.

WASHER BOTTLE
LEVEL INDICATOR

THE washer bottle circuit above, tells you
when the level of the windscreen washer

bottle is getting low.
It is designed for both positive and

negative earth cars. The indicator used is a
1.e.d. because they are quite cheap. The rest
of the components are also common.

The circuit is designed around a Darling-
ton pair (BC109) being held low by the
sensor. The 10 Megohm resistor pulls the
Darlington high when the water level falls
below the sensor.

The sensor consists of two wires bared
and pushed into the bottle at the required
height for the I.e.d. to light (usually just
above the drain pipe).

Perry Andrews,
Basildon.

FOLDBACK CURRENT
LIMITING

THE circuit above is a simple and cost
effective solution to design a short

circuit protection for many power supplies.
It will switch both voltage and current to
zero as the current exceeds a pre -designed
value, dependent on R2.

At low output currents, TR1 is off, and as
the output current increases the voltage
drop across R2 increases until it's great
enough to bias TR 1 on. Which in turn
energises the relay and switches RLA/1 and
RLA/2 contacts off and on respectively,
stopping current going to the regulator and

TR2. Even if the output load is now
removed RLA remains energised through
contact RLA/ 2. The reset push button
switch is used to de -energise the relay and
reset the circuit back to normal. TR2 is used
as a current booster and takes over at a level
determined by R3.

For the values shown above the circuit
provides approximately 1.3A current limit-
ing and TR2 takes over at about 0.5A
current limit to the regulator. The output
load regulation of this circuit is much better
than the normal foldback limiting circuits,
since the series resistor is omitted from the
output. F. K. Mohammed,

Swansea.
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ELECTROMIC SCARECROW

Send the birds
flying with some
simple circuitry

rHERE is nothing more annoying than to
I spend time carefully cultivating a nice

vegetable garden only to find that its fav-
ourite inhabitants are the best fed birds.
When you come to harvest your crops all
you find are their left overs!

This electronic scarecrow may be one
solution-it produces a lovely rounded
rasping note at timed intervals. It has even
been known to cause next doors cat to make
a hasty retreat.

Another use for this bird starer is to
attach it to your television aerial to help
keep the path below clean. Although I must
admit that in the first instance it might have
the opposite effect as the birds flee in fright!

HOW IT WORKS
The heart of the scarecrow.circuit is a 556

dual timer ICI (Fig. I). The pin out details
of this and also of the 555 are given for
interest in Fig. 3. The first half of the 556,
timer 1, is used as an interval timer which
keys the second timer which is connected as
an audio oscillator giving an audio output
at about 200Hz which drives a small
speaker.

With the component values shown pin 5
of timer one (its output) is high for about 60

MICHAEL PERROW

seconds and low for approximately 15
seconds. When it is high TR1 is switched
on, goes into saturation and effectively sorts
out C3. However when timer ones output
goes low TR I is cut off and C3 is allowed to
charge, hence timer two can now operate as
an oscillator.

Maximum audio output is obtained when
R6 is replaced with a shorting link and a 75
ohm loudspeaker is used. However you may
have difficulty obtaining this size. A more
popular size is a two inch 50 ohm speaker
which along with R6 will give quite ade-
quate volume.

If you intend to use the unit up a mast

Fig. 1. Complete circuit diagram of the Electronic Scarecrow.
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COMPONENTS

Resistors
R1
R2
R3
R4
R5
R6

Capacitors
Cl
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6

1M See
680k
10k
100k
10k a
27 page 367

33p 25V tant.
22n polyester
100n polyester
22n polyester
68p 25V tant.
1000p 16V elect. (if
required)

Semiconductors
IC1
REC 1

TR1

NE 556
1 A 50V bridge
rectifier (if required)
BC107/8/9 etc.

Miscellaneous
[Si Two inch 75 or 50 ohm
loudspeaker; suitable case; wire;
p.c.b. (available from the EE PCB
Service order code EE528); wire,
fixings, etc.

Approx. cost
Guidance only £5.50
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then you will not want to have to keep going
up a ladder to change batteries. The answer
of course is to provide a supply from a
remote position feeding it up two wires to
the unit.

Because the volt drop on a run of cable is
much greater using d.c. it is far better to use
a.c. and then rectify and smooth it at the
unit. This is the reason for REC1 and C6
and these components are only fitted when
this method of supply is employed.

As the unit only requires about 6 volts a.c.
a suitable transformer for the supply is a
3-0-3V 1.2VA transformer, and these are
readily available. Alternatively you could
use a calculator d.c. supply with a ready
moulded I 3A plug. With the internal diode
and capacitor removed these are ideal.

CONSTRUCTION
Having made or obtained the printed

circuit board (it is available from the EE
PCB service) commence by fitting the resis-
tors and capacitors. Make sure that the
tantalum capacitors are connected the cor-
rect way round. Fig. 2 shows the component
layout. Next insert the wire link between
pins 10 and 14 of ICI. Do not forget this as
the unit will not work without it. If you are
using an IC holder then this should be fitted
next. The bridge rectifier and C6 need only
be fitted if the unit is to be used up a mast
and fed from an a.c. supply. Transistor TR I
and ICI can now be fitted, again watching
for correct orientation.

'.'6V AC

LS

r-

L

EE
528

11:1111111

Fig. 2. Layout and wiring of the Scarecrow p.c.b.
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Fig. 3. Pin connections for the 555 and 556.

Having completed the construction check
for dry joints and any shorting tracks. If all
is correct then connect the speaker and
supply to the unit.

DON'T PANIC
When you connect the supply you should

hear a click in the loudspeaker and then
nothing. Go make a cup of tea! Because of
the nature of the circuit the timings of the
first cycle of operation are not those that the
unit will normally have. In fact the first off

period may well be over two minutes. This
is because all the capacitors are fully dis-
charged. This side effect is of no conse-
quence for our project.

By the time the kettle has boiled the unit
should have made its first rude raspberry. If
it hasn't switch off and check the construc-
tion carefully. If all is well the unit can be
mounted in a weather proof box with a
suitable cut out for the loudspeaker.

Put a layer of polythene between the
speaker and the case to keep the dampness
out of the speaker.

LETTERS
Back to the beginning!
Sir-I have recently had my interest in

electronics resurrected by my sons' wish
to become an electronic/electrical engi-
neer. I first became interested myself
when the first issue of your magazine hit
the bookshops. So impressed was I that I
read those early issues from cover to
cover, then re -read them again and again. I
plucked up enough courage to "have -a-
go" and was well pleased with the pro-
jects I made. These projects were, as the
magazine name inferred, "everyday
electronics".

As a comparative newcomer to the
hobby I, surely like thousands of others,

have no wish to know too much, detail
about how i.c.s. work and the like. Having
said that, I accept that a certain amount of
knowledge is desirable, but formulae, cal-
culations and technical data I can do
without. There are enough magazines
around to give electronic and computer
buffs their "fix" of technical information.

Your magazine is meant for beginners to
the hobby, as your cover quite clearly
states and we beginners have no interest
generally in waa-waa pedals for guitars,
high speed A to D converters, flux density
transducers, ZX81 Eprom programmers
or even bagpipe amplifiers!

What we do want, however, is to build
projects for a car lights -on reminder, burg-
lar alarms, electronic doorbells and novelty
items. I realise that thousands of people
own computers, but I would suggest the
number who either do not, added to the
number who do-but have no wish to build
projects for it-is far, far greater.

You are therefore directing your maga-
zine to a much smaller part of the possible
market. You are taking up space with
those kind of projects which could better
be used to show us how, for example, to
discover that we are about to drill through
an electric cable or gas pipe, or how to play
a simple electronic game with our children!

I implore you to return to your original
format and produce the only magazine for
complete beginners to the hobby, several
of who may never have seen a transistor
let alone solder one into a circuit. Put
simply, as you used to do, the information
would be far easier to understand and I feel
many more people would "try their luck"
and get hooked on the hobby.

I do hope that this letter gives you some
food for thought and that you will give us
more and more "everyday" items and less
and less technical and specific ones.

David J.M. Lloyd,
London, SE5 7JN.
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JO
... from the world of electronics

HOBBY
is" FAIR

$llaks
If you really cannot make your mind up about the
excitement of radio and electronics as a hobby, or if you
want to interest your children in the subject with an eye
on a possible future career, then you should definitely
get along to the Amateur Radio & Electro-
nics Hobby Fair at the Wembley Conference Centre,
London.

To be held on Saturday 5 and Sunday 6 July, there
will be about 200 retail and manufacturers' stands all
plying their wears and putting on working demonstra-
tions. Electronic components will be on sale and other
areas being highlighted are: satellite TV; amateur radio
and amateur TV.

QUEEN'S AWARD
Bib Audio/Video Products,

one of Europe's largest manu-
facturers of audio, video and
computer care products has
been granted the Queen's
Award for Export Achievement
this year.

Chairman and Managing
Director, Brian Arbib says "he
is absolutely delighted after all
the hard work and effort that
has been made by the company
over the years to establish Bib
as a worldwide name, synony-
mous with quality in relation to
audio, video and computer
maintenance care. Bib has only
40 direct employees and is
proud of its export achieve-
ment, with last year's sales of
over £1M."

Mr. R. C. Debnam, C.Eng,
M.I.Mech.E., has been appoin-
ted Conference Chairman of the
1986 Test + Transducer Confer-
ence following the recent death
of the previous Chairman, Peter
Mansfield.

INVESTMENT
Some £20M is to be invested

in the Mullard plant at Hazel
Grove, Cheshire, to make it one
of the most comprehensive
technical and production
centres in the world for all types
of power semiconductors. The
investment will be spread over
4 years and has been supported
by the Department of Trade
and Industry.

The Hazel Grove complex
will become the only centre
within Philips worldwide to
develop and manufacture these
products. The plant has a world
lead in high voltage epitaxial
rectifier technology and is the
only centre in the world to
produce high speed GTOs.

Compact Disc pioneers
Philips and PolyGram have
announced the formation of
American Interactive Media
Inc. (AIM), a new company
that will spearhead the
development of software for
the new Compact Disc Inter-
active System.

COMPUTER GRAPHICS
The Displays specialist group

of The British Computer Society
is to hold an International Sum-
mer Institute on Computer
Graphics at the University of
Stirling, Scotland, on 29 June to
4 July. Co-sponsors include
ACM, the Computer Graphics
Society of Japan and the Inter-
national Federation for Infor-
mation Processing (IFIP).

Invited international experts
and leaders in their fields will
present leading edge topics in
the techniques and applications
of computer graphics. Subject
areas to be covered include:
workstations, graphics stan-
dards, image generation,
human -computer interface
issues, VLSI and graphics for
design.

HI -TECH
HOUNSLOW

Trying to find out informa-
tion about your local area coun-
cil services can often be a most
difficult and frustrating task. If,
however, you live in the Lon-
don Borough of Hounslow, you
can, using a ROCC videotex
system, now access a database
of local information at the
touch of a button.

The Hounslow Viewdata Ser-
vice, which opened to the public
in February 1986, is a joint
venture between Hounslow
Council's Press and Informa-
tion Division and Department
of Arts and Recreation. Over
two and a half thousand pages
of information are available on
the system.

The service contains a com-
munity information index
under a total of ten headings
such as information and Advice
Services, Education, Housing
and Planning and Employment.
At present there are ten termi-
nals attached to the system.
Three are in the council's dis-
trict libraries in Chiswick,
Feltham and Hounslow; four
are in the Hounslow's Civic
Centre: one is in Hounslow's
Citizens Advice Centre, one is
in the Trading Standards Of-
fice, and one is in the area's
largest comprehensive school,
Feltham Community School.

The Polytechnic of the South
Bank run a Microcomputer
Advisory Centre, where among
other things they organise
courses in various subjects. This
year they are covering such
subjects as: Introduction to
Microcomputing; Databases and
Information Retrieval; Word
Processing and Computing for
Publishers and Microcomputers
for Training.

Further details from: Poly-
technic of the South Bank, Dept
EE, Borough Road, London SE1
OAA.

LINK -UP
The UK electronic mail ser-

vice MicroLink can now be
accessed from anywhere in the
World using the Psion Organ-
iser II pocket computer.

The calculator -sized compu-
ter can be fitted with a Psion
RS232 Link and modem to
enable it to send and receive
messages from literally any-
where from Bangkok to Brigh-
ton. Trials held by MicroLink
are claimed to have shown that
the 7.5in. by 3in. computer,
costing under £100, can be used
just as effectively as a £2000
telex machine.

Radio Luxembourg's first ever full-time female DJ is
24 -year -old Liz West from Chicago, USA, who broke
into the European music scene as Music Director on
the pirate ship Laser 558.

Liz is the first 208 station's full-time female DJ since
Radio Luxembourg started broadcasting 52 years ago.
She presents her own show from half -past Midnight to
3 a.m. Mondays to Fridays.

DATABASE
Information Technology Minister, Geoffrey Pattie has appealed

for teachers and industrialists to provide information for the
department's new educational database.

The National Education Resources Information Service (NERIS)
will give teachers and school children access to a wide range of
educational material which is currently scattered around the
country.

Mr. Pattie said: "Since the IT awareness project which put a
micro in every school, the department has spent 1.5M on
modems for schools. This database is the logical next step. One
of the most urgent jobs is to identify people and organisations
who produce resource materials deserving wider use."

Examples of data which could be included are class exercises,
videos, leaflets, project notes and wall charts. Initially NERIS will
concentrate on maths, science, geography and social and per-
sonal development, but other subjects will be added later.
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RESISTOR
NETWORK

THE FIRST SO (Small Out-
line) DIL Thick -Film Resis-

tor Networks, designed and
manufactured in the UK, for
surface mount applications has
been announced by CorinTech.

It is claimed that the resistor
networks offer considerable
savings on space and assembly
time over normal discrete resis-
tors. Two circuit configurations
are available, either seven sepa-
rate resistors, or 13 resistors
with a common connection.

Suggested applications in-
clude pull-up/pull-down resis-
tors, 7 -segment l.e.d. current
limiting and D/A conversion
ladders.

Standard off -the -shelf values
run from 10 ohms to 1 megohm
on an E6 scale, with a tolerance
of 2 per cent. Custom circuit
configurations and values are
available to special order.

CorinTech Ltd.,
Dept EE, Ashford Mill,

Station Road, Fordingbridge,
Hants, SP6 IDG.

APORTABLE mains/battery
oscilloscope has just been

introduced by Thandar
Electronics.

Designated the TO315, it
offers a 15MHz bandwidth, a
dual trace display and an input
sensitivity of 2mV/div. Selec-
tion of chopped or alternate
mode is automatic as is line or
frame synchronisation.

PORTABLE SCOPE

Ideal for on site and bench
applications, the Thandar
TO315 is expected to sell for
about £655 plus VAT. For
further information and a full
specification write to:

Thandar Electronics Ltd.,
Dept EE, London Road,

St Ives, Huntingdon,
Cambs, PEI7 4HJ.

BUSINESS
FUNCTION

ANEW business calculator
from Casio combines the

functions of a notebook, a diary
and a commercial calculator in
one compact package.

Facts like names and tele-
phone numbers can be stored in
an ordinary Data Bank. There is
a separate calendar memory for
noting events, automatically
sorting them into date order to
make an appointments diary.

To handle formulae-to work
out interest or profit margins,
for example-you usually have
to enter details in a specific
order so that the calculator can
arrive at an answer. Not this
one. It can effectively start with
the answer and come up with
the question!

You just feed in a formula,
and the Casio BC300 handles it
forwards, backwards or side-
ways. Provided there is only one
unknown, you simply respond
lo prompts by feeding in figures
dr (one) blank, and it automati-
cally fills in the blank.

Simple calculations can be
"replayed", altered or correct-
ed. Several different formulae
may be stored in the Data Bank
for recurrent use.

For handling ratios, you feed
in a string of figures: the calcula-
tor adds them up and tells you
the ratios, as percentages, and it
ranks them in order, from lar-
gest to smallest. Nothing very
startling so far. But it also lets
you change one detail, for ex-
ample, an amount or a percen-
tage, and it tells you the effect
on all the others. Most intrigu-
ingly for builders of pie charts,

it lets you change the total, from
100 per cent to 360 degrees, and
gives direct readout of all the
ratios in degrees instead of
percentages.

The Casio BC300 business
calculator has a recommended
retail price of £69.95 with 1K
memory, which can be extended
to 3K with an add-on RAM
pack. For details of local stock-
ists contact:

Casio Electronics Co. Ltd.,
Dept EE, Unit 6,

1000 North Circular Road,
London, NW2 7JD.

HANDIGRIP
A DEVICE designed to take
PA the frustration out of posi-
tioning screws in those awk-
ward corners has just been mar-
keted by Display Tiling
Services.

The Homelux Handigrip is a
small plastic "spatula" which, it
is claimed, holds the screw in a
patented jaw and allows it to be
accurately positioned, horizon-
tally or vertically, before driv-
ing the screw home.

The point of the screw or pin
is placed in the circular gripper
until it is held by the special
fingers. Then the spatula can be
carefully positioned and the
required screw fixed firmly in
place.

Available in three sizes to suit
a wide range of screws, nails or
even solder pins, from the
smallest pin to heavy duty self -
tappers, the Handigrip comes in
a pack containing a pair of each
size and will retail for around
69p including VAT.

The Homelux Handigrip will
be available through hardware
stores, d.i.y. outlets and garage
shops. For addresses of local
stockists contact:

Display Tiling Services Ltd.,
Dept EE, Unit 24,

Enterprise Trading Estate,
Pedmore Road, Brierley Hill,

West Midlands, DY 5 ITX.
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by Mike Tooley BA

T1This month we shall be examining two
I of the Spectrum's "System Variables"

and showing how one of these can be used
as the basis of an accurate real-time clock.
Our constructional project this month fea-
tures an ultra -simple two -chip eight -chan-
nel output interface which is capable of
driving relays, lamps, and low current
motors.

System Variables
Avid readers of the "official" Spectrum

User Guide can be excused for overlooking
the two paragraphs entitled "System Var-
iables". These, however, can be extremely
useful since a knowledge of their behaviour
can be instrumental in getting the best from
your Spectrum and tailoring its perfor-
mance to your own particular application.
We shall, therefore, for the next few months
be introducing some of the more useful
system variables. This month we start by
introducing PIP and FRAMES.

The Spectrum, like all other home com-
puters, maintains a reserved section of
random access memory (RAM) into which
it places a number of important system
parameters. In the Spectrum, this area of
memory stretches from 23552 (decimal) to
23734 (decimal).

It is possible for the user to not only
examine the contents of this area of
memory but, since it is RAM rather than
ROM, also to change the parameters stored.
This allows the user to alter various aspects
of the Spectrum's behaviour. An obvious
example, and one with which most readers
will already be familiar, is that of the system
variable known as PIP.

PIP occupies the single byte stored at
address 23609 (decimal). PIP defines the
duration of the sound which is emitted from
the Spectrum's internal loudspeaker. You
can examine the contents of PIP by PEEK-
ing the address using a BASIC command
such as:

PRINT PEEK 23609
This will normally return 10 since the

Spectrum's operating system initialises the
value PIP whenever the system is brought
up from cold. (For the curious, the ROM
routine responsible for system initialisation
is located between hexadecimal addresses
I1B7 and 12A 1.) The value contained in

PIP may be changed to provide a longer, or
shorter, tone duration. Note, however, that
the maximum value cannot exceed 255
since PIP is contained in one single byte.

Readers can extend PIP to give a rather
more noticeable tone by POKEing PIP with
a value of, say, 100 using a command of the
form:

POKE 23609,100
Now try pressing a few keys and note the

difference!

FRAMES
Unlike PIP, FRAMES occupies no less

than three bytes of the area reserved for
system variables. The three locations are
23672, 23673 and 23674 (all decimal). The
maximum value that can be stored in this
three -byte location is 16777215 and the
most significant byte is stored at 23674
whilst the least significant byte is at 23672.

FRAMES is, in fact, simply a counter
which is incremented automatically every
20ms or 1/50 second. (In the USA this value
is 16.667ms or 1/60 second.) The value of
FRAMES is thus constantly changing. If
you don't believe this try entering the
following simple program which displays
the value of FRAMES in the upper left hand
corner of the screen:

10 PRINT AT 0,O;PEEK
23672+256*PEEK
23673+65536*PEEK 23674

20 GO TO 10
Now someone out there is probably

thinking that a 20ms interval counter is not
a lot of use. O.K., let's modify the program
so that it counts in seconds instead!

10 LET t=PEEK 23672+256"PEEK
23673+65536*PEEK 23674

15 PRINT AT O,O;INT(t/50)
20 GO TO 10

There are two important differences

between this program and the earlier one.
First we have assigned the value of
FRAMES to a variable, t. Secondly, we have
taken the INTeger value oft divided by 50
which allows us to print the value of elapsed
time in seconds rounded down to the
nearest integer. You now have an "on
screen" clock which counts in seconds and
starts from zero when the Spectrum is first
powered up!

To reset the clock it is, of course, merely
necessary to set FRAMES to zero. For this
we need to POKE a value of zero into all
three of the system variable's addresses. We
can achieve this by adding another line at
the start of the program:

5 POKE 23672,0:POKE 22673,0:POKE
23674,0
Now, each time the program is RUN,

FRAMES will be set to zero and the timer
will be reset.

For those of you wanting a fully blown
clock reading in hours, minutes and se-
conds, Listing 1 shows a solution based on
FRAMES. This program can be used "as is"
for such applications as sports event timing,
physics experiments, etc., or could form the
basis of a more complex programmable
alarm clock. Whatever you decide to do
with it, however, don't forget to SAVE it to
tape, or microdrive before RUNning it!

Readers should note that FRAMES is
affected by one or two of the Spectrum's
other functions hence, if you wish to keep
accurate time, it is best to avoid the use of
the BEEP, SAVE, LOAD, LPRINT, LLIST
and COPY commands. Incidentally,
FRAMES is unaffected by the NEW
command.

Two -chip output interface
Now for our hardware project. This

month I have tried to keep things as simple
as possible. The interface uses only two

LISTING 1 SPECTRUM CLOCK
10 REM *t* Clock Demonstration ***
15 REM Everyday Electronics July 1986
49 REM
50 REM *** Initialise ***
51 REM
55 PAPER 1: INK 7: BORDER 1
60 POKE 23658,8: REM Caps lock
99 REM
100 REM *** Clock Setting Routine ***

Table 1. Simplified Truth Table for
UCN-5801

IDNAp Tu AT STROKE PREVIOUS
OUTPUT OUTPUT

X 0 OFF OFF
0 1 X OFF
X 0 ON ON
1 1 X ON

105 CLS
110 PRINT AT 21,0;"Enter correct time:"
115 INPUT "Hours >";hours
120 INPUT "Minutes >";mins
125 INPUT "Seconds >";secs
130 CLS
135 PRINT AT 12,6;"Clock set for ";hours;" ";mins;"

secs
140 PRINT AT 17,3;"Press <S> to start the clock,"
145 PRINT AT 18,3;" <A> to set again,"
150 PRINT AT 19,3;" or <Q> to quit."
155 LET r$=INKEY$
160 IF r$="S" THEN GO TO 200
165 IF r$="A" THEN GO TO 100
170 IF r$="Q" THEN RANDOMIZE USR 0
175 GO TO 155
199 REM
200 REM *** Main Clock Routine ***
205 CLS
210 PRINT AT 19,2;"Press <R> to reset the clock."
215 PRINT AT 8,10;"Time now ..."
220 PRINT AT 10,10;"HOUR MIN SEC"
225 LET st=(60*60thours+60*mins+secs)*50
230 LET sta=INT (st/65536): LET rem=st-ista*65536)
235 LET stb=INT (rem/256): LET rem=rem-(stbt256)
240 POKE 23672,rem: POKE 23673,stb: POKE 23674,sta
245 LET t=PEEK 23672+256*PEEK 23673+65536*PEEK 23674
250 LET dt=INT (t/50)
255 LET hour=INT (dt/3600): LET rem=dt-(hour*3600)
260 LET min=INT (rem/60): LET rem=rem-(min*60)
265 LET sec=rem
270 PRINT AT 12,12;hour;" ";min;"
275 IF INKEY$="R" THEN GO TO 100
280 GO TO 245

X = don't care
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integrated circuits so, if you haven't yet
"had a go" at building one of our projects
why not try this one?

The complete circuit of the two -chip
output interface is shown in Fig. 1 and is
based on a UCN-5801, ICI. This versatile
device is a BI-MOS octal latch/driver con-
sisting of eight CMOS data latches with
clear, strobe and output enable functions
coupled to eight bipolar Darlington driver
transistors, as shown in Fig. 2. This type of
construction provides an extremely low
power latch with high current output
capability.

All inputs to ICI are CMOS, NMOS and
PMOS compatible (thus permitting direct
connection to the Spectrum's internal bus)
and, whereas each of ICI's outputs are rated
for loads of up to 500mA, they may be
parallel connected for even larger load
currents (subject, of course, to the rated
load current of the power supply!).

A three -input NOR gate, IC2, provides
minimal address decoding and ensures that
ICI is only enabled when an I/O write
operation is performed. Table I shows the
simplified truth tables for IC I in which the
output is simply represented as ON or OFF
states (the outputs are effectively switched
to the OV rail). The UCN-580 I is housed in
a 22 -pin 0.4 inch d.i.l. plastic package and
its pin connections are shown in Fig. 3.

Construction
The interface may be assembled on a

piece of Veroboard measuring approxima-
tely 80mm x 80mm. The precise dimen-
sions of the board are not critical and those
quoted leave plenty of room for manoeuvre!
The use of two low -profile d.i.l. sockets is
highly recommended.

Component layout is uncricital though
care should be taken to ensure that the three
decoupling capacitors, CI to C3, are distri-
buted around the board. Links can be made,
as necessary, between the components using
short lengths of tinned copper wire on the
upper surface of the matrix board and, on
the underside of the board, using short
lengths of insulated wire of the type com-
monly employed for wire wrapping.

The output connector should be a ten -
way type; eight ways being used for output
connections with two being reserved for the

COMPONENTS
Resistors

R1 2700.25W 5%

Capacitors
C 100u 16V p.c.

elec.
C2 10u 16V p.c.

elec.
C3 10n polyester

Semiconductors
D1 Red I.e.d.
IC1 UCN-5801A
IC2 74LS27

Miscellaneous
14 -pin and 20 -pin d.i.l. sockets
(1 of each), output connector (see
text), 0.1 inch matrix Veroboard
(or similar) measuring approxi-
mately 80mm x 80mm, 28 -way
open end double -sided 2.54mm
pitch edge connector.

Approx. cost 1 1 .00Guidance only

38 + 5 V 1.11811.

6A DO 88M

7A 01 imp
BA D.2 1MOSP

1 1 A 0 3 INIMT

12A 04 MOP

10A DS mu
9A D6 mow

3A D7

68 OV

I7A I0130
19A W R BIM
21B A7

Fig. 1. Circuit of the two chip output interface.
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Fig. 2. The UNC-5801.
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positive common rail. A variety of board
mounting connectors are availabale which
will meet this need.

NEXT MONTH: We shall be describing the
minimal software required to drive the two -
chip interface together with a number of
applications (including control for a simple
buggy and a programmable darkroom
timer). We shall also be delving into the
Spectrum's memory with a useful memory
display program-see you then!

If you have any comments or suggestions,
please send them to:
Mike Tooley,
Department of Technology,
Brooklands Technical Collge,
Heath Road,
WEYBRIDGE,
Surrey
KT 13 8TT.

P.S. Don't forget to include a large (A4
size) stamped addressed envelope if you
would like to receive a copy of our
"Update"!

CLEAR

STROBE

INPUTS

G ND

OUTPUT
ENABLE

VDD

P OUTPUTS

COMMON

TOP VIEW
(664830

Fig. 3. Pin connections.
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OF THE BBC Model B computer's many
interfaces it is perhaps the very versa-

tile "User" port which has helped the most
in making the machine so popular with
those who are interested in building com-
puter add-ons. The user post is situated on
the underside of the computer, and it is the
middle of the five IDC plugs. It is a 20 -way
type, and pinout details are provided in Fig.
1. To anyone who is unfamiliar with inter-
facing to computers many of the legends
will be meaningless, with probably only

detailed knowledge of the binary number-
ing system in order to make effective use of
a multi -bit digital port, and a convenient
way of looking at things is to regard each
digital line as representing a certain num-
ber, but only if it is set high. A line that is set
low always represents zero. The table shown
below gives the number represented by each
user port line when it is set high.

PBO PB1 PB2 PB3 PB4 PB5 PB6 PB7
1 2 4 8 16 32 64 128

111

OV OV

OV

00

00 OV

OV

OV

+5V

0
10

20

0

0 0 0 0 0
9 7 5

19 16 17 16 15

0 0 0 0 0

0 0
4 3

14 13

0 0
12

0

11

0 0

(6E48641 PB7

PB6 PB4 PB2 PBO

PB5. PB3 PB1 CB2

CBI

Fig. 1. Connections to the BBC user port are via a 20 -way IDC connector.

"+5V" and "OV" having an air of familiar-
ity. PBO to PB7 are general purpose digital
inputs/outputs, and each line is individually
programmable to operate in either mode.
CBI and CB2 are what is termed "hand-
shake" lines, and their primary role is to
ensure that the flow of data into or out of
the main user port lines is properly regulat-
ed. They can be used in other ways, but as
they are somewhat less than straightforward
in use we will not consider them further for
the time being.

Digital Basics
The user port is very different in concept

from the analogue port, but it is not too
difficult to understand. The input/output
lines of the user port are digital types, and as
such they can either be at logic 0 ("low", or
around 0 to 1 V), or at logic 1 ("high", or at
about 3 to 5 volts). To someone who is only
used to dealing with analogue circuits this
can seem rather useless, but in control
applications on/off switching is often all
that is required. In measurement applica-
tions a digital input may have no obvious
means of providing a representation of
voltage, temperature, or something of this
nature to the computer, and one line on its
own cannot easily do this. However, a set of
lines operating together can easily represent
values other than 0 or 1, and an 8 -bit type
such as the PB* lines of the user port can
represent any integer (whole number) from
0 to 255 (inclusive).

This is done by utilizing the binary
numbering system where each digit can only
be 0 or 1, rather than the 0 to 9 of the
decimal system. It is not necessary to have a

There are 256 different combinations
that the eight lines can take up, and each
one of these gives a different integer from 0
to 255. PBO is the "LSB" (least significant
bit) and PB7 is the "MSB" (most significant
bit).

The BBC computer is based on a version
of the 6502 microprocessor which has
memory mapped input/output devices that
are accessed in exactly the same way as
memory locations. BBC BASIC does not
have the usual PEEK and POKE for reading
from and writing to memory, but instead
uses a system whereby a question mark
("7") added ahead of a number indicates
that it is an address. The device which
provides the user port (a 6522) occupies
sixteen addresses from &FE60 to &FE6F.
The peripheral register A of the 6522, which
is effectively lines PBO to PB7, is at address

&FE60. At switch -on the 6522 is reset,
making PBO to PB7 all inputs. If you try
entering this instruction to read the user
port:

PRINT ?&FE60 RETURN
the value returned should be 255. This is
due to the pull-up resistors at each input
which result in each one floating to the high
state.

Testing
If you wish to familiarise yourself with

the operation of the user port, a good way of
doing so is to obtain a 20 IDC header socket
ready fitted with about one metre of ribbon
cable (preferably the multicoloured "rain-
bow" which permits easy identification of
each lead). Open out the free end of the
cable and connect small pieces of tinned
copper wire or 1mm plugs to the leads
which connect to OV and PBO to PB7 (it is
only necessary to use one of the OV lines).

If you are unsure as to which lead con-
nects to which terminal of the socket, a
quick check with a continuity tester of some
kind should sort this out. The OV lead can
be connected to one of the bus -bars of a
breadboard, with the other eight lines con-
nected to individual short bus strips.

With wire links you can then pull any of
the PB* lines low by wiring them to the OV
rail. Try running this program and taking
some of the lines low.

10 CLS
20 PRINTTAB(10, 10) ?&FE60
30 FOR D = 1 TO 200:NEXT
40 PRINTTAB(10,10) " "
50 GOTO 20

This merely prints returned values from the
user port at a fixed point on the screen so
that you can see the effect of pulling lines
low. If PB7 is taken low, this will reduce
returned values by 128 (from the original
255), giving 127. Pulling PBI low as well
will reduce the figure by two more, taking
the readings down to 125, and so on.

Outputs
Whether each PB* line is designated an

input or an output is determined by Data
Direction Register B at address &FE62.

TO USER PORT

OV

rEE46661

P57PBO PBI PB2 PB3 PB4 PBS PB6

01 D2 D3 D4 05

RI TO R8 ALL 1k

Dl TO D8 ALL
SMALL RED LEDS

Fig. 2. Using eight I.e.d.s to monitor the user port's outputs.
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REVIEW

All About Discs,
Though you can use disc drives without

knowing anything about their inner work-
ings, you may feel more confident if you
have some knowledge of what is going on
"under the bonnet".

Books specifically on the disc system for
the BBC computer are thin on the ground,
but a new title should fit the bill. The
Complete Disc Manual for the BBC Micro-
computer by R. I. M. Sadek is exactly what
the title says it is. The book starts with a
diagram of a disc and an explanation of
tracks and sectors, and goes all the way
through to programming the 8271 con-
troller chip.

This is not just a technical explanation,
however. It also covers the operating system
and file structures, and includes a number
of substantial program listings, including
examples of sequential, random access and
indexed filing programs. Topics covered in-
clude filenames, the catalogue, directories,
the operating system and language com-
mands, and error messages.

There is a section on tape -to -disc transfer,
covering BASIC and machine -code pro-
grams, as well as data files. This includes a
section on the tricky topic of dealing with

protected programs.
Dr. Sadek writes in an easily readable

style, and the explanations are readily un-
derstandable and for the most part com-
mendably complete. One exception to this,
however, is the short section on keys and
hashing. I felt this was rather glossed over,
and that anyone who had not already met
these concepts might be left none the wiser.

This is not a book for the complete
beginner. You need a working knowledge of
computers and programming, and to be
familiar with the technical terms, as they
are used freely without explanation. This is
as it should be. Trying to write a book
covering the subject in this sort of detail but
understandable to a tyro would be a hope-
less task.

Though this book is likely to be read
consecutively when first purchased, there-
after it is likely to be used for reference on
particular topics. As such, an index is of
vital importance. Unfortunately, like so
many books nowadays, the index is inade-
quate. It is barely more than 3 pages for a
200 -page book. As an example, "data win-
dow" is mentioned in the text, but is not
indexed.

On the whole, however, at a price of
£7.95, this book is recommended.

All About Discs is a paperback, published
by Macmillan the ISBN No. is 0 333 40930
2 it measures 231 by 153mm and has 200
pages

Each of the eight bits at this register can be
set low or high by writing data to it, and
each bit corresponds to a user port line.
Setting a bit high designates its user port
line as an output -setting it low sets the line
as an input. Looking at things as simply as
possible, the correct value for the data
direction register can be calculated with the
aid of the table provided above.

Look up the numbers in the table for any
lines which are to be set as outputs, and then
add these together. This gives the value
which must be written to ?&FE62. For
instance, to set PBO, PBI, and PB2 as
outputs, but to leave the other lines as
inputs, the value written to ?&FE62 would
be 7 (1 + 2 + 4 = 7). In most applications
either all the lines are left as inputs or they
are all set as outputs. In order to experiment
with the port as an output type, remove all
the link wires from the breadboard and then
enter this command to set all the lines as
outputs:

?&FE62 = 255 RETURN
Try writing various values to the port and

then checking the logic levels with a logic
tester or a multimeter set to a low voltage
range. Alternatively (and preferably), wire

in eight l.e.d.s and current limiting resistors
as shown in Fig. 2 so that the states of all
eight outputs can be monitored simul-
taneously. An output is high if its I.e.d.
lights up, or low if it does not. There is not a
very high drive current available, and un-
less ultra -bright I.e.d.s are used do not
expect them to light up very brightly. As a
quick check, try writing a value of 85 to the
port (which should switch on alternate
l.e.d.$). 'A value of 170 will give the comple-
ment of this.

While this may seem to be all rather
simple and obvious to anyone who is
familiar with computer hardware, it dem-
onstrates two important points which must
be understood by anyone who wishes to
conquer computer interfacing. The rela-
tionship between the logic levels on a digital
port and the decimal values put out or
received by the computer, and the use of a
register to control the function of the hard-
ware, rather than control via physical
switching of some kind.

NEXT MONTH: We will look at some of
the ways in which the user and analogue
ports can be used together.

'VISIT SCOTLAND'S NEWEST
COMPONENTS SHOP'

OMNI ELECTRONICS
at

174 Dalkeith Road,
Edinburgh EH16 5DX
Tel: 031-667 2611

We stock a wide range of general
electronic components
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HMS WWI= SIZE IS NOMINAL MAX ma DIMENSION

IMP MASER APPLICATION MICE POST
Audio klemWoofor fil El

a 8 Goodman Fad Ca Rain ft El
Saind Lib Hi Fi howl Can hill Rim 010 £ 1

Audio Bertnno Cone Woota £10.50 ft
Sound Lab Hi Fi Twin Car Full Romp Ell £2
Audio Woofer, Hi Fi 0.50 El

of 15 EMI Woofer, Hi Fi 013.50 El
kola& Barone Caw Woof. 017.50 El
Fa East Town Car, Hi FI, Fall Romp 05.95 El
AuOm Hi Fi Woof.. Bowing Caw E113.50 ET
Same Lob Hi Fi Twin Caw Full Farm £14 E2
Goodman. PA 6 Hi Fi Woofer 04 E2
Goodman: Rao PA Woofoi 018 02
Grimm Diem-Guitor-PA £16 E2

a 8 For Eat Boss Woof., Hi Fi E14 E2
SEAS Bats Woofer, Hi Fi 019.50 E2
%ion& Genorol Purism E5 El

or 18 Bata Disco-Couna-PA E20 £2
Sound Lob Toon Cone Full Amp. E19.50 02
NW Woo* WM& PA 036 £2

or 8 or 18 Baker Twin Cone Fill Rape £18 02
of 8 or 18 Mao Dimo-Gisar-PA £18 £ 2

Oaisr Boos Woofer 025 E2
e 8 or 18 Bata Doco-Gurta-PA £22 E2
or 18 Goodman& Doco-Guitor-PA 030 E2

14 o H PA £39 E2
or 18 Balm Outto-Gutar-PA £28 E2

H 1 H PA-Oisco E89 03
WEM Woofer f44 E3
EMI 14501 Hi Fi with Twootot E5 £1

or 18 Um Duco-Gorr-PA E39 f3
or 8 or 16 H « H Dem  Gram 04950 El

Goodman Deco u Gran E74 E3
Goodman& Disco 1- Group £87 £4

POWER RATINGS ARE WITH CROSSOVER
Sao 15 Fi Cone £14.50 El
AM IP Fi Dom f12.50 El
EMI Hi h Cone 04.50 fl
Fa Ent Hi A Dam E13.50 El
Baia Hi FL-Oisco-PA 025 E2

(empty) Single 12 £34; Double 12 £40. carr E10
AKERS 45W £52; 75W £56; 90W £75; 150W

COMPACT SYSTEM £100, 400 watt £150. carr

MID.N-TOP SYSTEM Complete £125 carr f 12
HORNBOXES 200 watt £32, PP £2.

HORN SPEAKERS 8 ohms. 25 watt £20. 30
40 watt £29. 20W plus 100 volt line C38. Post £2.

PIEZO ELECTRONIC HORN TWEETER, 3Oin,
100 watts. No crossover required 4-8-16 ohm, 1

Bin £3, 10in £3.50, 12in £4.50, 15in £5.50,

R.C.S. DISCO LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
READY BUILT DELUXE 4 CHANNEL 4,000 WATT sound
chaser  speed +4 programs £69.Deluxe Model £89 PPE2.
PARTY LIGHT 4 coloured Flood Lamps Flashing to Music.
Self-contamed Sound to Light 410 x 196 x 115mm £34.95 PP £2.

FULL STOCK OF COMPONENTS, PLUGS, LEADS, ETC.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS Price Post
250-0-250V 80mA. 6.3V 3.5A. 6.3V 1A 0.00 E2
350-0350V 250rnA. 63V 6A CT £12.00 £2
220V 25mA. 6V 1 Amp E3.00 220V 45mA. 6V 2 Amp £4.00 El
LOW VOLTAGE MAINS TRANSFORMERS £5.50 each post paid
9V, 3A; 12A; 16V, 2A, 20V, 1A: 30V, 1; A; 30V, 5A+ 17-0-17V,
2A; 35V, 2A,20 -40-60V, 1A; 12-0-12V, 2A; 20-0-20V, 1A. 50V, 2A.
LOW VOLTAGE TAPPED OUTPUTS AVALABLE
1 amp 6, 8, 10,12, 16, 18, 20,24,30 36, 40, 48, 60 volts E6.00 E2
Dino 2 amp £10.50 3 amp n250 5 amp £18.00 £2
31'26'0'26'31 Volt 6 amp £14.00 £2

£8.50 post 50p MINI -MULTI TESTER
Pocket size instrument, AC/DC volts. 15-1565041000.
DC current 0-150mA Resistance 0-100K 10000
De -Luse Range Doubler Meter, 50,000 o.p.v. 7 e 5 x
2in. Resistance 0/20 meg in 5 ranges. Current 50mA to
10A Volts 0-25/1000v DC, 10v/ 1000v AC. 025.00 PP El

PANEL RS 50mA 100mA, 50OrnA, lmA, 5mA, 100mA, 500mA,
1 amp, 2 amp, 5 amp, 21 volt, VU 21 020 1 iin 05.50 post 50p

PROJECT CASES. Black Vinyl Covered Steel Top, Ali Base
402; x 21in. £2.50. 6040111. £3.60; 8 x 5x 2in.f4.00; 110
6 x 3in. C5.50; 111 x 6 x 5in. £9.00; 15 x 8 x 4in. £12.00.
ALUMINIUM PANELS 18 s.w.g. 12 x 12 in. £1.80; 14 x Bin
01.75; 6 x 4in, 55p; 12 x 8in. £1.30; 10 z 7in. 95p; 8 x 6in.
90p; 14 x 3m. 72p; 12 x 5in. 90p; 16 x 10in. £2.10; 16 x 6in.
£1.30. PP Extra.
ALUMINIUM BOXES. MANY OTHER SIZES IN STOCK.
4 x 2; x 21n. £1.20; 3 x 2 x lin.£1; 6 x 4 x 2in £1.90; 8 x 6 x 3
in. £3; 12 x 5 x 3in. £3.60; 6 x 4 x 3M. £2.20; 10x 7x 3M.
£3.80
HIGH VOLTAGE ELECTROLYTICS
16/450V 50p 220/400V £2 32+32/500V....£2
20/500V 75p 8+8/450V . 75p 32+32/350V.. 75p
32/350V 45p 20+20/350V.. 75p

RECORD PLAYER DECKS. P&P £2.
Make Drive Model Cartridge Price
BSR Single Belt 240V Magnetic £30
BSR Single Rim 240v Ceramic £22
A UTOCHANGER BSA Ceramic £18
Many others in stock. Phone for details.
lr TEAKVENEER D PLINTH slacefrsTalIanylifier.

cut for
i,.oi41,n4n.25.ostE

RADIO COMPONENT SPECIALISTS
Dept 4, 337, WHITEHORSE ROAD, CROYDON

AccessiSURREY, U.K Tel: 01-684 1665 [ VISA
Post 65p Minimum, Callers Welcome.

Full Lists large s.a.e. 7 days delivery Closed Wednesday
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fENTERTAINMENT
BY BARRY FOX

Satellite Broadcasting
So much is happening in cable and

satellite, that the facts just won't stand
still. In February the British Government
did a spectacular U-turn on direct broad-
casting by satellite, or DBS. By March,
Mirror Group publisher Robert Maxwell
looked like pulling the rug from under the
British Government's DBS U-turn. Now
France looks like pulling the rug from under
Maxwell. Meanwhile British Aerospace
and GEC Marconi are suing the BBC for
£50 million, as compensation for what
they say the BBC did to them on DBS.

In March 1982 the Home Office gave the
BBC two of the five satellite channels
which an international committee had allo-
cated to the UK in 1977. But the Home
Office added the proviso that the BBC
must buy its satellite from a new company
called Unisat, which was a hastily arranged
joint venture between British Aerospace,
British Telecom and GEC Marconi. The
service was due to start in 1986. That's
this year and there is of course no such
service. The satellite was to be called
Halley One. The real Halley has come and
gone with no sign of a DBS Halley.

DBS didn't take off because the BBC got
cold feet when the price asked by Unisat
escalated to £80 million a year satellite
rental over seven years. Don't forget the
BBC also had to find several times that
amount each year to pay for the program-
ming. And in November 1982 an advisory
panel chaired by Sir Anthony Part decided
that the BBC and Unisat must use the IBA's
new MAC (multiplexed analogue compo-
nents) transmission system instead of the
BBC's own modified PAL system. Under
Government pressure the BBC signed
what it called "heads of agreement" with
Unisat in March 1983 and British Aero-
space started to build satellite hardware. In
December that year the BBC governors
countered widespread speculation that the
corporation would pull out of DBS, by
saying that the BBC was still interested. So
British Aerospace continued to build.

It took until May 1984 for the BBC to
come out in the open and admit its loss of
confidence in DBS. Direct General Alasdair
Milne, speaking at the unlikely venue of the
Rotary Club of Caversham, let slip that the
135C found Unisat's prices too high and the
project no longer viable. The Home Office
then let the BBC off the hook and said it
need only have a part share in the project,
with commercial TV and a consortium of
private companies. This ploy also failed.
So in February this year the Government
announced that it was handing over full
responsibility for running DBS to the IBA:
this body is now looking for contractors
who are willing to have a go with DBS.

The Home Office says hopefully that
"the Government expects the IBA to take
account of the overall economic implica-
tions for the UK". But facing up to reality,
the Home Office has confirmed that the
IBA and their contractors will "not be
precluded from buying a foreign satellite if
necessary". In other words they need not
buy British from Unisat. This has left the

way open for Unisat, British Aerospace
and GEC to sue the BBC. And this is
exactly what they are doing, claiming
around £50 million lost while the BBC tried
to keep the Home Office happy.

Maxwell
Meanwhile Robert Maxwell, publisher of

the Mirror Group of newspapers with the
slogan "Forward with Britain" has entered
the confused picture. He has unveiled
plans for direct broadcasting from a French
satellite. Maxwell's plans look likely to
wreck the IBA's plans. Why? The French
and British satellites have been allocated
quite different positions in orbit. The
French satellite TDF-1 is due for launch
later this year and Maxwell hopes to be
broadcasting by early 1987. The IBA
cannot hope to get a British DBS service
running for at least another two years. By
that time all aerials will be pointed at the
French transmitter at 19 degrees West to
pick up Maxwell's programmes and thus
electronically unable to receive the official
UK broadcasts coming from 31 degrees
West. When this is widely recognised, the
IBA may well find it impossible to interest
anyone in putting money into a UK service.

The Maxwell satellite is not a Mirror
Group solo venture. Maxwell is president
of a consortium, called the European Satel-
lite Television Broadcasting Corporation,
which joins him with partners from Italy,
Germany, France and eventually Spain.
Bryan Cowgill, previously with Thames TV
in Britain, is deputy chairman.

Just before the French elections, ESTBC
negotiated a licence from the French Go-
vernment which guaranteed it two chan-
nels on TDF-1. The contract runs for eight
years and also gives Maxwell's corpora-
tion first refusal on the second generation
of French satellites planned for the
1990's. ESTBC claims that the TDF-1
transmitter will be able to beam signals
over virtually the whole of Western Eu-
rope, and some of Eastern Europe as well.
This is far wider coverage for the French
satellite than the original World Broadcast-
ing Satellite Adminstrative Radio Confer-
ence (WARC) intended when it planned
DBS in 1977. The wider coverage is
possible because receiver design, espe-
cially low noise front end circuitry, has
improved dramatically over the last ten
years.

It was the WARC planners who gave
Britain and France different orbital slots.
Dish aerials have a very narrow reception
pattern, of only around one degree.
Viewers will have to pay up to £500 extra
for a remote control motorized dish if they
want to receive both satellites. There is a
popular myth that there will soon be flat
panel aerials which can be electronically
steered. Engineers at both the BBC and
IBA have been working on these for many
years, but both labs warn that nothing will
be ready for commercial sale until the next
decade. Also these aerials will only work
as intended if they are mounted on a house
wall which conveniently faces both
satellites.

On the face of things, it looks as if
Maxwell's plans will finally kill all chance of
Britain getting a DBS service. But after the
French elections the new right wing go-
vernment let it be known that Maxwell and
his consortium would have to renegotiate
terms for using the French satellite. I

repeatedly phoned the Mirror Group of-
fices, asking to speak with Bryan Cowgill
about his plans for DBS and what they
meant to Britain. Cowgill was always too
busy to come to the telephone. But,
through a spokesman, Robert Maxwell did
comment. The stories about France renag-
ing on the deal were-he said-"complete
fabrication". Maxwell is confident he has a
contract with the French Government and
expects them to honour it.

At the National Association of Broad-
casters Convention in Dallas in April, how-
ever, I discovered something which could
change the whole picture yet again-and
make Maxwell wish his contract with
France is not binding!

At NAB seminars French broadcasters
and the head of the European Broadcasting
Union technical centre in Brussels, which
controls radio and TV transmissions in
Western Europe, separately confirmed
that whatever Mr. Maxwell may think or
want, they will insist on his using the MAC
transmission system from French satellite
TDF-1. It goes up in November on Ariane
Flight 23, they say, with four transpon-
ders. And all will use the MAC system. A
conventional British TV set, using the PAL
system, cannot receive MAC signals.

The EBU chose MAC as the future
standard for direct broadcasting TV by
satellite for the whole of Europe. The
French and West German governments
are willing to subsidise the slow growth of
the new standard to create a market for
new TV sets and so help the European
electronics industry. The UK government
is not. Unwittingly Robert Maxwell may
have cast himself in the role of broadcast-
ing pioneer, willing to pay the subsidy
needed to get MAC moving in Britain. It is
the price of signing a deal first and worry-
ing about the technical details later-the
situation described to me by Maxwell's
office earlier this year. He will be transmit-
ting popular appeal TV programmes to a
tiny audience.

In Dallas, Michel Oudin of SFP, Societe
Francais de Production, involved in broad-
cast programming in France, and Jean
Caillot, International Manager of the na-
tionalised French electronics company
Thomson, which will be supplying the
transmission equipment for the French
satellite TDF-1, confirmed that it will be
transmitting only MAC signals. There will
be no room on the satellite, say Oudin and
Caillot, for an extra transmitter to broad-
cast programmes in the conventional UK
PAL standard.

There are still no MAC chips available for
TV set manufacturers to buy and build into
receivers. The two firms with MAC chips
under development, Mullard and ITT (the
latter working in cooperation with Thom-
son), do not expect saleable quantities
until late this year. Only then can TV set
manufacturers start making receivers.

George Waters, Director of the Europe-
an Broadcasting Union technical centre in
Brussels told me; "There is no question
about it. Robert Maxwell will have to use
the MAC system. It is a requirement of the
licences to transmit from satellites in Eu-
rope. This was done to support the Euro-
pean receiver industry. We know there will
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be only a very few receivers for quite some
time. France and the EBU are quite clear on
this. Even if Robert Maxwell isn't aware of
this, someone in his organisation must
know and should tell him." The IBA in
Britain is equally sure that Maxwell is
committed to MAC, whether he wants it or
not.

Murdoch
Meanwhile Maxwell's publishing rival

has his own problems. Rupert Murdoch
owns Sky Channel, which beams cable
programmes around Europe to 6 million
viewers. Sky uses the Eutelsat F 1 commu-
nications satellite, run by the Paris -based
Eutelsat agency. Late last year Fl started

to lose power on the Sky transmitter. In
Britain British Telecom, compensated by
doubling the power of the uplink signal.
Eutelsat made contingency plans. They
would hold a lottery if things got worse.
Winners would get working channels,
losers would have to stop transmitting.

Sky was decidely peeved to find out
about this by reading it in the Dutch press.
Under pressure from Sky, Eutelsat has
now published a reassurance that the Sky
transmitter is no longer losing strength. At
the same time, Eutelsat reassured Sky
about another technical problem which it
did not previously know about. Apparently
Eutelsat engineers suspected that one of
the solar panels powering the satellite

transmitter was developing a short circuit.
Now Paris says the engineers realise they
were wrong. There isn't a short circuit
which they didn't tell Sky about! Behind all
this there is a mystery.

When the in-flight electronics on Eutel-
sat F 1 started to lose power, British
Aerospace, which is main contractor for
the satellite, checked and found that some
of the vital amplifier tubes on board were
made by AEG of West Germany and some
by Thomson of France. Last year BAE
thought the faulty tubes were French. Now
BAE has found they were French. The
Japanese already blame Thomson tubes
for the failure of transmitters on board the
Japanese satellite.

FREE! READERSVIN SELL SPOT
EE

MARKET PLACE
Laser tubes 2 and 5mW Helium neon gas.
Red output beam and P.S.U. Components
from £175. S.a.e. for details. Mr. D. J.
Grubb, 2 Blanquettes Avenue, Worcester.
Tel: 0905 51150.
Wanted urgently to save sanity. October
1980 Hobby Electronics. Mick Jackson,
44 Hollow Croft, Stockbridge Village,
Liverpool L28 4EA.
Wanted "The Oscilloscope in Use" by
I. R. Sinclair. Tel: 01-451 3093.
OAP wants service sheet or manual for
Alba TC 2520 colour TV. All letters/calls
answered. Mr. G. Martin, 39 Green Lane,
Middleton, Gtr Mcr, Lancs. M24 2NF. Tel:
061-653 8275.
Redifon GR410T TX/RX 2-16Mhz
needs VFO, but complete with compre-
hensive manual. Also Boots data recorder
£25. Mr. C. A. Crabb, G4HNH, 41 West
Drive, Edgbaston, Birmingham B5 7RR.
Tel: 021-472 3845.
Wanted 5W radio S.S.B. looks not im-
portant if working. Valve or transistor
10Mhz to 30Mhz or similar. Tel: Spenny-
moor 813466.
Quad electro static speakers. Sony com-
pact disc player. Both immaculate. Mr.
Danks, 8 Oldnall Road, Halesowen, W.
Midlands. Or 'phone Cradley Heath
639113.

N -type plugs £2. 10-6MTR TRVTR £40.
70 cms B and a new £24. 2 mtr 8 £18.
Both new plus postage. B. W. Nock. Tel:
021-525 9772.
For sale Spectrum computer add/ons
joystick interface and joystick £20. Printer
interface £15. Hanstead. Tel: Upminster
26364.
Wanted instruction book/service sheets,
Telefunken Magnetophon 95 tape -recor-
der. Dr. Cowan, 51 Wellington Street,
Oxford OX2 6BB.
For sale semiconductors, resistors, capa-
citors, switches, motors, C/recorder
spares, back issues of electronic maga-
zines. Tel: 01-223 7881.
Wanted circuits for electric guitar effects
and for a bass guitar amplifier. Richard
Smuppon 83, Watkinson Road, Illing-
worth, Halifax, W. Yorks HX2 9DA. Tel:
Halifax 244923.
Wanted specifications on UJT UT46 also
wish to buy 5 U/S scopes wanted with
good tubes. Mr. Neale, 2 Salmond Ave-
nue, Beconside, Stafford ST16 3QP.
Wanted Heathkit electronics courses
DC/AC semiconductor, etc. and experi-
menter trainers. Preferably up-to-date
courses. Mr. A. B. Kelly, 36 Calvert Road,
Barnet, Herts EN5 4HJ. Tel: 01-449 3798.
Alphacom 32 printer plus paper. Also
Kempston joystick interface £40 or swap
for microdrive or? Mr. R. Mackay, Brock -

RULES Maximum of 16 words plus ad-
dress and/or phone no. Private advertisers
only (trade or business ads. can be placed
in our classified columns). Items related to
electronics only. No computer software.
EE cannot accept responsibility for the
accuracy of ads. or for any transaction
arising between readers as a result of a free
ad. We reserve the right to refuse adver-
tisements. Each ad. must be accompanied
by a cut-out valid "date corner". Ads.
will not appear (or be returned) if these
rules are broken.

robbie Brora, Sutherland, Scotland KW9
6NE. Tel: 0408 21870.
Changing Hobby. All components must
go. Resistors, capacitors, transistors,
transformers, pots, switches. SAE brings
details. Mr. I. Spearman, 18 Queensway,
Shelley, Ongar, Essex CM5 OBN.
For sale Apple II computer 64K + hard-
ware + software equipment. Nurudin
Javen, 17 Ch Vert, Vandoeuvies 1253,
Geneva, Switzerland.
Baker Chassis 15in £45.Titan chassis
18in £75. Mr. L. Hill, 20 Dunkery Rise,
Ashford, Kent.
Wanted CX 1571 for Solartron CD 1400
oscilloscope. X & Y equalising unit. Work-
ing order. J. F. Radley, 28 Queen Street,
Geddington, Northants NN14 1AZ.
Wanted information on AY -5-5054,
9440M, 93380M, M1-7603-2, M1-
6508-2, PROM -1-0512-8 Micro chips,
also Solartron 7040 circuit diagram. Mr.
Neale, 2 Salmond Avenue, Beconside,
Stafford ST16 3QP.
Collectors Item. Marconi 2300E portable
disc recorder 78r.p.m. Complete. Offers.
I. Morwood, 3 Carnhill Road, Carnmonet,
Co. Antrim, Glengormley.
ZX81 brand new power pack with instruc-
tion manual V.G.C. £15 o.n.o. (1K RAM).
Angus Patterson, Sandy Acre, Low Road,
Friston, Saxmundham, Suffolk IP17 1PW
(Tel: 072 888 379).

Please read the RULES then write your advertisement here -
one word to each box. Add your name, address and/or phone no.
Please publish the following small ad. FREE in the next available
issue. I am not a dealer in electronics or associated equipment. I
have read the rules. I enclose a cut-out valid date corner.

Signature Date
COUPON VALID FOR POSTING BEFORE 18 JULY, 1986
(One month later for overseas readers.)

SEND TO: EE MARKET PLACE, EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS,
6 CHURCH STREET, WIMBORNE, DORSET BH21 1JH.

Name & Address:

For readers who don't want to damage the issue send a photostat or a copy of the coupon (filled in of course) with a cut-out valid "date corner"
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DOWN TO
L J

BY GEORGE HYLTONr.\ 7

MULTI SHUNTS AND
MULTIPLIERS

AMOVING COIL d.c. meter made for
measuring low current or voltage can

usually be adapted to indicate a higher
current or voltage. Easy, commonsense
methods show how to do it.

CURRENT METERS
We'll start with current meters. Sup-

pose you have a meter which reads 1 mA
full-scale. And you want to modify it for a
full-scale deflection at some higher
current.

The pointer moves because when cur-
rent flows through the operating coil a
magnetic field is set up which interacts
with the field of the meter's built-in perma-
nent magnet. The result is a force on the
coil which makes it twist, carrying the
pointer with it. In a linear -scaled meter
(which is the easiest type to adapt) the
indication is proportional to the current.

The coil has inductance, of no impor-
tance here, and also resistance, which is
very important. By connecting an extra
resistance across the coil, current can be
diverted from the meter. This is what
enables the sensitivity to be reduced. If for
example an added resistance diverts four -
fifths of the current, leaving only one -fifth
for the coil, then the sensitivity is reduced
five -fold; a 1 mA meter is thus turned into a
5mA meter.

WHAT SHUNT
RESISTANCE?

In Fig. 1, the meter is presented by the

-

I

(EEO,. I

Rm
(100)

Fig. 1. Circuit to switch in various shunts.

boxed -in part. Here Rm is the resistance of
the operating coil. We'll suppose it to be
100Q, a typical value for a 1mA meter. In
practice the coil often has much less
resistance but this is increased to a round
value such as 1000 by connecting an extra
resistance is series inside the case. The
added resistor is to reduce or "swamp"
the effects of temperature changes and is
called a swamping resistor or a "swamp".

We have to find out how to determine
the value of parallel or shunt resistance
required for a wanted sensitivity adjust-
ment. In Fig. 1, a number of shunt resis-
tances (Rsi, Rs2, etc.) can be switched
across the meter one by one. Each shunt
has the same resistance as the meter
(1000 in our example). If only R51 is
switched into circuit, any applied current (I)
has a choice of two paths: Rs1 or the
meter, Rm. Since the resistance of the
paths are equal, the current divides
equally. Half goes through the meter, half
through the Rs1. When I = 2mA, 1mA goes
through the meter. So for practical pur-
poses our 1mA meter is now a 2mA
meter. If Rs2 is now also switched in, the
current splits three ways equally and the
meter becomes, in effect, a 3mA meter.
With Rs1-13,3 in it becomes a 4mA meter
and with four shunts in circuit, 5mA.

In real life, if you want to convert a 1 mA
meter into a 4mA one you won't want to
have to use three shunts. One will do so
long as its resistance is correct. In our case
it must have the same value as three 1000
in parallel; i.e. 3303. If you aren't too fussy
about accuracy you can use 334.

FRACTIONS
A rule emerges from all this. To halve the

sensitivity (i.e., to double the full-scale
current) you use a shunt equal to Rm. To
multiply the full-scale current by three; i.e.,
to reduce sensitivity to 3, you connect a
shunt of A Rm. For a reduction to A of the
original sensitivity, Rs = A Rm. For sensi-
tivity, Rs = A Rm. There is a pattern in these
numbers. The denominator of the "sensi-
tivity reduction" fraction is always one
more than the denominator of the "shunt"
fraction.

That's a bit of a mouthful, but an ex-
ample will clarify it. If a 1mA meter has to
be converted to 10mA, the required Rs
must be Rr, x which is the same thing as
Rm/9. With our Rm of 1000, Rs must be
11-10. To convert the same meter to
100mA, Rs must be (100/99)0.

VOLTMETERS
To make a moving -coil meter read d.c.

fEE485G)

Fig. 2. Resistance in series to make a
voltmeter.

volts, you connect a resistance in series
(Fig. 2). Taking our 1mA, 1000 meter as
an example again, if we put 9000 in series
then the total resistance is 1k. A voltage of
1V drives 1mA through 1k, so our meter
now reads 0-1V.

To determine the required series multi-
plier resistance Rs for some other full-scale
voltage you begin by finding the total
resistance needed. Thus to convert our
meter to read 10V full-scale the total
resistance is 10V/1mA = 10k. The meter
provides 1000 of this so Rs must be 9k9.
This is not a standard value but it can be
made up by connecting 10k and 1M in
parallel.

AC METERS
A moving -coil d.c. meter is converted to

read a.c. by adding a rectifier. If it's a half -
wave rectifier then only half the current
goes through the meter. This is why the
a.c. voltage ranges on many cheap multi -
meters are double the corresponding d.c.
voltage ranges. It is better to use a bridge
rectifier, from the point of view of sensiti-
vity, but there are still problems.

If you try to use the same series resis-
tance for, say, 10V d.c. and 10V a.c. you
find that the a.c. reading is low. This is a
waveform error. To make a meter read the
same a.c. r.m.s. voltage as the d.c. voltage
on the same range (10V in our example)
the series multiplier resistance has to be
reduced to 0.9 times the d.c. resistance.
This assumes that the a.c comes in sine
waves. Meters are usually calibrated for
sine waves on their a.c ranges. With other
waveforms there is an error. For square
waves the meter reads high. For peaky
waves it reads low.

Another problem with a.c. is the fact
that the rectifier does not pass current
freely until the voltage across it exceeds a
certain value. For an ordinary silicone
diode this is about 0.6V, and if a bridge
rectifier is used there are always two
diodes conducting so the meter is blind to
voltages of less than about 1.2V peak and
reads low at higher voltages unless the
diode drops are allowed for. This is why,
on all but high voltage a.c. ranges, meters
need a separate calibrated scale for a.c.
volts.

Electronic a.c. meters need not suffer
from this problem and if well designed can
give linear readings of even very small
input voltages.

OVERLOAD PROTECTION
Voltmeters can be protected against

RS1

RS2

-

L_J__J

(SE 866)

Fig. 3. Overload protection using diodes.
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overload by means of shunt diodes. Diode
protection circuits make use of the pro-
perty of diodes which is such a nuisance in
measurements, as noted above. If a diode
is connected across the meter it passes no
current at normal meter currents but is
turned on when the drop across the coil
exceeds a certain threshold. This shunts
current past the coil. Often the coil resis-
tance itself is insufficient to produce the
turn -on voltage at a safe current. In this
case extra resistance must be added
(Fig. 3) and forms part of the range multi-
plier. The resistance (Rs2) is chosen so that
the protection diode (D1 or D2, depending
whether the overload is in the normal or
reverse direction) starts to conduct when
the current is, say, two or three times full
scale, i.e. not enough to damage the
meter.

Unfortunately, there is no such cheap
way to protect a current meter, which is
why low-cost multimeters often have no

low -current ranges. High -current may be
protected by a fuse. In expensive meters
low -current protection may be provided by
a sensitive electromagnetic cutout. It is
arguable that if you can afford such a meter
you would be better off spending your
money on a digital meter, which is rela-
tively easy to protect.

SOME EXAMPLES
1. A d.c. meter has a linear scale marked

0-40. Its full-scale current is 2mA and its
resistance is 60 ohms. What series resis-
tance is needed to make it read 0-40V
d.c.? Answer: Since 40V must drive 2mA
the total resistance must be 40V/2mA =
20k. The meter itself provides 600 so the
series multiplier required is strictly
19,9400. If 20k is used the meter will read
low by about 0.2 per cent, a negligible
amount compared with meter and resistor
tolerances. N.B. multiplier resistances

should be of close tolerance, preferably
one per cent or better.

2. The same 2mA meter is to be shunted
to read 0-40mA. What shunt resistance is
needed? Answer: The current multiplica-
tion factor is 40/2 = 20. The required
shunt resistance is the meter resistance
divided by one less than this; i.e. by 19. So
Rs = 60/ 19 = 3.160. Such a resisitance
could be made from a length of resistance
wire of known "ohms per meter". It may
however be useful to increase the meter
resistance so as to make the shunt work
out at a standard value. If a shunt of 3.30
were used the meter resistance would
have to be 19 times this; i.e. 62.70. Thus
by adding a standard 2.70 to the meter a
standard shunt becomes usable. Resistor
values do not always work out as neatly as
this, but with a bit of trial and error and a
pocket calculator it is often possible to find
convenient values without too much
trouble.

BOOK
REVIEWS
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THE SINCLAIR STORY
Author
Price
Size
Publisher
ISBN

Rodney Dale
£9.95
229 x 165mm. 184 pages
Duckworth
07156 1902

WHAT IS the secret behind that legendary figure of our time Sir
Clive Sinclair, innovator extraordinary, the electronics

enthusiast who became visionary trail -blazer for the electronics
industry? A man of many successes but also many failures, yet
despite the latter, a man who has repeatedly rebounded back into
the forefront of the commercial arena and the public eye.

An electronics enthusiast from his teens, Clive Sinclair obtained
his first employment at the age of eighteen as editorial assistant on
Practical Wireless, next he worked for the technical book publisher
B. Babani and afterwards for the trade journal Instrument Practice.
During this period Sinclair acquired a unique store of information
regarding semiconductor manufacturers.

He negotiated a deal with one manufacturer to buy their
discarded MAT semiconductors at 6d each in boxes of 10,000. He
carried out his own quality tests and marketed his renamed
MAT 100 and MAT120 at 7/9d each. Here must be the germ of that
genius that was to amaze and startle the entire electronics world,
from humble private constructors, all the way through to the largest
industrial concerns, in the following years.

The stream of products bearing the Sinclair name ranged from
the highly successful to some downright disasters. His career has
shown a dogged determination to worry a problem though, not to be
put off by set -backs or failure, as for example his unshakable faith in
the Microvision.

The Sinclair story is a fascinating tale, particularly of interest to
those thousands of home constructors or hobbyists. This book does
not dodge its subject's failures nor shortcomings. Well -staged press
launches of new products created large demand, but orders could
not be immediately fulfilled.

Alas, this was all too typical of Sinclair and his business acumen
must be questioned. Was it not reckless to act in this way, exciting
the public's interest while knowing that the product was not yet in
quantity production, and sometimes even worse, that his engineers
were still working frantically behind the scenes to de -bug some basic
design fault or to introduce some substitute component because
supplies of the specified item had unexpectedly failed to
materialise?

It says much for the public's tolerance and patience and also the
general fund of goodwill that existed towards this entrepreneur that
confidence was usually quickly restored. In a strange way, the

difficulties seemed to engender a sympathetic affection towards Sir
Clive, perhaps because he was seen as an example of the pioneering
businessman that countless thousands would dearly love to
emulate.

This profusely illustrated book lets you into many secrets about
the caree of Sir Clive Sinclair and takes you behind the scenes
concerning all his products. The story is not finished, of course. We
can merely look forward to Volume Two in the course of the next
two decades.

F.E.B.

The answers to the Problems set in the final instalment
(Part 9) of Teach In '86 will be given next month.

Details of how to obtain the Tape 3 software will also be
included.

TEACH -IN SOFTWARE

Tape 2 NOW AVAILABLE
To complement each published part of the Teach -/n series, we
have produced an accompanying computer program. The
Teach-ln Software is available for both the BBC Microcom-
puter (Model B) and the Sinclair Spectrum (48k) or Spectrum -
Plus. The programs are designed to reinforce and consolidate
important concepts and principles introduced in the series. The
software also allows readers to monitor their progress by
means of a series of multi -choice tests, with scores at the end.

Tape 1 (Teach -In parts 1, 2 and 3) and Tape 2 (parts 3,4 and
5) are now available for £4.95 each (inclusive of VAT and
postage) from Everyday Electronics and Electronics Monthly,
6 Church Street, Wimborne, Dorset, BH21 1JH. IMPOR-
TANT State BBC or Spectrum; add 50 pence for overseas
orders; allow 28 days for delivery.

k
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SQUEEKIE

Tests resistors,
diodes, I.e.d.s,
transistors,
capacitors, fuses,
transformers, etc.

MOST forms of test equipment are expen-
sive. For the newcomer to electronics

a method of testing a wide variety of
components is required. The device des-
cribed in this article costs less than £3 and
yet will test the following components:
Resistors up to a value of approximately
10M, l.e.d.s, transformers, diodes, cables,
switches, fuses, transistors and capacitors.
It can also be used for testing continuity and
insulation.

"Squeekie" was on wally esigned as a
simple constructional project or pupils at
the school where I teach, to enable them to
test the components that they salvage from
redundant and broken pieces of equipment.
It has also served as a toy for young
children, who find that by placing their
fingers across the terminals, they can make
the device squeek (hence the name
"Squeekie').

CIRCUIT DETAILS
The circuit diagram is shown in Fig. 1.

Consider a connection between the Insula-
tion and the Common terminals. Current
will be able to flow through R2 and so
charge capacitor C 1 . As the voltage across
Cl increases a point is reached at which
TR 1 begins to conduct. This in turn makes
TR2 conduct so producing a pulse of cur-
rent through the earphone as capacitor C1

1.11.KEMP

discharges. The discharge of the capacitor
turns off TR1 and also TR2 so enabling the
charging process of C1 to begin again. The
circuit therefore supplies pulses of current
to the earphone, the repetition rate being
dependent upon the effective value of R2. If
a resistor is placed between the Insulation
and Common terminals then the effective
value of R2 is increased and the note
emitted from the earphone will be lower in
pitch. The maximum value of resistance
that can be placed between the Insulation
and Common terminals is approxi-
mately 10M, and then a clicking noise is
emitted from the earphone.

To use the device to check for continuity
or low value resistance (up to approxi-
mately 10k), the component is placed be-
tween the Continuity and Common termi-
nals. R1 limits the maximum current that
can flow through the component to 9mA,
and also has the effect of lowering the input
impedance of the oscillator circuit. The
earphone used in "Squeekie" is a normal
eight ohm magnetic type with the earpiece
removed, see Fig. 2. These were used in
preference to piezo devices because they are
smaller and cheaper. The sound emitted is
easily audible.

No on/off switch is needed since the
quiescent current is much less than 1µA. In
practice a PP3 battery will provide approxi-
mately three years of reasonable use. The
only problem that has occurred with any of
the thirty or so "Squeekies" that have been
made so far is one which began squeeking
during the night while in a pupil's bedroom.
After much investigation it turned out that
the room became damp during the night
and the moisture in the atmosphere pro-
vided a connection from the Insulation
terminal.

CONSTRUCTION
The circuit is constructed on a piece of

Veroboard of size 7 x 14 strips. It is
recommended that the copper strips are

Fig. 1. Complete circuit diagram of Squeekie.

SKI

CONTINUITY

5K2

INSULATION )

5/13

COMMON )

DI R2
1N4148 1M

R3

TR1
TN39O5

O2
1N4148

C

2n2

EARPHONE

TL1

TR2
e BC 337

BI
PP3
+9V

Fig. 2. Modification of the earphone.

broken, where required, and the mounting
hole inserted prior to the insertion of the
components. See Fig. 3. R 1 does not fit on
the circuit board but is soldered between the
Continuity socket and the battery positive
strip of the circuit board, once it has been
inserted into the case; see photograph of
inside of case. The case is a small ABS Vero -
box and there are five holes to be drilled.
The circuit board is held in the box by a
6BA nut and bolt and the earphone is
secured with a smear of a suitable glue (Evo-
stick) once the earpiece has been removed.

COMPONENTS
See

Resistors
R 1 ,3 1k
R2 1M
Both W carbon 5% page 367

PAR

Capacitor
C1 2n2 ceramic

Semiconductors
D1,2 1N4148 (2 off)
TR1 2N3905
TR2 BC337

Miscellaneous
SK 1,2 1mm red sockets
SK3 1mm black socket
B1 9V PP3 battery and connec-
tor; TL1 Eight ohm magnetic ear-
phone; 6BA nut and bolt; Vero -
board, 14 strips by 7 holes; box,
72mm x 50mm x 25mm

Approx. cost
Guidance only £3
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BATTERY
POSITIVE

LEAD
AND R1

BATTERY
NEGATIVE

LEAD
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A

2 3 5 6

EARPHONE
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TO
COMMON
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TO
INSULATION

SOCKET

TO
CONTINUITY

SOCKET
AND R1

Fig. 3. Veroboard layout and wiring.

TESTING
Once the "Squeekie" has been assembled

it can be tested by placing your fingers
between the Insulation and Common termi-
nals. If all is well a "squeek" should be
emitted from the earphone. From the exper-
ience of having young pupils constructing
these circuits the most common reason for a
circuit not to work is poor soldering. This
can be of two forms:
a) solder bridges between the copper strips,
b) components that are not properly sol-

dered onto the copper strips. This is
usually caused by the copper strip and
the component lead not being heated
sufficiently by the soldering iron.

COMPONENT TESTING WITH
"SQUEEKIE": CONTINUITY
TESTS

The following components can all be
tested for continuity:
Fuses, leads, lamps, inductors, transform-
ers, speakers, switches, etc. The component
is connected between the Continuity termi-
nal and the Common terminal. If the
component is not open circuit then there
will be a high pitched note emitted from
"Squeekie". It is also worth testing the
leakage on leads, transformers, switches,
etc. This is achieved by using the Insulation
and Common terminals and connecting
them between different windings on trans-
formers, different leads on multi -lead cables
or across the terminals of a switch when it is
switched off. Any note emitted during these
latest tests indicates poor insulation and the
component or cable should be considered
suspect.
NOTE. You should not hold the "Squeekie"
leads when making insulation tests since the
resistance of your body is much less than
the insulation you are testing and so will
produce inaccurate results.

CAPACITORS
To test capacitors use the Insulation and

Z49/tdd
itift 400uor iaj

)DVd 2i3M0c

Common terminals. When first connected
there may be a short squeek emitted but this
should quickly cease. Any remaining note
indicates a "leaky" capacitor. Electrolytic
capacitors are naturally "leaky" and so
these should be tested using the Continuity
and Common terminals. Any remaining
note on this range indicates a very leaky
component.
NOTE. Electrolytic capacitors are polar-
ised, i.e. they should be connected the
correct way round in the circuit. On "Squee-
kie" the Common terminal is negative and
the other two are positive.

An approximate value for the capacitor
under test can be obtained by noting how
long the intial note, emitted by "Squeekie",
lasts. The longer the note the larger the
value, assuming very little leakage. By com-
paring the duration of the note with that
produced by capacitors of known value an
approximate measurement of the capaci-
tance can be obtained. Remember to short
the leads of the capacitor together to dis-
charge it before repeating the tests.

RESISTORS
For resistors up to approximately 10k use

the Continuity and Common terminals.
The larger the value of the resistor the lower
the pitch of the note emitted by "Squeekie".
As with capacitors, it is possible to obtain
the approximate value of a resistor by
matching the pitch produced by a resistor of
known value with that of the unknown
value. For resistors larger than 10k the
Insulation and Common terminals should
be used.

DIODES
Use the Continuity and Common termi-

nals. When the band on the diode is
connected towards the Common terminal
there should be a squeek. When the connec-
tions are reversed there should be no sound
at all. To check the leakage of tile diode the
Insulation and Common terminals should
be used. The diode should be connected
with the band towards the Insulation termi-
nal. With a silicon diode there should be no
note produced, but with a germanium diode
there may be a low pitched note.

LIGHT EMITTING DIODES AND
DISPLAYS

Use the Continuity and Common termi-

NPN

PNP

(EE<e061

COL LECTOR

BASE

E MIT TER

BASE

COLLECTOR

EMITTER

Fig. 4. The "diode junctions" of npn and
pnp transistors.

nals. When connected one way round the
I.e.d. should light and there should be a
squeek. With the connections reversed
there should be no light or sound. If a sound
is produced without the I.e.d. lighting, the
I.e.d. is faulty.

TRANSISTORS
The Continuity and Common terminals

are used to check the various "diode junc-
tions" around the transistor. Fig. 4 shows
the "diode junctions". The transistor is
tested by carrying out the operations shown
below, the results being for a working
transistor.

NPN TRANSISTOR

Continuity
Common

Base Collector Emitter

Base Squeek Squeek

Collector No Squeek No Squeek

Emitter No Squeek No Squeek

PNP TRANSISTOR

Continuity
Common

Base Collector Emitter

Base No Squeek No Squeek

Collector Squeek No Squeek

Emitter Squeek No Squeek

By labelling the various leads of unmarked
transistors and carrying out the tests in the
above tables it is possible to identify the
leads of the transistor, i.e. which is base,
collector and emitter and also whether it is
pnp or npn. 0

Photograph showing layout of the finished
unit.

COMMON
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L
Printed circuit boards for certain constructional projects are now
available from the PCB Service, see list. These are fabricated in glass -
fibre, and are fully drilled and roller tinned. All prices include VAT and
postage and packing. Add £1 per board for overseas airmail.
Remittances should be sent to: The PCB Service, Everyday Electronics
and Electronics Monthly Editorial Offices, 6 Church Street, Wimborne,
Dorset BH21 1JH. Cheques should be crossed and made payable to
Everyday Electronics.

Please note that when ordering it is important to give project title as well
as order code. Please print name and address in Block Caps. Do not
send any other correspondence with your order.

Readers are advised to check with prices appearing in the
current issue before ordering.

NOTE: Please allow 28 days for delivery. We can only supply
boards listed in the latest issue.

PROJECT TITLE Order Code Cost

- JULY '83 -
User Port Input/Output M.I.T. Part 1 8307-01 £4.82
User Port Control M.I.T. Part 1 8307-02 £5.17

- AUGUST '83 -
Storage 'Scope Interface, BBC Micro 8308-01 £3.20
Car Intruder Alarm 8308-02 £5.15
High Power Interface M.I.T. Part 2 8308-03 £5.08
Pedestrian Crossing Simulation M.I.T. Pt 2 8308-04 £3.56

- SEPTEMBER '83 -
High Speed A -to -D Converter M.I.T. Pt 3 8309-01 £4.53
Signal Conditioning Amplifier M.I.T. Pt 3 8309-02 £4.48
Stylus Organ 8309-03 £6.84

- OCTOBER '83 -
D -to -A Converter M.I.T. Part 4 8310-01 £5.77
High Power DAC Driver M.I.T. Part 4 8310-02 £5.13

- NOVEMBER '83 -
TTL/Power Interface for Stepper Motor

M.I.T. Part 5 8311-01 £5.46
Stepper Motor Manual Controller

M.I.T. Part 5 8311-02 £5.70
Speech Synthesiser for BBC Micro 8311-04 £3.93

- DECEMBER '83 -
4 -Channel High Speed ADC (Analogue)

M.I.T. Part 6 8312-01 £5.72
4 -Channel High Speed ADC (Digital)

M.I.T. Part 6 8312-02 £5.29
Environmental Data Recorder 8312-04 £7.24
Continuity Tester 8312-08 £3.41

- JANUARY '84 -
Biological Amplifier M.I.T. Part 7 8401-02 £6.27
Temp. Measure & Control for ZX Comprs

Analogue Thermometer Unit 8401-03 £2.35
Analogue -to -Digital Unit 8401-04 £2.56

Games Scoreboard 8401-06/07 £9.60

- FEBRUARY '84 -
Oric Port Board M.I.T. Part 8 8402-02 £9.56
Negative Ion Generator 8402-03" £8.95
Temp. Measure & Control for ZX Comprs

Relay Driver 8402-04 £3.52

- MARCH '84 -
Latched Output Port M./. T. Part 9 8403-01 £5.30
Buffered Input Port M.I.T Part 9 8403-02 £4.80
VIC-20 Extension Port Con. M.I. T. Part 9 8403-03 £4.42
CBM 64 Extension Port Con. M.I.T. Part 9 8403-04 £4.71
Digital Multimeter Add -On for BBC Micro 8403-05 £4.63

- APRIL '84 -
Multipurpose Interface for Computers 8404-01 £5.72
Data Acquisition "Input" M.I.T. Part 10 8404-02 £5.20
Data Acquisition "Output" M.I.T. Part 10 8404-03 £5.20
Data Acquisition "PSU" M.I.T. Part 10 8404-04 £3.09
A.F. Sweep Generator 8404-06 £3.55
Quasi Stereo Adaptor 8404-07 £3.56

Simple Loop Burglar Alarm
Computer Controlled Buggy M.I.T. Part 11

Interface/Motor Drive
Collision Sensing - MAY '84 -

Power Supply

8405-01

8405-02
8405-03
8405-04

£3.07

£5.17
£3.20
£4.93

Infra -Red Alarm System 8406-01 £2.55
Spectrum Bench PSU - JUNE '84 - 8406-02 £3.99
Speech Synthesiser M.I.T. Part 12 8406-03 £4.85
Train Wait 8406-04 £3.42

Ultrasonic Alarm System 8407-01 £4.72
Electronic Code Lock - JULY '84 -

Main Board 8407-03 £2.70
Keyboard 8407-04 £3.24

- AUGUST '84 -
Microwave Alarm System 8408-01 £4.36
Temperature Interface -BBC Micro 8408-02 £2.24

- SEPTEMBER '84 -
Op -Amp Power Supply 8409-01 £3.45

Micro Memory Synthesiser - OCT '84 -Drill Speed Controller
8410-01*
8410-04

£8.20
£1.60

- NOVEMBER '84 -
BBC Audio Storage Scope Interface 8411-01 £2.90
Proximity Alarm 8411-02 £2.65

TV Aerial Pre -Amp 8412-01' £1.60
Digital Multimeter - DEC '84 - 8412-02/03' £5.20
Mini Workshop Power Supply 8412-04 £2.78

Power Lighting Interface 8501-01 £8.23
Games Timer - JAN '85 - 8501-02 £1.86
Spectrum Amplifier 8501-03 £1.70

Solid State Reverb '85 8502-01 £3.68- FEB -Computerised Train Controller 8502-02 £3.38

- MARCH '85 -
Model Railway Points Controller 8503-01 £2.78

Insulation Tester - APRIL '85 -Fibrelarm
8504-02
8504-03

£2.53
£3.89

Auto Phase 8505-01 £3.02
Amstrad CPC464 Amplifier

Mains Unit - MAY '85 - 8505-02 £2.56
Micro Unit 8505-03 £2.56

Voltage Probe 8505-04 £2.67

Graphic Equaliser - JUNE '85 - 8506-01 £3.21
Computerised Shutter Timer 8506-02 £2.09
Mono-Bi-Astables (Experimenters Test Bed) 8506-03 £2.45
Across The River 8506-04 £2.63

Amstrad User Port - JULY '85 - 8507-01 £3.17
Nascom Printer Handshake 8507-02 £1.90

Electronic Building Blocks -1 to 4t 8508-01 £2.98
Tremolo/Vibrato 8508-02 £4.03
Stepper Motor Interface- AUGUST '85 - 8508-03 £2.40
Drill Control Unit 8508-04 £2.90

- SEPTEMBER '85 -
RIAA Preamplifier Input Selector 8509-01 £2.36
Transducers Resistance Thermometer 8509-03 £2.64
Transducers Semiconductor Temp. Sensor 8509-04 £2.72

Transducers Strain Gauge - OCT '85 - 501 £2.87
Soldering Iron Power Controller 504 £2.09

Transducers- - NOV '85 -
Magnetic Flux Density Amplifier 505 £3.93

Hallowe'en Projects (single board price) 506 £2.68

Electronic Building Block -5 to 8t 508 £3.07
Opto Intensity Transducer - DEC '85 - 509 £2.70
Digital Capacitance Meter 512 £5.22

Mains Delay 503 £2.13
Musical Doorbell - JAN '86 - 507 £2.91
Tachometer -Transducers 513 £2.52

Touch Controller 510 £2.65
Function Generator - FEB '86 - 514 £3.10
Function Generator PSU Board 515 £2.09
pH Transducer 516 £2.75

'Complete set of boards.
M.I.T.-Microcomputer Interfacing Techniques, 12 -Part Series.
tFour separate circuits.
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PROJECT TITLE Order Code Cost

Mains Tester & Fuse Finder 517 £2.27
BBC Midi Interface - MAR '86 -Stereo Hi Fi Preamp

518
519

£3.26
£5.70

Interval Timer 520 £2.36

Stereo Reverb - APRIL '86 - 521 £2.89

PA Amplifier 511 £2.67
Mini Strobe - MAY '86 - 522 £2.24
Auto Firing Joystick Adaptor 523 £2.73

Watchdog 524 £2.81
Percussion Synthesiser - JUNE '86 - 525 £5.65
Personal Radio 526 £2.07

Tilt Alarm 527 £2.13
Electronic Scarecrow - JULY '86 -VOX Box Amplifier

528
529

£2.28
£2.35

Headphone Mixer 530 £4.56

Prices for ELECTRONICS MONTHLY PCBs are shown below.

PROJECT TITLE Order Code Cost

Cymbal Synth - DEC '84 -The Thing
EM/8412/2
EM/8412/4

£4.86
£3.18

Speak Board - JAN '85 - EM/8501/2 £3.97

Headphone Amp EM/8502/ 1 £2.08
Intelligent Nicad Charger EM/8502/2 £3.50
Anti Phaser - FEB '85 - EM/8502/3 £4.56
Logical Lock EM/8502/4 £3.58
Touch Dimmer EM/8502/5 £3.29

Courtesy Light Extender MAR '85Disco Light Chaser
EM/8503/4
EM/8503/5

£3.29
£8.11

Sound to Light Unit EM/8504/1 £4.02
Car Audio Booster - APRIL '85 - EM/8504/2 £3.12
Short Wave Converter EM/8504/3 £4.15

Car Burglar Alarm - MAY '85 - EM/8505/3 £2.88

NMI MIR IMM IIIMI SIM I
EE PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD SERVICE
Please send me the following p.c.b.s.

Make cheques/PO payable to:Everyday Electronics
(Payment in f sterling only)

Order Code Quantity Price

o)

IQ
IQ

I enclose cheque/PO for

Name

Address

Make cheques/PO payable to: Everyday ElectronicsL..... -
Metal Detector EM/8506/ 1 £4.24
Power Supply Module - JUNE '85 - EM/8506/3 £3.20
Flanger EM/8506/4 £4.29

El Tom/EI Tom+ EM/8507/1 £4.10
El Cymb - JULY '85 - EM/8507/2 £4.10
Heartbeat Monitor EM/8507/3 £3.98
Real Time Clock EM/8507/4 £4.62

Intelligent Windscreen Wiper
(incl. Terminal Board)

EM/8508/1/2 £4.12

HiFi Intercom (2 boards) EM/8508/3 £2.92
Plug Power Supply - AUG '85 - EM/8508/4 £2.28
Hot Water Alarm EM/8508/5 £1.93

Sinewave Generator - SEPT '85 - EM/8509/1 £2.76
Household Battery Checker EM/8509/2 £1.97
Audio Signal Generator EM/8509/3 £3.65

Compressor Pedal EM/8510/1 £2.87
Computer Cont Filter - OCT '85 - EM/8510/2 £2.94
Spectrum MIDI Interface EM/8510/3 £3.20

"If last month's issue of EVERYDAY
ELECTRONICS and ELECTRONICS
MONTHLY hadn't sold out, I'd have
got the thing
off the
ground by
now."

met

Sell-out disappointment can upset even the less
ambitious reader! So why not take out a year's
subscription and make sure of every issue,
straight from the Publisher? Complete the order
form below and post to: EVERYDAY
ELECTRONICS and ELECTRONICS MONTHLY,
Subscription Dept., 6 Church Street, Wimbome,
Dorset BH21 1JH.
Tel. 0202 881749.

Annual subscription rates:
UK £13. Overseas £15 (£ sterling only)

EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS and ELECTRONICS
MONTHLY SUBSCRIPTION ORDER FORM
Annual subscription rates:
UK 13. Overseas 15

To: Everyday Electronics and Electronics Monthly,
Subscription Dept., 6 Church Street, Wimborne, Dorset
BH21 1JH.

Name

Address

I enclose payment of £ (cheque/PO in sterling
only payable to Everyday Electronics)
Subscriptions can only start with the next

Lavailable issue. For back numbers see the Editorial page_i
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The Man Behind
the Symbol

N°1 1 Heinrich Rudolph Hertz

WE return to Germany for the final
article in the present series, to meet

the man who discovered the existence of
wireless waves, and whose name has been
adopted as the official unit of frequency.
(See Table 1.)

Heinrich Rudolph Hertz, was born in
Hamburg on 22nd February 1857. Hein-
rich's father was a lawyer and senator, and
his mother the daughter of a physician.
Hertz received every encouragement from
his parents, and lived in a comfortable,
cultural and academic atmosphere. Unlike
so many of the other early pioneers he did
not have to struggle against poverty, but he
did suffer with ear trouble from an early
age.

After leaving school he went, in 1878 at
the age of twenty, to Munich to pursue an
engineering career which he later aban-
doned in favour of physics. Heinrich en-
rolled in the Berlin University, where he
specialised in the study of natural science,
mathematics and magnetics. Here he came
under the influence of the German philoso-
pher and physicist Hermann L. Von Hel-
moltz who had contributed to the develop-
ment of the electromagnetic theory of light
and indicated its general possibilities.

WIRE -LESS
In 1879 the Berlin Academy of Science

offered a prize for research on the problem
of establishing experimentally a relation
between electromagnetic forces and the
dielectric polarization of insulators. Helm-
holtz drew the attention of Hertz to the
problem. Hertz started to tackle it by
studying the mathematical theories of Max-
well that electricity and light are fundamen-
tally a single phenomenon: that both are
waves of the same kind, differing only in
wavelength. He also reasoned that if a
moving electric charge could broadcast elec-
tromagnetic waves, a device similar to that
which produced the waves should be able to
receive them and change them back to an
electric charge.

In 1885 Hertz married Elizabeth Doll,
daughter of a professor, and was himself
appointed professor of experimental phy-
sics at the Technical High School at Karls-
ruhe. It was here that he started his experi-
ments of trying to generate radio waves by
means of an electric spark.

Hertz constructed a transmitter that
could make a strong electric spark jump
between the knobs on the ends of two metal
rods. He then placed a metal ring with a
spark gap in it a few feet away. There were
no wires between the transmitter and the
metal ring which was in fact, the first "wire-
less" receiver.

Hertz held his breath, switched on the
apparatus and made a spark jump across the

spark gap between the rods. Immediately a
spark jumped across the spark gaps of the
metal ring. Electromagnetic waves pro-
duced by the first spark rod travelling to the
ring had caused the spark to jump across the
rings spark gap. By such means Hertz
produced electromagnetic waves with
wavelengths from a few metres to thirty
centimetres (ultra short waves).

Photo Courtesy Science Museum

Hertz lived for his work and continued
his experiments. Having proved that these
waves existed, he proceeded to show that
they could be reflected, and polarised just as
light can; he measured the velocity of
propagation and found it to be of the same
order as that of light and radiant heat. Soon
scientists all over the world were reproduc-
ing Hertzian experiments without realizing
their commercial applications.

GRANDFATHER OF RADIO
In 1889 Hertz was appointed Professor of

Physics at the University of Bonn: at the age
of 32 he had achieved a position in the
academic world not ordinarily attained
until much later in life. He continued his
work and carried out research into the
discharge of electricity in rarified gases and
also produced his treatise on the principles
of mechanics, this was to be his last work.

In the summer of 1892 Hertz suffered an
illness which developed into chronic blood
poisoning. He died on New Year's Day
1894, at the age of 37; a premature death
had robbed the world of the accomplish-
ments of a man who has been described as
"The Grandfather of Radio".

by Morgan Bradshaw

TABLE 1: HERTZ (Hz)
The Hertz symbolised by the let-
ters Hz has gained world recogni-
tion as the official unit of frequen-
cy, and is equal to one cycle per
second. It is often used with the
prefix k (1kHz = one thousand
cycles per second), and with the
prefix M (1MHz = one million cy-
cles per second).

The number of complete wave-
lengths that pass a given point in
one second is the frequency of the
waves. The frequency of radio
waves varies from thousands to
many thousands million Hz. All
electromagnetic waves travel at a
speed of approximately 186,000
miles per second.

The frequency of a sound wave
governs its pitch, the frequency of

its colours.
The Hertz was adopted by the
International Electrotechnical
Commission in October 1933.

POST -SCRIPT
Hertz' experiments were described in a

paper called "Electromagnetic Waves in Air
and their Reflection", and were published
in an electrical journal. One of the teenage
sons of a rich land owning Italian family,
vacationing in the Alps happened to read
the article. For him it contained the germ of
an idea. Why not use the sparks for signall-
ing? The young man was so excited by the
prospect he cut short his holiday, rushing
back to his Bologna home and with the help
of his brother set up his first experiment.
The teenagers name: Guglielmo Marconi,
the first man to make commercial use of
Hertzian waves which signalled the start of
the radio age.

Marconi demonstrated his "wireless apparatus" at a
lecture held at Toynbee Hall in December, 1896.
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REDErRONICS
and ELE N MONTE

Reach effectively and economically today's enthusiasts anxious to know of your
products and services through our semi -display and classified pages. The prepaid rate
for semi -display spaces is f8.00 per single column centimetre (minimum 2.5cm). The prepaid
rate for classified advertisements is 30 pence per word (minimum 12 words), box number
60p extra. VAT must be added. All cheques, postal orders, etc., to be made payable to
Everyday Electronics. Treasury notes should always be sent registered post. Advertise-
ments, together with remittance, should be sent to the Classified Advertisement Dept.,
Everyday Electronics, 6 Church Street, Wimborne, Dorset BH21 1JH. Tel.: 0202 881749.

Service Sheets

SOLE SUPPLIERS TV/Video repair manuals/
circuits. 1000s s/manuals supplied by return.
S/sheets £2.50 except CTV/M. centres/stereos
£3.50 LSAE with every order/query please brings
free pricelist/magazines inc s/sheet - or phone
0698 884585 (883334 out of business hours)
TIS(EE) 76 Church Street, Larkhall, Lanarkshire.

Receivers & Components

ESR ELECTRONIC
COMPONENT S

 Full range of components
 Motors & Servos
 Robot Arms & Interfaces
 Velleman Electronic Kits
Send for New Catalogue 60p Inc P&P

13A Station Rd, Cullercoats, North Shields,
Tyne & Wear NE30 4PQ Tel. 091 251 4363

Receivers & Comps-Cont.

TURN YOUR SURPLUS capacitors, transistors
etc., into cash. Contact COLES HARDING &
CO., 103 South Brink, Wisbech, Cambs. 0945
584188. Immediate settlement.

Please mention
EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS

when replying to
Classified Ads

Repairs

WE REPAIR ANYTHING electronic, from PC -
XT's to transceivers. Fast turnaround. Quotes by
phone. W.T.S. ELECTRONICS, 5-9 Portland
Road, Luton, Beds. Tel: (0582) 458375. TIx.
265871.

Miscellaneous

TRANSMISSION -LINE SPEAKER: detailed
plans and description of this high quality, novel,
monitor standard speaker system using Harbeth,
Audax or KEF drive units. Send £4 cheque or PO
to: RHS, 52 Chatsworth Road, Farnborough,
Hants. GU14 7DZ.

INTRUDER DETERENT warns off any potential
intruders. Instal in seconds. £6.99 a pair inc.
batteries. P. Thompson, 58 Spinis, Roman Wood,
Bracknell, Berks RG12 4XA.

MAKE MONEY WITH YOUR MICRO. Manual
shows you how. Turn your games machine into a
profitable business. Free details Enterprise Books,
EE, 19 Margate Road, Preston, Lancs PR2 3TB.

rMWMiNiMMIONMEMEMINEHMEIMMMMMEUMIEMMEIMUMMMMMMMMiiiiiii.MMM.M1

ri
ORDER FORM PLEASE WRITE IN BLOCK CAPITALS

Please insert the advertisement below in the next available issue of Everyday Electronics for Insertions. I enclose Cheque/P.O. for
(Cheques and Postal Orders should be made payable to Everyday Electronics)

I

I

HEADING REQUIRED:

I NAME
ADDRESS

Inimmommommommommousomumaosisimummosmomommoomemavelmommmmill

EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS
and ELECTRONICS MONTHLY
Classified Advertisement Dept.,
6 Church Street,
Wimborne,
Dorset BH21 1JH.
Telephone 0202 881749
RATE 30p per word, minimum 12 words. Box No 60p extra. VAT must be added.
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EDUCATION
AND

CAREERS

I AAA Name

MAKE YOUR INTERESTS PAY!
More than 8 million students throughout the world have found it worth their while! An
ICS home -study course can help you get a better job, make more money and have more
fun out of life! ICS has over 90 years experience in home -study courses and is the largest
correspondence school in the world. You learn at your own pace, when and where you
want under the guidance of expert 'personal' tutors. Find out how we can help YOU.
Post or phone today for your FREE INFORMATION PACK on the course of your choice.
(Tick one box only!)

Electronics in
`-'

Radio, Audio
and TV Servicing 0

Basic Electronic
Engineering (City & Guilds) 10

Radio Amateur Licence
Exam (City & Guilds) 10

Electrical Engineering El Car Mechanics 0
Electrical Contracting/
Installation 0

Computer
Programming 0

GCE over 40 '0' and 'A' level subjects 0

Address P. code
International Correspondence Schools. Dept. ECS76, 312/314 High St.,
Sutton, Surrey SM 1 1PR. Tel: 01-643 9568 or 041-221 2926 (24 hrs). .ms

TELEVISION/COMPUTER
FULL-TIME TRAINING
(FULL TIME COURSES APPROVED BY THE BUSINESS & TECHNICIAN

EDUCATION COUNCIL)

2 YEAR
BTEC National Diploma (OND)

ELECTRONIC &
COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING

(Electronics, Computing, Television, Video, Testing & Fault Diagnosis)

15 MONTHS
BTEC National Certificate (ONC)

ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT SERVICING
" (Electronics, Television, Video Cassette Recorders, CCTV, Testing & Fault Diagnosis)

15 MONTHS
BTEC National Certificate (ONC)

COMPUTING TECHNOLOGY
(Electronics, Computing Software/Hardware, Microelectronic Testing Methods)

9 MONTHS
BTEC Higher National Certificate (HNC)

COMPUTING TECHNOLOGY & ROBOTICS
(Microprocessor Based Systems, Fault Diagnosis, ATE, Robotics)

THESE COURSES INCLUDE A HIGH PERCENTAGE OF COLLEGE BASED
PRACTICAL WORK TO ENHANCE FUTURE EMPLOYMENT PROSPECTS

SHORTENED COURSES OF FROM 3 TO 6 MONTHS CAN BE ARRANGED FOR
APPLICANTS WITH PREVIOUS ELECTRONICS KNOWLEDGE

NEXT SESSION TO COMMENCE
ON SEPTEMBER 15th
H.N.C. SEPTEMBER 1986

FULL PROSPECTUS FROM

LONDON ELECTRONICS COLLEGE (Dept EE)
20 PENYWERN ROAD, EARLS COURT,
LONDON SW5 9SU. Tel: 01-373 8721.

Master
Electronics -Microprocessors

-Now! The Practical Way!

 Electronics - Microprocessors
- Computer Technology is the
career and hobby of the
future. We can train you at
home in a simple, practical
and interesting way.

 Recognise and handle all
current electronic components
and 'chips'.

 Carry out full programme of
experimental work on electronic computer circuits
including modern digital technology.

 Build an oscilloscope and master circuit diagram.
 Testing and servicing radio - T.V. - hi-fi and all types of

electronic/computer/industrial equipment.

NewJob?NewCareer?NewHobby?
SEND THIS COUPON NOW.

FREE! COLOUR BROCHURE
Please send your brochure without any obligation to

NAME

OR TELEPHONE US 062 67 6114
OR TELEX 22758 124 HR SERVICE)

I am interested in

ELECTRONICS
I I MICROPROCESSORS

I
I RADIO AMATEUR LICENCE

I I CITY & GUILDS EXAMS

ADDRESS
1 1

CACC

Other Subjects

littish National Radio&Electronics School P.O. Bca7, Itgrunouth,Devon,TQl4 OHS

DIGITAL VOLTMETER MODULE
WITH HIGH BRIGHTNESS LED DISPLAY

______....,---- "-1

,,.....---- - 4%
 High accuracy

I --1%,"
± 0.1% + 1 digit.

111 j "Operates from single

1 ---

* Reads - 99mV to 999mV
supply 7-12V.

ilUe FULLY
which is easily

.46
extended.

e BUILT - Large Bright 0.43" LED
& TESTED Displays.

We are pleased to once again offer this
tried and tested Digital Voltmeter module
which is suitable for use in a wide range of test equipment. Supplied with full
details describing how to easily extend the basic range, measure current
resistance and temperature. The module, which is fully guaranteed, has been
supplied to Electricity Authorities, Government Departments, etc etc.

TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT
KIT DT10

' .6,
A simple though effective
module which, when
constructed, provides a linear
output of 10mV per °C over the tempera ure range -10.0 to +100.C.
This unit is ideal for use in conjunction w the above DVM module,
providing an accurate digital thermome er suitable for a wide
range of applications.

DUAL POWER SUPPLY PS 209,

Only
£14.95
+ VAT

Only
£2.95
+ VAT

£5.65
+ VAT

This fully built mains power
supply provides two, 9V
stabilised outputs up to 250mA
each. The unit is ideally suited for
use with the Digital Voltmeter and the
Temperature Measurement unit DT10.

Order by post, order by 'phone
Add 15", VAT to all prices
LI I( orders odd 75p post & pack.,

RISCOMP
Dept. EE18,
51 POPPY ROAD.
PRINCES RISBOROUGH,

Export orders PA. &costVaeh,ny at LIMITED BUCKS
Tod 1084 441 6326
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OSCILLOSCOPES
TELEOUIPMENT D75 Dual Trace 50MHz Delay
Sweep £35U
COSSOR COU150. Dual Trace 35MHz Solid State
Portable 8 x 10cm display with manual .200
GOULD 0S255 Dual Trace 15MHz .200
TELEOUIPMENT 061 Dual Trace 10MHz with
Manual £150
S.E. LABS SM111. Dual Trace 18MHz Solid State
Portable AC or External DC operation 8 x 10cm
display with manual f 150
TELEOUIPMENT 043. Dual Trace 15MHz With
manual f 100
TELEOUIPMENT S54A. Single Trace 10MHz
Solid State. With manual £110

PROFESSIONAL 9" GREEN
SCREEN MONITORS

Made by KGM for Reuters. Gives quality 80 column
x 24 hue display. Composite Video In Cased Good
Condition Now only £32 u

5'--"4 FLOPPY DISK DRIVES
MP1 Double sided. Double density. 80 track. Un-
used f75 ea
DISK DRIVE PSU. 240V in 5V 18A Al 2V 1.5A Out.
Size W125mm. H75mm. D180mm. Cased. Un-

used Only £10 ea (p&p £2)
(MERIT KEYBOARD (as in LYNX MICRO).
Push to make. Cased Only f 5 ea (p&p £2)
LYNX MICRO -128K. No power. Suply available.
Therefore Only £50 u (p&p £5)PHILIPS DIGITAL MULTIMETERS

4 digit. auto ranging. Complete with battes and
leads

hat(

f 5)
TYPE PM2517X (LCD) £75

AVO TRANSISTOR TESTER TT169
Handheld GO NOGO for in situ testing. Complete
with batteries, leads & instructions. p&p £3. Now
only [12MULTIMETERS

AVO 9 Mk4 (Identical to AVO 8 Mk4 but scaled
differently). Complete with Batteries & Leads. £55 COMMUNICATION RECEIVERS
AVO 8 Mkt Complete with Batteries & Leads £45 RACAL RA17L 500kHz-30MHz.
Above Items in GOOD WORKING ORDER-
appearance not Al hence the price.

ONLY £140 each with manual

AVO TEST SET No 1 (Military version of AVO 8)
Complete with batteries, leads & carrying casef 65 ISOLATING TRANSFORMERS
AVO Model 7x. Complete with batteries, leads & 240V IN -240V OUT 500VA f 15 ee P&P f5

rryI ng case f40 240V IN -240V OUT 200VA 18 P&P f3
AcVOModel 73. Pocket Multimeter (Analogue) 30
ranges. Complete with batteries & leads £18
AVO 72 -Similar to above but no AC current range. NEW EQUIPMENT
With batteries & leads fig HAMEG OSCILLOSCOPE 605. Dual Trace 60MHz

RACAL 32MHz Universal counter timer. Type 836 Delay Sweep. Component Tester .515
with manual Only t50 on HAMEG OSCILLOSCOPE 203.5 Dual Trace 20MHz

Component Tester .270
All available.

STEPPING MOTORS BLACKother STARmodels FREQUENCY COUNTERS P&P f4

Type 1,200 Steps per rev. 4 Phase (5 wire) Meteor 100-100MHz f99
12/24V. Torque 25oz inch (will run on 5V with Meteor 600-600MHz f126
reduced torque) f 15 ea Meteor 1000-1GHz £175
Type 2-6/12 Steps per rev. 3 Phase. 12/24 (will BLACK STAR JUPITOR 500 FUNCTION GENERA -
work on 5V) £2 ea. 5 off £7.50 TOR. Sine/Square/Triangle. 0.1Hz-500KHz. PIP
Type 3. NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS 24 Steps per f4 .110
rev. 4 woe 5V 3.3Amps 0-250 rpm0-200PPsf 6 es HUNG CHANG 0MM 6010. 3; digit. Hand held 28
Type 4.200 Steps per rev. 120V (3 wire) Torque ranges including 10 Amp AG/DC. Complete with
25oz inch f4 ea batteries & leads P&P £4 £33.50
Type 7. WARNER 24 Steps per rev. 3 Phase (6 OSCILLOSCOPES PROBES. Switched xl; x10.
wire). 28V. Holding Torque 45oz inch £5 es P&P £2 £11

USED EQUIPMENT -WITH 30 DAYS GUARANTEE. MANUALS SUPPLIED IF
POSSIBLE. This is a VERY SMALL SAMPLE OF STOCK. SAE or Telephone for Lists.
Please check availability before ordering. CARRIAGE all units £12. VAT to be added
to Total Goods & Carriage.

STEWART OF READING Telephone: 0734 68041

110 WYKEHAM ROAD, READING, BERKS RG6 1PI. .4W
Callers welcome 9 a.m. to 5.30 p.m. Mon -Fri (until 8pm Thurs)
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ELECTROINC COMPOI1EMI
Ref No. CITY Description Price

P1 303 Resistors Assi-ted Types L0.95
P2 300 Resistors Carbsn Pie -formed L0.95
P3 200 1 Watt Resistors Weed L0.95
P4 200 i Watt Resistors Mixed L0.95
PS 200 Capacitors Assorted Types L0.95
P5 200 Ceramic Capacitors Mixed Values L1.00
P7 75 C280 Polyester Capacitors Mixed Values L0.95
PB 50 Electrolytics Mixed Values L0.95
P9 10 Switches Assorted Types, Rocker. Push Button etc... L0.95
P10 1 Copper Clad Board Pack. mixture of sizes L2.00
P11 t5 Red LEDS 3rmn Type L0.95
P12 15 Red LEDS Sms Type L0.95
P13 40 Zener Diodes Mixed values (GOCC RANGE) L0.95
P14 4 1000 mfd 1611 Axial Electrolytics 00.40
P15 15 Amber LEDS 3mm Triangle Type L0.95
P15 1 Solder pack 6 metres in length L0.00
P17 5 Screwdrivers small type with plastic handles L0.50
P19 15 Assorted LEDS Round. Triangle, Rectangle etc... £0.95
PI9 1 Mixture of Electronic Components. Switches, Plugs,

Resistors, Capacitors, Circuit Boards, Grommets and
lots lots more (worth more than C25) L4.95

P23 1 Desolder Pump High Quality Type L4.65
P21 1 Electronic Drill 12v Reliant Type L5.75
P22 20 Audio Plugs Assorted types, Phono. Din etc... L1.50
023 20 Tantalum Capacitors 330mfd 63v 5% L1.25
P24 20 33mfd 16v Radial Electrolyitics FO 45
P25 100 Polystyrene Capacitors 'mixed values) L0.95
025 50 BC107/13 Transistors NPN GCCO (uncoded) L0.95
P27 50 9C177/8 Transistors PNP GOOD (uncoded) L0.95
P29 10 Flat Green LEDS L0.95
P23 10 Knobs Assorted Types, Push -on. Screw mounting etc...L0.95
P33 25 Presets Mixed Value, L0.95
P31 200. Silicon Diodes like 1N4148 L0.95
P32 50 1N4000 Diodes (Good) (uncoded) L0.95
P33 10 Slider Knobs L0.95
P34 50 Wire Wdund Resistors Mixed L0.95
P35 15 Heatsinks Assorted 10-1-3-5-18-220 L0.95
036 20 LED Displays Assorted L4.75
P37 5 PVC Tape Assorted Colours 5yard Rolls L0.95
P38 20 IC Dil Sockets 13-40pin Assorted L2.50
P39 20 BC317E1 Transistors 01.00
P40 25 0.047/250v C200 Polyestor Capacitors L0.95
P41 25 10nF/ 250v C280 Polyestor Capacitors L0.95
042 50 Metres PVC Single Strand Wire Mixed Colours L0.95
P43 30 Metres PVC Multi Strand Wire Mixed Colours L0.95
P44 40 Metres PVC Single/Multi Strand Wire L0.95
P45 50 Silver Mica Caps. Mixed Values L0.95
P46 no 3rms Clear Showing Red LEDS L1.00
P47 10 Sees Rectangular Red LEDS L1.03

P48 I Sleeving Pack Mixed Colours .1 Sizes L0.95
P49 10 Silicon Power Transistors like 2N3055 L0.95
P50 5 Coaxial Plugs Metal Type (for tv's) L0.80

TEACH IN Be KITS INCLUOING(FRONT PANELS (READY MADE))

Ref No. QTY Description Price

P51 25 Bulbs, MES, LES Assorted Types L1.25
P52 30 fuses Mixed Types 6 Valois L0.95
P53 1 Wire Cutters Red Handles (worth L7) L1.95
P54 1 Pliers Red Handles, pointed nose (worth L7) L1.95
P55

'

Assorted Hardware, Nuts, Bolts. Washers etc... L0.95
P56 25 ITT 142 Diodes (like 1N4148) L0.75
P57 4 TIL312 Red 7 Segment Displays L2.03
P50 4 AA NI -CAD Batteries (re -chargeable) L3.50
059 5 LM311 Integrated Circuits £1.50
P60 5 LM733/UA733 chips L2.50
P61 5 NE555 Timer Chips L1.00
P62 5 741 Op -amp Chips L1.00
P63 5 741_503 TTL Chips L1.00
P64 10 Phono Plugs Assorted Colours L0.95
P65 20 Spin DIL Low Profile IC Sockets £1.25
P66 1 Ribbon Cable Pack Mixed Sizes. Types etc... L1.00
P67 20 Tantalum Capacitors Assorted Types /1.35
P68 10 Knobs push on High Quality, coloured tops with

marker lines. Assorted Colours. L1.95
P69 1 Aerial Splitter 'Y' Type, allows TV .0 Video or

Computer to be in -connected L0.95
P70 1 Walkman Style Stereo Headphones L3.15
P71 5 Assorted Battery Holders L1.00
P72 1 PP3 Ni-Cad Battery L4.50
P73 30 Grommets Assorted Types 0 Sizes L0.60
P74 1 31X103 COMPONENT DEC:. ul.s,,,...- resistors, capacitors,

plugs, sockets, boxes, cable, circuit boards, solder,
diodes. LEDS and lots lots more. (worth L50.) £9.95

P75 20 Metres of Cable, Coax, Speaker, Mains, Audio etc... L2.00
P76 30 Cable Ties, Assorted Types L0.80
P77 10 Trimmer Capacitors Assorted Types L1.00
P78 1 Veroboard Pack L2.00
P79 5 Coll Formers, Toriods etc... L1.00
P80 1 TV -VIDEO Extension Lead L0.50
P61 3 Earpieces with phono plugs L0.50
P82 5 Crystals Assorted Types L1.00
P83 a Watch/Calculator Batteries Assorted L4.00
P84 5 Coaxial Plug Combiners (allows plugs to be

connected) £0.50
P85 10 Crocodile Clips, with:screw for fixing wire L0.50
P86 4 Transistor Covers for T03 style, with mounting holesLO..)5
P87 10 Small push switches for mounting onto PCB L0.50
PBB 5 Control Knobs with White indicator line, Black L1.00
P09 5 Large Control Knobs, Black with Yellow Cap with

Marker line. Ideal for Calibration purposes' L1.00
P90 Mechanical Counter, as used in Tape Decks L1.50

ALL COMPONENTS ARE BRAND NEW (UNLESS OTHERWISE SEATED) AND ARE FULLY GUARANTEED,
ORDERS ARE DESPATCH BY RETURN OF POST IF PAYMENT IS MADE BY POSTAL ORDERS.
PAYMENTS MADE BY CHEQUE. PLEASE ALLOW 7-10 DAYS DELIVERY. ANY ITEM OUT OF STOCK
WILL BE ISSUED A CREDIT NOTE. ACC 85p POSTAGE 0 PACKING PLUS 15% VAT TO ORDER.

FL-n[11A 9 IIIIRIVCE DROXIDORNE HERIT ENO 7L11 TEL 0992 .67352
allipmalis
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OW POWER AMPLIFIER MODULES
* PRICES INCLUDE V.A.T. * PROMPT DELIVERIES * FRIENDLY

SERVICE * LARGE S.A.E. 28p STAMP FOR CURRENT LIST

OMP PWER AMPLIFIER M  DULES Nowen,
world-wide reputation for quality, reliability and performance at a realistic price. Four models
available to suit the needs of the professional and hobby market. i.e., Industry, Leisure.
Instrumental and Hi-Fi. etc. When comparing prices. NOTE all models include Toroidal
power supply, Integral heat sink, Glass fibre P.C.B.. and Drive circuits to power compatible
Vu meter. Open and short circuit proof. Supplied ready built and tested.

OMP100 Mk II Bi-Polar Output power 110
watts R.M.S. into 4 ohms, Frequency Res-
ponse 15Hz - 30KHz -3dB, T.H.D. 0.01%,
S.N.R. -118dB, Sens. for Max. output
500mV at 10K, Size 355 X 115 X 65mm.
PRICE £33.99 + £3.00 P&P.

OMP/MF100 Mos-Fet Output power 110
watts R.M.S. into 4 ohms, Frequency Res-
ponse 1Hz - 100KHz -3dB, Damping Factor
80, Slew Rate 45V/uS, T.H.D. Typical
0.002%, Input Sensitivity 500mV, S.N.R.
-125dB. Size 300 X 123 X 60mm. PRICE
PRICE £39.99 + £3.00 P&P.

OMP/MF200 Mos-Fet Output power 200
watts R.M.S. into 4 ohms, Frequency Res-
ponse 1Hz - 100KHz -3dB, Damping Factor
250, Slew Rate 50V/uS, T.H.D. Typical
0.001%, Input Sensitivity 500mV, S.N.R.
-130dB. Size 300 X 150 X 100mm. PRICE
PRICE £62.99 + £3.50 P&P.

OMP/MF300 Mos-Fet Output power 300
watts R.M.S. into 4 ohms, Frequency Res-
ponse 1Hz - 100KHz -3dB, Damping Factor
350, Slew Rate 60V/uS, T.H.D. Typical
0.0008%, Input Sensitivity 500mV, S.N.R.
-130dB, Size 330 X 147 X 102mm. PRICE
PRICE £79.99 + £4.50 P&P.

NOTE: Mos-Fels are supplied as standard It 00KHz bandwidth & Input Sensitivity 500mV). If required.
P A version (50KHz bandwidth & Input Sensitivity 775mV). Order - Standard or P.A.

Vu METER Compatible with our four amplifiers detailed above. A
very accurate visual display employing 11 L.E.D. diodes (7 green, 4
red) plus an additional on/off indicator. Sophisticated logic control
circuits for very fast rise and decay times. Tough moulded plastic
case, with tinted acrylic front. Size 84 27 X 45mm.
PRICE £8.50 + 50p P&P.

LOUDSPEAKERS 5" to 15" up to 400 WATTS R.M.S.
Cabinet Fixing in stock. Huge selection of McKenzie
Loudspeakers available including Cabinet Plans. Large
S.A.E. (28p) for free details.
POWER RANGE
8" 50 WATT R.M.S. Hi-Fi/ Disco.
20 oz. magnet. 116" ally voice coil. Ground ally fixing escutcheon. Res. Fred 40Hz. Freq. Rasp. to
6KHz. Sens. 92dB. PRICEE10.99Available with black grille f11.99 P&P L1.50 ea.
12" 100 WATT R.M.S. Hi-Fi/Disco
50 oz. magnet. 2" ally voice coil. Ground ally fixing escutcheon. Die-cast chassis. White cone. Res
Freq.
25Hz. Freq. Resp to 4KHz. Sens. 95d8 PRICE £28.60+ £3.00 P&P ea.

McKENZIE
12" 85 WATT R.M.S. C1285GP Lead Guitar/Keyboard/Disco.
2" ally voice coil. Ally centre dome. Res. Freq. 45Hz. Freq. Resp. to 6-5KHz. Sens. 98dB.
PRICE £29.99 + E3.00 P&P ea.
12" 85 WATT R.M.S. C1285TC P.A./Disco 2" ally voice coil. Twin cone.
Res. Freq. 45Hz. Freq. Resp. to 14KHz. PRICE £31.49 + E3.00 P&P ea.
15" 150 WATT R.M.S. C15 Bass Guitar/Disco.
3" ally voice coil. Die-cast chassis. Res. Freq. 40Hz. Freq. Resp. to 4KHz. PRICE £57.87 4- £4.00 P&P ea.
10" 60 WATT R.M.S. 1060GP Gen. Purpose/Lead Guitar/Keyboard/Mid. P.A.
2" voice coil. Res. Freq. 75Hz. Freq. Resp. to 7.5KHz. Sens_ 99c18. PRICE £19.99 + £2.00 P&P.
10" 200 WATT R.M.S. C10200GP Guitar/Keyboard/Disco.
2" voice coil. Res. Freq. 45Hz. Freq. Resp. to 7KHz. Sens. 101c18. PRICE £44.76 + £3.00 P&P.
15" 200 WATT R.M.S. C15200 High Power Bass.
Res. Freq. 40Hz. Freq. Resp. to 5KHz. Sens. 101d8. PRICE £62.41 + £4.00 P&P.
15" 400 WATT R.M.S. C15400 High Power Bass.
Res. Freq. 40Hz. Freq. Resp. to 4KHz. Sens. 102dB. PRICE £89.52 + £4.00 P&P.

WEM
5" 70 WATT R.M.S. Multiple Array Disco etc.
1" voice coil. Res. Freq. 52Hz. Freq. Resp. to 5KHz. Sens. 89dB. PRICE £22.00 + £1.50 P&P. ea.
8" 150 WATT R.M.S. Multiple Array Disco etc.
1" voice coil. Res. Freq. 48Hz. Freq. Resp. to 5KHz. Sens. 92c63. PRICE E32.00 + £1.50 P&P ea.
10" 300 WATT R.M.S. Disco/Sound re -enforcement etc.
11" voice coil Res. Freq. 35Hz. Freq. Resp. to 4KHz. Sens. 92dB. PRICE £36.00 + £2.00 P&P ea.
12" 300 WATT R.M.S. Disco/Sound re -enforcement etc.

1 voice coil. Res. Freq. 35Hz. Freq. Resp. to 4KHz. Sens. 94dB. PRICE £47.00 + £3.00 P&P ea.

SOUNDLAB (Full Range Twin Cone)
5" 60 WATT R.M.S. Hi-Fi/Multiple Array Disco etc.
1" voice coil. Res. Freq. 63Hz. Freq. Resp. to 20KHz. Sens. 86dB. PRICE £999 + £1.00 P&P ea.
6V," 60 WATT R.M.S. Hi-Fi/Multiple Array Disco etc.
1" voice coil. Res. Freq. 56Hz. Freq. Resp. to 20KHz. Sens. 89dB. PRICE £10.99+ £1.50 P&P ea.
8" 60 WATT R.M.S. Hi-Ft/Multiple Array Disco etc.
1,4," voice coil. Res. Freq. 38Hz. Fred Resp. to 20KHz. Sens. 89dB. PRICE £12.99 + £1.50 P&P ea

10" 60 WATT R.M.S. Hi-Fi/Disco etc.
1'/4" voice coil. Res. Freq 35Hz Freq. Resp. to 15KHz. Sens. 89dB. PRICE £16.49 + £2 00 P&P

BURGLAR ALARM IDEAL for Work -
Better to be 'Alarmed' then terrified. shops, Factories,
Thandar's famous 'Minder' Burglar Alarm System. 'Offices, Home,
Superior microwave principle. Supplied as three units, etc. Suppliedcomplete with interconnection cable. FULLY
GUARANTEED. ready built.
Control Unit - Houses microwave radar unit, range
up to 15 metres adjustable by sensitivity control.
Three position, key operated facia switch - off - test
- armed. 30 second exit and entry delay.
Indoor alarm - Electronic swept freq. siren.
104dB output.
Outdoor Alarm - Electronic swept freq. siren. 98dB

case.
Housed in a tamper -proof heavy duty metal

Both the control unit and outdoor alarm contain re-
chargeable batteries which provide full protection
during mains failure. Power requirement 200/260 Volt
AC 50/60Hz. Expandable with door sensors, panic -

buttons etc. Complete with instructions
SAVE f 138.00 Usual Price £228.85
BKE's PRICE £89.99 + £4.00 P&P

? Why buy a collection of self -assembly boards!

rOMP LINNET LOUDSPEAKERS
The very best in quality and value. Made specially to suit todays
need for compactness with high sound output levels. Finished in
hard wearing black vynide with protective corners, grille and carry
handle. All models 8 ohms. Full range 45Hz - 20KHz. Size 20" X
15" X 12". Watts R.M.S. per cabinet. Sensitivity 1W. 1 mtr. dB.

OMP 12-100 Watts 100dB. Price £149.99
per pair.
OMP 12-200 Watts 102dB. Price f199.99
per pair. Delivery: Securicor £8.00 per pair

p1019" STEREO RACK AMPS'

Professional 19" cased Mos-Fet stereo
amps. Used the World over in clubs, pubs,
discos etc. With twin Vu meters, twin
toroidal power supplies, XLR connections.
MF600 Fan cooled. Three models (Ratings
R.M.S. into 4 oh m s). Input Sensitivity 775mV
MF200 (100 + 100)W. £169.00 Securicor
MF400 (200 + 200)W. £228.85 Delivery
MF600 (300 + 300)W. £299.99 £10.00.

BSR P295 ELECTRONIC TUR NTABLE
* Electronic speed control 45 & 331/2 r.p.m. * Plus/
Minus variable pitch control * Belt driven * Alu-
minium platter with strobed rim * Cue lever * Anti -
skate (bias device) * Adjustable counter balance *
Manual arm * Standard 1/2" cartrige fixings *
Supplied complete with cut out template * D.C.
Operation 9-14v D.C. 65mA

Price £36.99 - £3.00 P&P.

ADC 04 maq cartridge for above. Price £4.99 ea. P&P 50p

44

1 K -WATT
SLIDE DIMMER

If Control loads up
to 1Kw
'* Compact Size
4%" X 1" X 2,4"
* Easy snap in fix-

- ing through panel/
cabinet cut out
* Insulated plastic
case
* Full wave con-
trol using 8 amp
triac
* Conforms to

BS800
* Suitable for both resist-
ance and inductive loads. In-
numerable applications in
industry, the home, and
disco's, theatres etc.
PRICE £13.99 - 75p P&P

PIEZO ELECTRIC TWEETERS MOTOROLA
Join the Piezo revolution. The low dynamic mass (no voice coil) of a Piezo tweeter produces an
improved transient response with a lower distortion level than ordinary dynamic tweeters. As a
crossover is not required these units can be added to existing speaker systems of up to 100 watts
(more if 2 put in series) FREE EXPLANATORY LEAFLETS SUPPLIED WITH EACH TWEETER.

TYPE 'A' (KSN2036A13" round with protective wire
mesh, ideal for bookshelf and medium sized Hi-fi
speakers. Price £4.90 each + 40p P&P.
TYPE 'B' (KSN1005A) 3%2" super horn. For general
puroose speakers, disco and P.A. systems etc: Price
£5.99 each + 40p P&P.
TYPE 'C' (KSN6016A) 2" X 5" wide dispersion
horn. For quality Hi-fi systems and quality discos etc.
Price £6.99 each + 40p P&P.
TYPE 'D' (KSN1025A) 2" X 6" wide dispersion
horn. Upper frequency response retained extending
down to mid range (2KHz). Suitable for high quality
Hi-fi systems and quality discos. Price £9.99 each
+ 40p P&P.
TYPE 'E' (KSN1038A) 33,4" horn tweeter with
attractive silver finish trim. Suitable for Hi-fi monitor
systems etc. Price £5.99 each + 40p P&P.
LEVEL CONTROL Combines on a recessed mount-
ing plate, level control and cabinet input jack socket.
85 X 85 mm. Price £3.99 + 40p P&P.

TYPE

TYPE

TYR*

TYPE 'E'

IPAOTE1
HOBBY KITS. Proven designs including glass
fibre printed circuit board and high quality
components complete with instructions.

FM MICROTRANSMITTER (BUG) 90/105MHz with very sensitive
microphone. Range 100/300 metres. 57 x 46 x 14mm 19 volt)
Price: £8.62 + 75p P&P.
3 WATT FM TRANSMITTER 3 WATT 85/115MHz varicap controlled
professional performance. Range up to 3 miles 35 x 84 x 12mm
(12 volt) Price: £14.49+ 75p P&P.
SINGLE CHANNEL RADIO CONTROLLED TRANSMITTER/
RECEIVER 27MHz. Range up to 500 metres. Double coded modulation.
Receiver output operates relay with 2amp/240 volt contacts. Ideal for
many applications. Receiver 90 x 70 x 22mm (9/12 volt). Price:
£17.82 Transmitter 80 x 50 x 15mm (9/12 volt). Price: £1 1.29
P&P + 75p each. S.A.E. for complete list. 3 watt FM

Transmitter

11111. POSTAL CHARGES PER ORDER £1.00 minimum. OFFICIAL
ORDERS WELCOME, SCHOOLS, COLLEGES, GOVERNMENT
BODIES, ETC. PRICES INCLUSIVE OF V.A.T. SALES COUNTER
VISA/ACCESS/C.O.D. ACCEPTED

STEREO DISCO MIXER
STEREO DISCO MIXER with 2 X 5 band L.&
R. graphic equalisers and twin 10 segment
L.E.D. Vu Meters. Many outstanding features
5 Inputs with individual faders providing a
useful combination of the following: -
3 Turntables (Mag), 3 Mics, 4 Line plus Mic
with talk over switch. Headphone Monitor.
Pan Pot. L. & R. Master Output controls. Out-
put 775mV. Size 360 X 280 X 90mm.

Price £134.99 -. £3.00 P&P

J.

B. K. ELECTRONICS

8'

UNIT 5, COMET WAY, SOUTHEND-ON-SEA,
ESSEX, SS2 6TR TEL: 0702-527572



Lowest possible prices?
Top quality components?

Fast reliable service?
Large range?

it's irresistible.

Pick up.a copy of our new 1986 catalogue from any branch of
W.H. Smith for just £1.45.
Or post this coupon now, to receive your copy by post for just
£1.45 + 40p p & p. If you live outside the U.K. send £2.50 or
11 International Reply Coupons. I enclose £1.85.

Name

Address

FE 7 86

MAPLIN ELECTRONIC SUPPLIES LTD.
Mail Order: P.O. Box 3, Rayleigh, Essex SS6 8LR.
Telephone: Southend (0702) 552911

SHOPS
 BIRMINGHAM Lynton Square, Perry Barr, Tel: 021-356 7292.
 LONDON 159-161 King Street, Hammersmith, W6.

Telephone: 01-748 0926.
 MANCHESTER 8 Oxford Road, Tel: 061-236 0281.
 SOUTHAMPTON 46-48 Bevois Valley Road, Tel: 0703 225831
 SOUTHEND 282-284 London Rd, Westcliff-on-Sea, Essex.

Telephone: 0702-554000
Shops closed all day Monday


